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Introduction

The most important thing about global warming is this. Whether humans
are responsible for the bulk of climate change is going to be left to the
scientists, but it’s all of our responsibility to leave this planet in better shape
for the future generations than we found it.
—Mike Huckabee

1.1

Heat storage: the future’s energy solution

Global warming and other environmental issues are major challenges of the 21st
century. Along with the development of human civilization, the global energy consumption has greatly increased. From 1820 to 2010 (ﬁgure 1.1a), the world energy
consumption has multiplied 30 times. Meanwhile, the world energy consumption
per capita has quadrupled from 20 to 80 GJ/year [1] , and is projected to increase
another 20% by 2040 [2] . In the current fossil fuel based energy structure, the huge
and fastly increasing energy consumption has brought big impacts on our society,
economy, and environment. This impact can only be mitigated by a transition to
a renewable based energy structure. According to statistics of OECD countries,
the building sector contributes 35% of the current ﬁnal energy consumption [2] ,
and space heating accounts for roughly half of the energy consumed in the built
environment [3] (ﬁgure 1.1b). Therefore, CO2 emission can be greatly reduced by
switching to renewable heating systems.
Solar heating is the best choice in renewable heating systems for space and
water heating. However, the largest heating demand is in winter when solar energy
is less abundant. On the contrary, solar radiation is high in summer while space
heating is not needed. The above seasonal heat production and consumption
mismatch can be solved using heat storage, a method to store energy in the form
of heat in a heat battery. As illustrated in ﬁgure 1.2, in summer, the heat battery
1
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Figure 1.1: (a) Historical world energy consumption by primary energy source [1] . (b)
Breakdown of OECD energy consumption in the built environment [3] .

is charged by the solar collectors on the roofs; while in winter, the heat battery is
discharged for space and tap water heating. Though short term heat storage such
as hot water storage is already widely applied, long term seasonal heat storage is
still less competitive [4] . Firstly, in the long term heat storage, a suﬃcient amount
of heat needs to be stored for the entire winter. Without a high energy storage
density, the storage volume would inevitably be enormous. Secondly, the heat
should be preserved in the long term with minimal loss. The traditional sensible
heat storage using water requires huge investment in thermal insulation.
To accommodate the above two challenges, a compact and low-loss heat storage
system is necessary. Currently, there are two major types of such systems. Sorption
heat storage uses the hydration reaction (absorption of water vapor) of inorganic
salts or the adsorption of water vapor onto certain porous materials for energy
storage [5,6] . The water vapor ﬂow can be regulated to control the heat outﬂow
for the long-term low-loss heat storage. Latent heat storage uses the latent heat
of solid-liquid phase transition [7] . The spontaneous freezing points of the phase
change materials (PCMs) used in such storage systems are much lower than their
melting points. This allows us to store PCMs in their liquid phase at relatively
lower temperatures to minimize insulation. For both the sorption heat storage and
the latent heat storage, a suitable storage material with high storage density, low
environmental impact, and low cost is essential.

1.2

Sugar alcohols for seasonal heat storage

As introduced in the previous section, ﬁnding a suitable storage material is key to
compact heat storage. Besides energy storage density, there are many factors to
consider. One such example is the storage temperature. In ﬁgure 1.3, the energy
storage density and storage temperature are given for many heat storage material

2
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Figure 1.2: Graphical illustration of a seasonal heat storage system. Graphic: BINE
Information Service.

candidates. For the materials that store energy using chemical reactions and sorptions, the reaction temperatures are their heat storage temperatures. For PCMs,
the melting points are their heat storage temperatures. In seasonal heat storage
for space heating applications, the storage temperature should lie between 80◦ C
(as required by room heaters) and 160◦ C (as limited by solar collectors). In this
case, both sorption materials and PCMs are potential candidates. For sorption
heat storage, material cost, thermal stability, recyclability, toxicity and corrosivity,
and system integration are challenges to be solved and are under ongoing investigations [6,8] . For PCMs, after decades of development, the system integration
technology is relatively mature, and hence the focus is more on the development
of storage material [7,9–12] .
Recently, sugar alcohols are proposed as a new generation of PCMs. Sugar
alcohols’ melting points satisfy the aforementioned 80-160◦ range, and have relatively high energy storage densities compared with other PCMs (ﬁgure 1.3). Additionally, as by-products from the food industry, sugar alcohols are non-corrosive,
non-toxic, and environmentally friendly. A few sugar alcohols are produced at
prices in the range of less than one Euro/kg [13] . The most important feature that
enables the use of sugar alcohols for seasonal storage is their evident supercooling characteristics. When lowering the temperature of a liquid below its melting
point, the liquid is called supercooled if the liquid state remains, and the liquid
state is metastable. For example, liquid xylitol with a melting point of 95◦ C can
be cooled to room temperature without freezing. The supercooling process allows
3
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the store of material in the liquid phase and preserve the latent heat with minimal insulation. For the above reasons, the European Union’s Seventh Framework
Programme project SAMSSA (sugar alcohol based materials for seasonal storage
application) selects sugar alcohols as starting point [14] . The works presented in
this thesis are part of the project.
Sugar alcohol compounds Sugar alcohols are organic compounds that comprise multiple hydroxyl (-OH) groups. They are typically obtained by hydrogenation of sugars using catalysts, or in the case of erythritol, obtained from fermentation of glucose. In ﬁgure 1.4, the melting enthalpies and melting points of sugar
alcohols are brieﬂy summarized [15] . Sugar alcohols may exist in many conﬁgurations. From both the speciﬁc melting enthalpy ∆hm and the volumetric melting
enthalpy ρ∆hm points of view, the compounds in mono-linear conﬁguration have
the highest melting enthalpies. Therefore, the best candidates for heat storage
are the acyclic sugar alcohol monomers. Because most naturally occurring sugars
have four to six carbon atoms, the thesis focuses mainly on C4-C6 acyclic sugar
alcohols.
C4-C6 acyclic sugar alcohols The properties of C4-C6 sugar alcohols are
studied in Chapter 3, and we will further discuss the choice of materials therein.
There are in total 10 hexitols (C6), 4 pentitols (C5), and 3 tetritols (C4), as listed
in ﬁgure 1.5. Many sugar alcohols have multiple names. For example, glucitol is
often referred to as sorbitol. In this thesis, we use only the names given in the
4
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ﬁrst line under the sugar alcohols in ﬁgure 1.5.
CH2OH CH2OH CH2OH CH2OH CH2OH CH2OH CH2OH CH2OH CH2OH CH2OH
HCOH HCOH
HCOH HOCH
HCOH HOCH HOCH HOCH HOCH
HCOH HOCH HOCH
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allitol galactitol D-altritol D-glucitol
D-talitol L-gulitol
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Other names:
dulcitol = galactitol
sorbitol = glucitol
arabinitol = arabitol
adonitol = ribitol
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Figure 1.5: Nomenclature for all possible C4-C6 acyclic sugar alcohols. The names
without d- or l- are meso compounds.
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1.3

Problem deﬁnition and literature review

In spite of the aforementioned advantages of sugar alcohols for seasonal heat storage, there are still many issues to be resolved before a system scale implementation
can take place. In analogy to the Olympic’s adage “citius, altius, fortius” (“faster,
higher, stronger”), the search for a PCM with faster kinetics, higher storage density, and stronger material properties is under way. The challenges are as follows.
Property measurement and prediction Sugar alcohols can be used over a
broad temperature range. Their thermodynamic and transport properties need
to be accurately determined within this range, including the supercooled liquid
phase. Some properties are not yet known (e.g. density, heat conductivity, thermal
stability [16,17] , crystal growth speed [18–20] ) and some are diﬃcult to measure (e.g.
viscosity [21] , surface tension [22] ). Additionally, the measured material properties
can vary depending on the material batch and measurement technique (e.g. latent
heat and melting point [13,21,23–27] ). In this thesis, the ﬁrst task is therefore to
quantify the properties of sugar alcohols, or improve existing results. During the
measurements, there are many issues discovered. For example, why sugar alcohols
have high melting enthalpies compared with other organic PCMs and what the
underlying physics is that gives a sugar alcohol mixture an even higher melting
enthalpy and/or lower melting point than its constituents [13,28,29] . Though the
above questions can be inspected from multiple angles, the most fundamental one
is from the atomic scale, by building up the material without a priori knowledge
of its properties.
In the theoretical approach, there is a huge gap from ﬁrst principle physics to
the macroscopic properties. Selecting and developing suitable methods to bridge
the gap is therefore a crucial step. Presently, the existing theoretical models (e.g.
force ﬁelds) [30–32] and methods (e.g. molecular dynamics) [33,34] have not been
applied on sugar alcohols working as PCMs, and need to be tested [35,36] . The
non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulation method for calculating the shear
viscosity [37,38] needs to be adapted to the very viscous sugar alcohol ﬂuid. The twophase thermodynamic model [39–41] needs to be improved to adapt to a constant
pressure scheme. All the above problems are to be solved in order to establish a
standard calculation technique for sugar alcohol material properties.
Mechanism of heat conductivity improvement Sugar alcohols have low
thermal conductivity. This has a negative inﬂuence on the charging and discharging power of heat batteries. To improve the heat conductivity, one way is to add
high-conductivity materials such as carbon nanotubes and nano-platelets [10,42–46] .
Another way is to use carbon foams or expanded graphite as a skeleton and impregnate them with PCMs [47–51] . In the above two solutions, we need a better
understanding of the heat transfer process at the carbon-sugar alcohol interface to
design an optimal composite. Such process can well be studied at the nanoscale.
By molecular dynamics simulations, the phonon dispersion at a carbon-liquid in6
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terface [52,53] and the interfacial resistance [54,55] can directly be calculated. However, these techniques have not been applied on carbon-sugar alcohol composites
before. Additionally, the non-equilibrium method used to study phonon transfer
and interfacial resistance need to be validated and improved.
Insight into nucleation and crystal growth The nucleation and crystallization process of sugar alcohols are slow. At the macroscale, with no prior research
available, experiments are required to measure the crystal growth speed and to
observe the growth morphology. To understand the growth mechanism, nanoscale
studies are required to analyze the interfacial free energy at the crystal-melt interface. We need to develop and test new methods for such a purpose [34,56] . In
order to study surface roughening and dendritic growth, a more eﬃcient simulation method at a larger time and length scale is required to directly visualize the
creation of lattices during crystal growth [57,58] . Such simulations of sugar alcohols
are unprecedented.

1.4

Thesis outline: the nanoscale and beyond

As discussed, the crystal-melt interfacial free energy, the phonon dispersion at
carbon-sugar alcohol interfaces, the entropic origin of phase change, and the mechanism of heat conductivity improvement using nanostructures have to be studied
at the nanoscale. To this end, molecular dynamics was proven to be a powerful
tool. To study the crystal growth and nucleation, a mesoscale model is applied
to lattice growth simulations, and laboratory experiments are performed as well.
The thesis is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, the molecular model of sugar alcohols used in this thesis is given.
Then the basics of molecular dynamics are introduced. The thermodynamics of
liquids and the method to calculate the phonon density of state are also included.
In Chapter 3, the material properties of sugar alcohols are studied by means of
laboratory measurements and molecular dynamics simulations. The phase change
and transport properties are reviewed using experimental results in literature and
results from supplementary experiments. A few sugar alcohols are selected as
model materials. The validity and performance of the molecular models described
in Chapter 2 are investigated and discussed. Several non-equilibrium simulation
methods are introduced to characterize sugar alcohol transport properties.
In Chapters 4 and 5, the method to improve the heat conductivity of sugar alcohols by carbon nanotubes and graphene nano-platelets are presented. In Chapter
4, two nanoscale heat transfer scenarios, namely the “out-of-plane carbon-to-liquid
heat transfer” and the “cross-plane liquid-to-liquid heat transfer”, will be studied
and discussed. Furthermore, we will discuss how conﬁnement of molecules will
play a role in the heat transfer kinetics. In Chapter 5, the study is extended to
carbon-sugar alcohol composites. The cross-plane contact conductance is calcu7
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lated for ﬁve graphene-sugar alcohol compounds, and the conﬁnement eﬀect is
quantiﬁed.
In Chapter 6, we study the solid-liquid interfacial free energy, which is a key
parameter in determining nucleation kinetics. This parameter is calculated using
a newly developed transition state sampling method based on molecular dynamics
and stochastic dynamics simulations. This novel technique can also calculate the
anisotropy of the interfacial free energy, which is essential for anisotropic crystal
growth.
In Chapter 7, we combine all calculation results of the previous chapters to
study some phenomena at a larger length and time scale. A kinetic Monte Carlo
method is introduced and used to simulate the crystal growth of sugar alcohols at
the lattice scale. Crystal growth of sugar alcohol materials is directly measured using an optical microscope. The temperature-dependent growth speed is compared
with the simulation results. The eﬀective thermal conductivity of carbon-sugar
alcohol composites is evaluated using mean ﬁeld approximations.
In Chapter 8, conclusions are drawn and recommendations are given.
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Molecular models and molecular
dynamics

In this chapter, we will give the molecular models used in this thesis. The
working principles of molecular dynamics is explained afterwards. Then
we introduce a two-phase thermodynamic model, which provides a way to
calculate the thermodynamic properties of liquids from molecular dynamics
simulations.

2.1

Molecular model: invisible threads between
atoms

To study the material properties and the fundamental working principles of sugar
alcohols, we need an accurate working model, built from the fundamental laws of
physics. At the molecular scale, the working model is a force ﬁeld, a functional
form that deﬁnes the interatomic interactions. Appendix A described how to
construct such a force ﬁeld. Here in this section we give directly the force ﬁelds
used in this thesis.

2.1.1

Sugar alcohols

Because there is no chemical reaction involved in the phase transition of sugar alcohols, a non-reactive force ﬁeld (without bond dissociation) is suﬃcient. There are
many non-reactive force ﬁelds available which are optimized for various purposes.
Regarding the simulation of polyalcohols, the all-atom version of the OPLS 1 force
ﬁeld (opls) [32,59,60] and the generalized AMBER 2 force ﬁeld (gAﬀ) [30,61] are mostly
used [62] . Opls is optimized for liquid phase simulations, while gAﬀ is optimized
1 Optimized
2 Assisted

Potential for Liquid Simulations
Model Building and Energy Reﬁnement
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for molecular design. In the work of Inagaki et al., the AMBER force ﬁeld is combined with the opls charge set for sugar alcohols [35] . In addition, the CHARMM 3
force ﬁeld and the CHARMM polarizable force ﬁeld each have an additive subset
optimized for acyclic polyalcohols (C+ap, CP+ap, respectively) [31,63–66] . These
two force ﬁelds have more complicated atom-type deﬁnitions and interaction terms
and can thus better reproduce the electronic level (calculated using density functional theory, DFT) potential energy hypersurface [31] . The potential energy of the
non-reactive force ﬁelds can all be written as
E = E el + E vdW + E bond + E ang + E dih ,

(2.1)

where the terms on the right-hand-side represent electrostatic interaction, van der
Waals interaction, bond stretching, angle bending, and dihedral torsional energy,
respectively.
• The functional forms of E el used in opls, gAﬀ, and C+ap are consistent with
Coulomb’s law. For each atom, a constant partial charge q is assigned to the
atomic mass center. The interaction energy of an atom pair is
el
2
Eij
= f qi qj /rij
,

(2.2)

where qi and qj are the partial charges of the atom pair i and j, rij is the
distance between the atomic centers, and f = 138.935485(9) kJ·mol−1 nm e−2
is the electric conversion factor with e being the elementary charge.
• The functional forms of E vdW used in all the aforementioned non-reactive force
ﬁelds are the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential
vdW
Eij
= 4ϵij [(σij /rij )12 − (σij /rij )6 ],

(2.3)

where ϵ is the potential well depth, and σ is the ﬁnite distance at which the pair
potential is zero.
• The bonded interactions (E bond , E ang , and E dih ) are only among the atom
groups that are explicitly deﬁned as bonded. For bond stretching, in all the
above force ﬁelds,
bond
Eij
= 21 kb,ij (rij − rij,0 )2 .
(2.4)
For angle bending, in opls and gAﬀ,
ang
Eijk
= 21 kθ,ijk (θijk − θijk,0 )2 ,

(2.5)

ang
Eijk
= 21 kθ,ijk (θijk − θijk,0 )2 + 12 kUB,ijk (rik − rik,0 )2 .

(2.6)

while in C+ap,
For dihedral torsions,
dih
Eijkl
=

∑3
n=1

kϕ,ijkl,n (1 + cos(nϕijkl − ϕijkl,n,0 )).

(2.7)

The bonding strengths kb , kθ , kUB , kϕ,1 , kϕ,2 , kϕ,3 and the oﬀset parameters
rij,0 , θijk,0 , rik,0 , ϕijkl,0 in the above equations are dependent on the force ﬁeld
and atoms indexed with i, j, k, and l.
3 Chemistry

at HARvard Molecular Mechanics
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The bonded and non-bonded interaction parameters are dependent on atom
types. These atom types are deﬁned according to the chemical element, the atomic
hybridization, ionization, and the atomic position in a molecule. For sugar alcohols, a d-mannitol molecule is depicted as an example in ﬁgure 2.1. The six
atom types deﬁned for a d-mannitol molecule are the body/tail aliphatic H, the
body/tail sp3 C, the hydroxyl O, and the hydroxyl H. The bonded and non-bonded
interaction parameters for each atom type in each force ﬁeld are given in Appendix
A.
body aliphatic H
body sp3 C
tail aliphatic H
tail sp3 C
hydroxyl O
hydroxyl H
Figure 2.1: Atom type deﬁnition of a sugar alcohol molecule (d-mannitol). The dashed
box distinguishes the body part from the tail parts.

Although the above force ﬁelds are parameterized using various crystallographic data and ab initio calculations, no force ﬁeld is parameterized for the
solid-liquid phase transition process. It is therefore necessary to check the phase
change properties of sugar alcohols using each of these force ﬁelds. This validation
is carried out in chapter 3.

2.1.2

Water

In the validation of non-equilibrium molecular dynamics methods, such as the ones
used for viscosity calculation in section 2.2.3 and chapter 4, water is used instead
of sugar alcohols. This is because a) water molecules are much smaller so that
simulations are less expensive; b) water is well studied in both experiments and
molecular simulations so that cross-validations are convenient; c) being also a good
phase change material, water has many properties that are quite comparable to
sugar alcohols; and d) both sugar alcohols and water can form rich hydrogen bond
networks which potentially give them high latent heat values [35,67] .

qH
LOH

θ
φ

qH = +0.5564e

qD

qO = 0; qD = -1.1128e

qH
qO

LOD

LOH = 0.09752 nm
LOD = 0.01546 nm
θ = 104.52°; φ = 52.26°
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of the four point water model and the parameters for TIP4P-2005.

Chapter 2
The water model used here is the TIP4P-2005 four point model [68] . The model
predicts the correct phase diagram of water and is used in various solid-liquid phase
change studies [69–71] . The four point water model TIP4P-2005 has a massless
dummy atom that carries the charge of the oxygen atom, as illustrated in ﬁgure
2.2. Also given are its geometry, atomic charges q, bond lengths L, bond angles
θ and ϕ. As opposed to sugar alcohol models, the bond lengths and angles in the
water model are constrained making it a rigid molecule. The potential energy of
a single-component system of TIP4P-2005 water is given by
∑
12
6
),
(2.8)
E = E el + E vdW = i<j (f qi qj /rij + C1,ij /rij
− C2,ij /rij
where i and j are the atom index numbers in the system, C1,O−O = 3.0573 × 10−6
nm12 ·kJ/mol, and C2,O−O = 3.0766 × 103 nm6 ·kJ/mol. C1 and C2 between other
atom pairs are taken zero.

2.1.3

Graphene and carbon nanotubes

In Chapters 4 and 5, graphene (ﬁgure 2.3a) and carbon nanotubes (ﬁgure 2.3b) are
simulated in water or sugar alcohol liquids. These carbon structures are modeled
using the QMFF-Cx-LJ12-6 (qmcxlj) force ﬁeld [72] . This recently developed force
ﬁeld correctly reproduces both thermal and mechanical properties of graphite.
The functional forms for Ci -Cj bond stretching, Ci -Cj -Ck angle bending, and
Ci -Cj -Ck -Cl dihedral torsion are
bond
Eij
= kb [1 − exp[−a(rij − rij,0 )2 ]]2 ,

(2.9)

1
kθ (cos θijk − θijk,0 )2 + krr (rij − rij,0 )(rkj − rkj,0 )
2
+ krθ (cos θijk − θijk,0 )(rij − rij,0 + rkj − rkj,0 ),

ang
Eijk
=

(2.10)

and
dih
Eijkl
= 21 kϕ (1 − cos 2ϕijkl ),

(2.11)
[72]

respectively. The parameters of the above equations are given elsewhere . The
bond length r, bond angle θ, and dihedral torsion angle ϕ are illustrated in ﬁgure
2.3c.

θ

φ

(a)

(b)

r

(c)

Figure 2.3: Graphical illustration of (a) graphene (b) carbon nanotube and (c) the
three quantities r, θ, and ϕ used in describing the bonded interactions.
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2.2

Molecular dynamics: an in silico experiment

Molecular dynamics (MD) is a statistical-ensemble-based method (the deﬁnition of
ensemble and other related concepts are given in Appendix B) to study molecular
systems. Running a molecular dynamics simulation generates trajectories of all
atoms in the system [73] , enabling us to visualize the movement of individual atoms.
In an MD simulation, atoms are treated as point masses that obey Newton’s
equations of motion. The forces acting on each atom are the spatial gradient of
the potential
(F1 , F2 , ..., FN ) = −∇E(r1 , r2 , ..., rN ),
(2.12)
where ri is the position vector of the i-th atom, and E is the potential energy
deﬁned using a speciﬁc force ﬁeld with functional forms introduced in the previous
section.

2.2.1

Preparing an MD simulation

To run an MD simulation, an initial condition is required. This includes the coordinates and velocities of all atoms. Such an initial conﬁguration is generated in
various ways. In this work, the coordinates of a solid structure are generated based
on crystallographic data. Then the system’s potential energy, as calculated using
a speciﬁc force ﬁeld, is minimized using iterative steepest decent and conjugate
gradient methods [74] . The above step ensures the simulation to start from a (local)
energy minimum so that it reaches equilibrium faster. For liquid, the coordinates
are generated by simulating a melting process. Taking the equilibrated solid structure and increasing the simulation temperature, the crystal would naturally melt
into a liquid state. In both solid and liquid simulations, the initial velocities are
generated using the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at a chosen temperature.

2.2.2

Running an MD simulation

Running an MD simulation is essentially solving the diﬀerential equation given
in equation (2.12). Apart from the initial conditions given in section 2.2.1, a
boundary condition is required. The length scale of an MD simulation is very
small, ranging from nanometers to micrometers. Therefore we choose periodic
boundary conditions to represent the material in the bulk state.
There are many ways to numerically solve equation 2.12. In this research, we
choose the so-called leapfrog integration [33] . It is stable for oscillatory motion
(which is very much the case in most molecular movements), as long as the time
step ∆t is less than 2/ω, where ω is the angular frequency of the oscillation. In
the leapfrog integration, the coordinates, velocities, and accelerations are updated
as follows:
ri (t) = ri (t − ∆t) + vi (t − ∆t/2)∆t,
ai (t) = Fi (t)/mi ,
vi (t + ∆t/2) = vi (t − ∆t/2) + ai (t)∆t,
13
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where v = (d/dt)r denotes velocity, a = (d2 /dt2 )r denotes acceleration, and mi
denotes the mass of the i-th atom. The vibrational frequency of the bonds in a
sugar alcohol molecule can reach 3500 cm−1 (105 THz). Therefore the time step
∆t is set to 1 fs (10−15 s). These high-frequency bonds are the bonds involving
hydrogen atoms, such as a C-H bond or an O-H bond. Because of their very high
characteristic temperature, these bonds almost invariably stay at their ground
states, eﬀectively forming rigid bonds. Therefore, when the dynamics of the highfrequency bonds is not important, the C-H and O-H bonds are constrained using
the LINCS algorithm [33] . The rigid TIP4P-2005 water model [68] introduced in
section 2.1.2 is also constrained using this algorithm.

2.2.3

Temperature and pressure control

In some MD simulations, temperature and pressure control is required to remove
(or compensate) the excess heat and stress. Such control is realized through a
thermostat and a barostat. In this thesis, the Berendsen thermostat/barostat [75]
and the Nosé-Hoover thermostat are used [76] .
Berendsen thermostat In an MD simulation, the instantaneous temperature
is
2
2
T (t) =
Ek =
Ek ,
(2.14)
NDOF
(3N − Nc − 3)kB
where NDOF is the total number of degrees of freedom (DOF), Nc is the number
of constrained DOF, such as the number of rigid bonds mentioned in the previous
subsection, -3 is because of center of mass removal, and
Ek =

N
∑
p2 (t)
i

i=1

2mi

(2.15)

is the total kinetic energy, where p = v/2m is the momentum of individual atoms.
In the Berendsen thermostat, the system temperature is regulated to the target
temperature T0 by applying a universal scaling factor λT to the velocities of all
atoms with [75]
[
(
)]1/2
∆t
T0
λT (t) = 1 + B
−1
,
(2.16)
τT T (t)
where the regulation strength is determined by a time constant τTB . Using the
Berendsen thermostat, the system temperature decays exponentially to the target
temperature with
dT /dt = (T0 − T )/τTB .
(2.17)
Therefore the time constant τTB determines how fast the target temperature is
reached. In MD simulations, τTB is usually set to 0.1 ps.
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Berendsen barostat In
tensor is

Pxx Pxy
P(t) = Pyx Pyy
Pzx Pzy

an MD simulation, the instantaneous 3×3 pressure



N
Pxz
T
∑
∑
2 1
1
pi pi

Pyz  = 
+
rij FT
ij ,
V 2 i=1 2mi
2 i<j
Pzz

(2.18)

where pi = (px , py , pz )T is the momentum vector of atom i, and V is the instantaneous system volume. The scaler pressure is given by
P (t) = (Pxx + Pyy + Pzz )/3.

(2.19)

To regulate the system pressure to the target pressure P0 , the Berendsen barostat
applies a scaling factor to all the atomic coordinates, as well as the (periodic)
triclinic simulation box
[
]1/3
∆t
λP (t) = 1 + B
(P (t) − P0 )
,
(2.20)
τP kB T (t)
where the regulation strength is determined by a time constant τPB . In analogy to
the Berendsen thermostat, a system’s pressure controlled by the Berensen barostat
decays exponentially to the target pressure with
dP/dt = (P0 − P )/τPB .
In MD simulations,

τPB

(2.21)

is usually set to 0.5 ps.

The above pressure control scheme is isotropic, because the same scaling factor
is applied to x, y, and z directions. It is also possible to apply an anisotropic
pressure control. Part of the simulations performed in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 use
semi-isotropic pressure control. In this case, we ﬁrst compute the mean pressure
in x and y directions P1 and the pressure in z direction P2 using
P1 (t) = (Pxx + Pyy )/2,
P2 (t) = Pzz .

(2.22)

Then two scaling factors λP1 and λP2 are computed using equation (2.20) by
replacing P by P1 and P2 , respectively. Finally, λP1 is applied to all x and y
Cartesian coordinates as well as to the simulation box lengths in x and y directions, while λP2 is applied to the coordinates and box length in z direction. This
semi-isotropic pressure coupling scheme is particularly useful when an anisotropic
pressure relaxation is required, such as in an interfacial system.
Nosé-Hoover thermostat and non-equilibrium MD simulation The velocity scaling in the Berendsen thermostat suppresses natural ﬂuctuations of kinetic energy of the system and therefore may result in an unnatural system. In
statistical mechanics terms, the Berensen thermostat does not generate a correct
canonical ensemble (concept presented in Appendix B) [77] . In contrast, the NoséHoover (NH) thermostat does keep a correct canonical ensemble. The equation
of motion in an NH dynamics system has an additional term when calculating
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acceleration
ai =

pξ
Fi
−
vi ,
mi
mξ

(2.23)

where ξ is a fully dynamic quantity with its own mass mξ and momentum deﬁned
as pξ = mξ dξ/dt. The additional term acts as a pushing or resistance force to
regulate the system temperature. The regulation strength is determined by mξ .
Diﬀerent from the Berendsen thermostat, the system temperature controlled by
the NH thermostat oscillates around the target temperature T0 , and the oscillation
period τTNH is given by
τ 2 T0
mξ = NDOF kB T 2 ,
(2.24)
4π
where NDOF = 3N − Nc − 3 is the total number of DOF in the controlled system.
In practice, τTNH is set to 0.5 ps.
It is shown that systems driven by Nosé-Hoover dynamics using equation (2.23)
allow for a consistent non-equilibrium thermodynamic description [78] . This enables us to calculate the energy ﬂow into a system as
Q=

p2ξ
+ 3N kB T ξ,
2mξ

(2.25)

using ξ and pξ generated from the simulation trajectory as extended coordinates.

2.2.4

Cut-oﬀ and long-range force

In an MD simulation, the computing time increases dramatically as the number
of atoms increases. For example, the number of pairwise non-bonded interactions
scales quadratically with the number of atoms, and hence is the time required for
the computation. Considering that the non-bonded electrostatic force and vdW
force decrease with interatomic spacing, a cut-oﬀ length can be introduced to
reduce the number of calculations required in the MD simulation. In this thesis, a
typical cut-oﬀ length for the vdW interaction is 1.4 nm if not otherwise speciﬁed.
For electrostatic interaction, simply cutting oﬀ the long-range force has evident defects [79] . To account for the long-range force, various methods are proposed, such as using a switching function [33] , a hypothetical reaction ﬁeld [79,80] ,
or a summation over all point charges in the periodic direct space (Ewald summation) [81] . In this thesis, we use an optimized version of the Ewald summation,
called smooth particle-mesh Ewald summation (SPME) [82,83] . In this method, the
charges are assigned to a grid using interpolation. The grid is then Fourier transformed to sum up the reciprocal space energy. The energy is then transformed
back to the direct space. The total electrostatic energy in this case is expressed as
the sum of the long-range and the short-range energy. i.e. E el = E el,SR + E el,LR .
In this thesis, a typical Fourier spacing for particle mesh is set to 0.12 nm. When
using SPME, the short-range electrostatic interaction is cut oﬀ at 1.4 nm, which
is suﬃciently long to minimize the cut-oﬀ defects [8] .
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When performing an MD simulation, even if the system is not undergoing
any changes or in equilibrium, the total energy may still drift over time. This is
because of numerical integration artifacts. The problem can be resolved by taking
the following measures albeit at the expense of additional computing time: a)
use double precision ﬂoat numbers (64 bit); b) using switching functions for the
vdW interaction and the direct-space short-ranged electrostatic interaction [33] ; c)
use fourth-order matrix inversion and four iterations for bond length corrections
in the LINCS algorithm described in subsection 2.2.2. The above techniques are
applied on the non-equilibrium heat transfer simulations in Chapters 4 and 5,
where constant energy is crucial to the heat ﬂow calculations.

2.3

Thermodynamics of liquids

Using the MD trajectory (r1 (t), ..., rN (t), p1 (t), ..., pN (t)) of an MD simulation,
temperature, pressure, classical potential energy, classical heat capacity, and many
other thermodynamic properties can be obtained. For example, temperature can
be calculated using equation 2.14. However, there are no such equations for entropy, Helmholtz free energy, and Gibbs free energy. Additionally, one would like
to correct the classical energies to include quantum mechanical eﬀects. Hence we
need analytical models to link the MD trajectory to macroscopic properties. In
case of solids or ideal gases, such models are well developed (Appendix B) while
this is not the case for liquids.

2.3.1

Vibrational density of states and its components

Molecular vibration is of strong interest in the ﬁeld of molecular physics and spectroscopy. MD simulation provides a powerful tool to study the molecular vibrations
in a molecular system. Molecular vibration is characterized by its vibrational density of states (VDOS). VDOS is widely used in phonon structure analysis and is
related to the phonon scattering and heat conduction [84] . In Chapter 4, VDOS
is used to calculate the frequency-dependent phonon temperature. In Chapter 5,
VDOS is used in an acoustic mismatch model. VDOS is also a key component
in the two-phase thermodynamic theory to be introduced in the next subsection.
Using the velocities v generated from an MD simulation, the VDOS function S(ν)
can be calculated as the mass-weighted sum of atomic spectral densities
∫ τ
Nm N
a,j
2
∑ ∑
∑
2
mj,l
k
S(ν) =
lim
vj,l
(t)e−i2πνt dt
(2.26)
τ →∞ 2τ
kB T
−τ
j=1
k=x,y,z

l=1

where ν is the vibration frequency, Nm is the number of molecules in the system,
k
Na,j is the number of atoms in the j-th molecule, vj,l
is the velocity of l-th atom
in the j-th molecule in k direction, m is the mass. An important property of S
is its integral, which equals the total number of degrees of freedom (DOF) of the
system. For a single component system, this means
∫∞
S(ν)dν = 3Nm Na = 3N,
(2.27)
0
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where N is the total number of atoms, 3N is the total number of DOF in the
system.
The VDOS of a system can also be calculated by components. For a polyatomic
molecule, the molecular motion can be decomposed into translations, rotations,
and internal vibrations. Each motion has its own VDOS. The translational VDOS
is
∫ τ
Nm
2
∑ ∑
2
Mj
k
Strn (ν) =
lim
(2.28)
vc,j
(t)e−i2πνt dt ,
τ →∞ 2τ
kB T
−τ
k=x,y,z j=1
∑
∑
where M =
mi is the mass of the molecule, vc = (mi vi )/M is the center of
mass velocity. Similarly, the rotational VDOS is
∫ τ
Nm
2
∑ ∑
Ijk
2
Srot (ν) =
lim
(2.29)
ωjk (t)e−i2πνt dt ,
τ →∞ 2τ
kB T
−τ
j=1
k=1,2,3

k

where ω denotes the angular velocity of the k-th principle axis, and I k is the k-th
principle moment of inertia. The vibration VDOS is
∫ τ
Nm ∑
N
2
∑ ∑
2
mj,l
k
Svib (ν) =
(2.30)
lim
vvib,j,l
(t)e−i2πνt dt ,
τ →∞ 2τ
kB T
−τ
j=1
k=x,y,z

l=1

where vvib is the residue vibrational velocity deﬁned as
vvib,j,l = vj,l − vc,j − ω j × (rj,l − rc,j ).

(2.31)

Here, rc denotes the coordinates of the center of mass. Not surprisingly, the above
equations satisfy
Strn + Srot + Svib = S,
(2.32)
and

∫∞
∫0∞
∫0∞
0

Strn (ν) = 3Nm ,
Srot (ν) = 3Nm ,

(2.33)

Svib (ν) = (3Na − 6)Nm ,

in a single component system. These equations establish a link between the VDOS
and the DOF of each mode of motion.

2.3.2

Two-phase thermodynamics (2PT)

The harmonic oscillator (HO) model for solid is well established. Based on the
VDOS calculated in the previous subsection, the thermodynamic quantities can be
easily predicted using equations (2.34)-(2.37). However, the thermodynamics for
liquids is much more complicated. In the work of Berens et al., the thermodynamic
properties of water are calculated using only the harmonic oscillator model [85] .
This simpliﬁed approach assumes that liquid water can be treated the same way
as a solid and hence is called the one-phase thermodynamic (1PT) model. Recent researches pointed out the solid-like nature of liquids that support transverse
phonon transport above the Frenkel frequency and can therefore be adapted to the
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Debye model in a speciﬁc frequency range [86,87] , in contrast to the 1PT method
where HOs are applied to the whole frequency range. A more accurate approach
separates the phonon density of state (DoS) into solid-like and gas-like components and applies the HO model only on the solid-like component while applies a
hard sphere (HS) model on the gas-like component [39] . This solid-plus-gas twophase thermodynamic (2PT) model is advantageous in calculating instantaneous
properties because of its fast convergence within 20 picoseconds and it is therefore
suitable to track material properties during a phase change process. Moreover,
2PT is consistent in both solid and liquid phases. Here we brieﬂy introduce the
derivation and relevant equations used in this thesis.
Theoretical models First, we brieﬂy review the theoretical models to be used
in 2PT. In the equations bellow, F , S, E, and CV denote Helmholtz free energy,
entropy, internal energy, and isochoric heat capacity, respectively. More details
and derivations can be found in Appendix B.
• Quantum harmonic oscillator (HO) crystal:
∫∞
F HO = E0 + kB T 0 [ln(1 − e−x ) + x/2]S(ν)dν,
∫ ∞ −x
S HO = kB
[xe /(1 − e−x ) − ln(1 − e−x )]S(ν)dν,
0
∫
∞
E HO = E0 + kB T 0 [xe−x /(1 − e−x ) + x/2]S(ν)dν,
∫ ∞ 2 −x
CVHO = kB
[x e /(1 − e−x )2 ]S(ν)dν,
0

(2.34)
(2.35)
(2.36)
(2.37)

where x = hν/kB T is the reduced vibrational frequency. MD simulations use
Newton’s equations of motion. Therefore the simulated energy E MD is classical.
In the classical harmonic oscillator model, E HO becomes
∫∞
E HO,CL = E0 + kB T 0 S(ν)dν = E MD .
(2.38)
• Hard sphere (HS) gas with the Carnahan-Starling equation of state [88] :
F HS = N kB T [−1 + ln[Λ3/2 (N/V )] + (4y − 3y 2 )/(1 − y)2 ],
S

HS

= N kB [5/2 − ln[Λ

E

HS

= N kB T (3/2),

3/2

(N/V )] − (4y − 3y )/(1 − y) ],
2

2

(2.39)
(2.40)
(2.41)

CVHS = N kB (3/2),

(2.42)
2

where N is the equivalent number of HS particles, Λ = h /2πmkB T is the
thermal de Broglie wavelength, and y is the hard sphere packing fraction.
• Rigid rotor (RR) for polyatomic molecule rotation:
F RR = N kB T ln[(π 1/2 /s)( Θ1 ΘT2 Θ3 )3/2 ],

(2.43)

S

RR

= N kB ln[(π

E

RR

= N kB T (3/2),

(2.45)

CVRR

= N kB (3/2),

(2.46)

1/2 3/2
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/s)( Θ1 ΘT2 Θ3 )3/2 ],

(2.44)
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where N is the equivalent number of rigid rotors, Θk = h2 /(8π 2 I k kB ), I k is the
k-th principle moment of inertia, k = 1, 2, 3, and s is the rotational symmetry
number of the molecule.
2PT derivation based on Lennard-Jones ﬂuid The major assumption in
2PT is that a ﬂuidic system’s VDOS can be separated into a diﬀusive (gas-like)
part and a non-diﬀusive (solid-like) part, and so can its thermodynamic properties.
The diﬀusive part is then approximated by the hard sphere (HS) model while
the non-diﬀusive part is approximated by the harmonic oscillator (HO) model.
Therefore
S(ν) = S HS (ν) + S HO (ν).
(2.47)
To make such a separation, we need the VDOS of either the HO or the HS part.
In a system of HS gas, the VDOS is analytically solved to be
S(ν) = S(0)[1 + (πS(0)ν/6N )2 ]−1 ,
(2.48)
∫∞
where N is the number of HS particles, and 0 Sdν = 3N is the number of
degrees of freedom. In an LJ ﬂuid, assuming its VDOS (and hence DOF) can be
separated, the degrees of freedom of the HS component is only a fraction of 3N .
Here, the fraction factor f is introduced and named ﬂuidicity. It represents the
percentage of degrees of freedom occupied by the diﬀusive component. Hence, the
VDOS of the HS component of the LJ ﬂuid is given by replacing N with f N in
(2.49) and taking S HO (0) = 0 (non-diﬀusive):
∫∞

S HS (ν) = S(0)[1 + (πS(0)ν/6f N )2 ]−1 .

(2.49)

Not surprisingly, 0 S (ν)dν = 3f N , and 3f N is the DOF taken by the HS gas
component. The deﬁnition of f is not unique, but it should satisfy: a) in the high
temperature or low density limit, f = 1, i.e. no solid-like component; b) in the
high density limit, f = 0, i.e. no gas-like component. In the work of Lin et al.,
the ﬂuidicity is deﬁned as
HS

f = D(N/V, T )/D0HS (N/V, T ; σ),

(2.50)

where D is the self diﬀusivity of the LJ ﬂuid, which can be obtained using
S(0) = 12mN D/kB T,

(2.51)

D0HS

is the self diﬀusivity of a hard sphere system at the same particle number
and
density N/V and temperature T in the zero-pressure limit. Note that equation
(2.51) is equivalent to the Green-Kubo formula of diﬀusivity. Following Lin’s
deﬁnition, the ﬂuidicity can be solved, independent of the HS diameter σ, to be
f = D(T, N/V, m, S(0))y 2/3 ,

(2.52)

where y is the hard sphere packing fraction, and D is the normalized dimensionless
diﬀusivity
(
)1/2 ( )−1/3 ( )2/3
2S(0) πkB T
N
6
D(T, N/V, m, S(0)) =
.
(2.53)
9N
m
V
π
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Using the Enskog theory of hard sphere diﬀusion, we have
D(N/V, T )
D(N/V, T )
4f y
4f y
f = HS
= HS
=
,
z(f y) − 1
D0 (N/V, T ; σ)
D0 (N/V, T ) z(f y) − 1

(2.54)

where z(y) is the Carnahan-Starling equation of state in equation(2.97). Combining equations (2.54) and (2.52), canceling y, we have
2D−4.5 f 7.5 − 6D−3 f 5 − D−1.5 f 3.5 + 6D−1.5 f 2.5 + 2f − 2 = 0.

(2.55)

Now, we can establish a calculation procedure for the thermodynamic properties
of an LJ ﬂuid.
Calculate S(ν) using MD simulation data;
Calculate D and f using equations (2.53) and (2.55);
Calculate S HS using equation (2.49);
Calculate S HO (ν) using S HO = S − S HS ;
Evaluate the thermodynamic quantities of the solid-like component using
equations (2.34), (2.35), (2.36), and (2.37);
6. Evaluate the thermodynamic quantities of the gas-like component using
equations (2.39), (2.40), (2.41), and (2.42) with N replaced by f N
7. Sum up the thermodynamic quantities of the two components.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.3.3

Applying 2PT on sugar alcohols

The 2PT theory can be generalized to polyatomic molecular liquids [40,41,89] . The
thermodynamic properties of sugar alcohols are calculated using 2PT and the
results are presented in Chapter 3. In a polyatomic molecule, the VDOS can
be separated into translational, rotational, and vibrational components (section
2.3.1). The translational component is further separated into a diﬀusive (HS gas)
part and a non-diﬀusive (HO) part. The rotational component is also separated
into a diﬀusive (rigid rotor) and a non-diﬀusive (HO) part. In mathematical
formulation,
HO
RR
HO
HS
) + Svib
+ Srot
) + (Srot
+ Strn
S = Strn + Srot + Strn = (Strn
HO
RR
HS
,
+ Sres
+ Srot
= Strn

(2.56)

HO
HO
HO
where Sres
= Strn
+ Srot
+ Svib is the residue VDOS to be treated using the
harmonic oscillator model. To be noted, the following relations hold for a single
component system
∫ HS
Strn dν = 3ftrn Nm ,
(2.57)
∫ RR
Srot dν = 3frot Nm ,
(2.58)
∫ HO
Sres dν = 3(Na − ftrn − frot )Nm ,
(2.59)

where Na and Nm are the number of atoms in a molecule and the number of
molecules in the system, respectively. Similar to the VDOS, the thermodynamic
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properties can be recombined as
HS
RR
HO
= Ftrn
+ Frot
+ Fres
,

F = Ftrn + Frot + Fvib
S = Strn + Srot + Svib

=

E = Etrn + Erot + Evib

=

CV = CV,trn + CV,rot + CV,vib =

HS
RR
HO
Strn
+ Srot
+ Sres
,
HS
RR
HO
Etrn + Erot + Eres ,
HS
RR
HO
CV,trn
+ CV,rot
+ CV,res
.

(2.60)
(2.61)
(2.62)
(2.63)

Now, we extend the ﬂuid property calculation procedure of an LJ liquid to a
polyatomic molecular ﬂuid [89] .
1. Calculate Strn (ν), Srot (ν), and Svib (ν) using equations (2.28), (2.29), and
(2.30), respectively;
2. Use the values of Strn (0) and Srot (0) and equation (2.53) to calculate Dtrn
and Drot ;
3. Calculate ftrn and frot using equation (2.55);
HS
RR
4. Construct Strn
and Srot
using equation (2.49);
HO
5. Calculate the residue VDOS Sres
(ν) using equation (2.56);
6. Use equations (2.34), (2.35), (2.36), and (2.37) to evaluate the thermodynamic properties contributed by the quantum harmonic oscillator component
HO
by replacing S by Sres
(ν);
7. Use equations (2.39), (2.40), (2.41), and (2.42) to evaluate the thermodynamic properties contributed by the hard sphere component by replacing N
by ftrn Nm ;
8. Use equations (2.43), (2.44), (2.45), and (2.46); to evaluate the thermodynamic properties contributed by the rigid rotor component by replacing N
by frot Nm ;
9. Solve E0 using
HS
RR
HO,CL
E CL = Etrn
+ Erot
+ Eres
= E MD

(2.64)

and equation (2.38), where E MD is the energy obtained using classical MD
simulation;
10. Sum up the thermodynamic quantities of all components using equations
(2.60), (2.61), (2.62), and (2.63).
The 2PT theory is not limited to the liquid phase. In fact, it can be applied to
all condensed phases. In the limit of zero-diﬀusivity and thus zero-ﬂuidicity, 2PT
converges to 1PT where the entire system is treated as an HO crystal.

2.4

Concluding remarks

In this chapter, the molecular models used in the thesis and molecular dynamics
method are introduced. The two-phase thermodynamic theory is brieﬂy introduced for the purpose of deriving thermodynamic properties of sugar alcohols.
The theory and methods set the basis for Chapter 3-6.
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Appendix A:
Molecular modeling and force ﬁeld parameters
In multiscale modeling, each level of physics is built upon a more fundamental level
of physics. In molecular dynamics, the interaction forces are determined by the
molecular model, in the form of a force ﬁeld. However, force ﬁelds are not made
up in the molecular scale, but derived from the more fundamental ﬁrst principle
calculations. In physics, a calculation is considered to be from ﬁrst principles, or
ab initio, if it starts directly at the level of established laws of physics and does not
make use of any empirical model or ﬁtting parameters. Here, we brieﬂy introduce
how a classical molecular model is constructed from ﬁrst principle calculations.

Principles of density functional theory (DFT)
At the atomic scale, the laws of classical mechanics are no longer valid. The particles, especially electrons, cannot have a deﬁnite position and a deﬁnite momentum
at the same time. Instead, the particles can only be described using a wave function
Ψ. In a many-particle system, the complex wave function Ψ = Ψ(r1 , r2 , ..., rN ),
where ri denotes the Cartesian coordinate of the i-th particle, contains the complete information about the system. The wave function can be solved using the
Schrödinger equation,
∂ |Ψ⟩
ı~
= H |Ψ⟩ ,
(2.65)
∂t
where ~ = h/2π is the reduced Planck’s constant, H is the Hamiltonian operator,
and |⟩ represents a hypothetical column vector in a Hilbert space, using Dirac
representation. Because nuclei are much heavier than electrons, they are treated as
ﬁxed in space (the Born-Oppenheimer approximation), generating a static external
potential U ext in which the electrons are moving. In this case, the electronic state is
stationary and can be described using the time-independent Schrödinger equation,
H |Ψ⟩ = [K + U ext + U int ] |Ψ⟩ = E |Ψ⟩ ,

(2.66)

where E is the eigenenergy of the system, K, U , and U
denote the kinetic
energy, external potential energy, and internal potential energy operators, respectively. Expanding the Hamiltonian operator in equation 2.66 gives


) ∑
N (
N
N ∑
N
2
∑
∑
~

−
∇2i +
U ext (ri ) +
U e−e (ri , rj ) Ψ = EΨ.
(2.67)
2m
i
i=1
i=1
i=1 j=i+1
ext

int

Here, m is the electron mass, U ext is the aforementioned external electrostatic
ﬁeld, and U e−e is inter-electronic interaction. Solving the many-electron equation
2.67 can be a highly computationally intensive task. Here, the density function
theory (DFT) provides an appealing way to simplify the task.
Because the electrons are identical to each other, the 3N -dimensional electron
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wave function Ψ can be mapped into a three variable particle density function,
∫
∫
∫
n(r) = N d3 r2 d3 r3 ... d3 rN Ψ∗ (r, r2 , ..., rN )Ψ(r, r2 , ..., rN ),
(2.68)
where Ψ∗ is the complex conjugate of Ψ. Note the integral∫ does not include the
coordinate r1 . Besides, the integral of the electron density d3 rn(r) will give the
total number of electrons N . As an important property, the mapping process in
equation (2.68) is invertible. Speciﬁcally, according to the ﬁrst Hohenberg-Kohn
theorem, when the ground-state electron density n0 is given, the ground-state
wave function is a unique functional of n0 , i.e. Ψ0 = Ψ[n0 ] [90] . Consequently, the
energy of the ground-state system is also a functional of n0 and is expressed as
E[Ψ[n0 ]] = ⟨Ψ[n0 ]| H |Ψ[n0 ]⟩ .

(2.69)

Although the ﬁrst theorem proves the existence of E[n0 ], it gives no details about
the form of the function. However, according to the second Hohenberg-Kohn
theorem, the electron density that minimizes the system energy is the electron
density corresponding to the ground state [91] . It is therefore possible to use a trial
density (a basis set), vary its parameters, until the energy minimum is reached.
In this way, DFT calculates the ground state electronic structure and properties.
DFT is very accurate in calculating the static properties of a molecular system.
Though much faster compared with other methods in solving the ground-state
energies, DFT is still impractical to be applied to bigger systems (more than
100 atoms). Thus this method is mostly used in generating molecular properties
such as binding energies, bond parameters, equations of state, etc. in order to
parameterize a force ﬁeld.

Force ﬁeld parameterization
In a molecular system with thousands of atoms, calculating the potential energy
in terms of its ground-state electronic energy using DFT is no longer feasible.
Therefore, we use a simpliﬁed functional form to approximate the potential energy.
Such a functional form along with its parameter set is called a force ﬁeld. The
procedure of ﬁnding the optimal parameters of the functional form is called force
ﬁeld parameterization.
The potential energy (ground-state electronic energy) of an N -atom system
E(r1 , r2 , ..., rN ) can be expanded as
E=

N
∑
i=1

Ei (ri ) +

N ∑
N
∑
i=1 j=i+1

Eij (ri , rj ) +

N ∑
N
∑

N
∑

Eijk (ri , rj , rk ) + ..., (2.70)

i=1 j=i+1 k=j+1

where Ei , Eij , Eijk , and the omitted terms are the n-body interactions. To
simplify the functional, the higher order terms are neglected. In addition, the
preserved interaction terms are further simpliﬁed based on interaction types. For
example, the classical force ﬁelds use non-bonded (electrostatic and van der Waals)
interactions and (covalently) bonded interactions to approximate the potential
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energy:
E≈

∑

∑
vdW
bond
Eij
+ (i,j)∈bond.list Eij
∑
∑
ang
dih
+ (i,j,k)∈ang.list Eijk
+ (i,j,k,l)∈dih.list Eijkl
.
i<j

el
Eij
+

∑

i<j

(2.71)

The above equation is usually written as equation (2.1) for convenience. Detailed
explanations of the energy terms and their functional forms are given in equations
(2.2)-(2.7). In practice, a number of atom types are deﬁned to reduce the number
of parameters required by the above functional forms. For example, the bond
stretching in equation (2.4) can be rewritten as
bond
Eij
(ri , rj ) = 21 kb,AB (rij − rAB,0 )2 ,

(2.72)

where A and B are the atom types where atom i and j belong to, respectively. As
opposed to the classical force ﬁeld, a reactive force ﬁeld uniﬁes the bonded and
non-bonded 2-body interactions by introducing the concept of bond order [92,93] .
The reactive force ﬁelds allow bond formation and breaking and can thus simulate
a chemical reaction, at the expense of more computing time. When using sugar
alcohols as heat storage materials, chemical reactions are not expected. Therefore,
a classical force ﬁeld is suﬃcient to tackle the problems in the scope of this thesis.
When parameterizing a force ﬁeld, only a small number of atoms is selected.
The set of selected atoms can constitute a molecule or a crystal lattice which covers all the atom types of the molecular system. Then the ground-state electronic
energy U of the atom set is calculated using DFT. Varying the atomic positions,
(part of) a 3N -dimensional potential energy hyper-surface E(r1 , ..., rN ) is constructed. The force ﬁeld parameters are optimized to match the potential energy
hyper-surface [94] .

Interaction parameters
Non-bonded parameters for sugar alcohols The atom-type deﬁnitions and
the non-bonded parameters of opls, gAﬀ, and C+ap are listed in table 2.1. The
atom-type deﬁnition is given in section 2.1.1 and illustrated in ﬁgure 2.1. The
column “type name” gives the oﬃcial names of the atom types.
• For gAﬀ, the partial charge q is generated for each atom in the molecule using
the HF/6-31G* RESP charge [30] prior to an MD simulation. Therefore the
charge parameters given in table 2.1 for gAﬀ are only qualitative.
• In all the three force ﬁelds, the electrostatic interaction is switched oﬀ between
pairs of atoms that are already connected by covalent bonds (neighbouring
atoms) or angles (2nd neighbouring atom pairs), and is switched down between
pairs of atoms that are connected by a dihedral (3rd neighbouring atoms). The
scaling factors for the down-switching is 1/2 for both opls and gAﬀ. For C+ap,
the factor is atom-type-dependent.
• In the last two columns of table 2.1, the two LJ parameters σ and ϵ are given.
These are the LJ parameters of homogeneous atom pairs. For heterogeneous
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opls-aa
tail C
body C
tail H
body H
hydro O
hydro H
gAﬀ
tail C
body C
tail H
body H
hydro O
hydro H
C+ap
tail C
body C
tail H
body H
hydro O
hydro H

type name
opls_173
opls_174
opls_176
↑
opls_154
opls_155
type name
c3
↑
h1
↑
oh
ho
type name
CC322
CC312
HCA2
HCA1
OC311
HCP1

m [a.u.]
12.0110
12.0110
1.0080

q [e]
0.145
0.205
0.060

σii [nm]
0.350
0.350
0.250

ϵii [kJ/mol]
0.276114
0.276144
0.125520

15.9994
1.0080
m [a.u.]
12.000

-0.683
0.418
q [e] a
0.07∼0.12

0.312
0
σii [nm]
0.339967

0.711280
0
ϵii [kJ/mol]
0.457730

1.000

0.05∼0.09

0.247135

0.065689

16.000
1.000
m [a.u.]
12.0110
12.0110
1.0080
1.0080
15.9994
1.0080

-0.59∼-0.61
0.41∼0.43
q [e]
0.05
0.14
0.09
0.09
-0.65
0.42

0.306647
0
σii [nm]
0.35814128469
0.35635948725
0.23876085646
0.23876085646
0.31448724750
0.04000135244

0.880314
0
ϵii [kJ/mol]
0.2343040
0.1338880
0.1464400
0.1882800
0.8037464
0.1924640

Note: ↑ means the atom-type deﬁnition is the same as the previous one; The net charge
on each (CH2 OH-) tail group or (-CHOH-) body group is zero except gAﬀ; a Charges
dependent on SA compound and atom position; here are estimates.

Table 2.1: Comparison of atom-type deﬁnitions and some of their non-bonded parameters in the selected force ﬁelds

√
atom pairs, opls uses the Good-Hope-Bethelot rule, which sets σij = σii σjj
√
and ϵij = ϵii ϵjj ; gAﬀ and C+ap use the Lorentz-Bethelot rule, which sets
√
σij = (σii + σjj )/2 and ϵij = ϵii ϵjj .
• Similar to the electrostatic interaction, the vdW interaction is also switched oﬀ
for covalent bonds and angles in all three force ﬁelds. For the 3rd neighbouring
atoms covalently bonded by a dihedral, the interaction is scaled by 1/2 for opls,
5/6 for gAﬀ, and atom-type-dependent for C+ap.
Bonded parameters for sugar alcohols The bonded parameters of sugar alcohols are given in table 2.2. For opls, the atom types are merged and abbreviated
as CT (opls_173, opls_174), HC(opls_176), OH(opls_154), and HO(opls_155).
For C+ap dihedral torsion, the atom types are merged and abbreviated C (CC312,
CC322), Oh (OC311), Hc (HCA2, HCA1), and Ho (HCP1). For opls and gAﬀ,
the dihedral torsion is converted to
∑3
dih
Eijkl
= n=0 Cn (cos(ψ))n ,
(2.73)
where ψ = ϕ − 180◦ , and C are the converted parameters listed in table 2.2.
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opls

gAff

bond type
CT-CT
CT-HC
CT-OH
HO-OH
angle type
CT-CT-CT
CT-CT-HC
HC-CT-HC
CT-CT-OH
CT-OH-HO
HC-CT-OH
dih. type
CT-CT-CT-CT
CT-CT-CT-HC
CT-CT-CT-OH
CT-CT-OH-HO
OH-CT-CT-OH
HC-CT-CT-OH
HC-CT-CT-HC
HC-CT-OH-HO

kb
r0
224262.4 0.1529
284512.0 0.1090
267776.0 0.1410
462750.4 0.0945
kθ
θ0
488.273
112.7
313.800
110.7
276.144
107.8
418.400
109.5
460.240
108.5
292.880
109.5
C0
C1
C2
C3
2.92880 -1.46440 0.20920 -1.67360
0.62760 1.88280 0.00000 -2.51040
2.87441 0.58158 2.09200 -5.54799
-0.44350 3.83255 0.72801 -4.11705
18.96607 -18.96607 0.00000 0.00000
0.97905 2.93716 0.00000 -3.91622
0.62760 1.88280 0.00000 -2.51040
0.94140 2.82420 0.00000 -3.76560

bond type
c3-c3
c3-h1
c3-oh
ho-oh
angle type
c3-c3-c3
c3-c3-h1
h1-c3-h1
c3-c3-oh
c3-oh-ho
h1-c3-oh
dih. type
c3-c3-c3-c3
c3-c3-c3-oh
c3-c3-oh-ho
oh-c3-c3-oh
h1-c3-c3-oh
c3-c3-c3-h1
h1-c3-c3-h1
h1-c3-oh-ho

kb
253630
281080
262840
309280
kθ
528.94
387.94
327.86
566.68
394.05
426.52
C0
3.68192
0.65270
1.71544
0.60250
1.04600
0.65270
0.65270
0.69873

r0
0.1535
0.1093
0.1426
0.0974
θ0
110.63
110.07
109.55
109.43
108.16
109.88
C1
3.09616
1.95811
0.96232
1.80749
-1.04600
1.95811
1.95811
2.09618

C2
-2.09200
0.00000
0.00000
9.83240
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

C3
-3.01248
-2.61082
-2.67776
-2.40998
0.00000
-2.61082
-2.61082
-2.79491

C+ap
bond type
CC322-CC312
CC312-CC312
CC322-OC311
CC312-OC311
OC322-HCA2
CC312-HCA1
OC311-HCP1
angle type
CC322-CC312-CC322
CC322-CC312-CC312
CC312-CC312-CC312
CC322-CC312-OC311
CC312-CC322-OC311
CC312-CC312-OC311
CC322-CC312-HCA1
CC312-CC322-HCA2
CC312-CC312-HCA1
HCA2-CC322-OC311
HCA1-CC312-OC311
HCP1-OC311-CC312
HCP1-OC311-CC322
HCA2-CC322-HCA2
dih. type
C-C-C-C
C-C-C-Oh
C-C-C-Hc
Oh-C-C-Oh
Oh-C-C-Hc
Hc-C-C-Hc
Hc-Oh-C-Hc
C-C-Oh-Ho

kb
186188.0
186188.0
334720.0
334720.0
258571.2
258571.2
456056.0
kθ
376.56000
376.56000
376.56000
633.45760
418.40000
633.45760
279.74224
279.74224
288.69600
460.24000
460.24000
418.40000
418.40000
297.06400
k φ,1
0.08368
1.46440
0
5.60656
0
0
0
1.46440

r0
0.1485
0.1485
0.1420
0.1420
0.1111
0.1111
0.0960
θ0
111.00
111.00
111.00
108.00
106.00
108.00
110.10
110.10
110.10
108.89
108.89
106.00
106.00
109.00
φ 1,0
180
0
0
180
0
0
0
0

k UB
0
0
0
0
0
0
18853.104
18853.104
18853.104
0
0
0
0
4518.72
k φ,2
0.25104
2.88696
0
4.97896
0
0
0
1.54808

r0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.2179
0.2179
0.2179
0
0
0
0
0.1802
φ 2,0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

kb
r0
kθ
θ0
kUB
rUB,0
C1-C2
kφ,1-kφ,3
φ1,0-φ3,0

k φ,3
10.33448
11.67336
0.8368
10.79472
0.58576
0.8368
0.75312
0.79496

[kJ/mol/nm2]
[nm]
[kJ/mol/rad2]
[deg]
[kJ/mol/nm2]
[nm]
[kJ/mol]
[kJ/mol]
[deg]

φ 3,0
0
180
0
0
0
0
0
180

Table 2.2: Bonded parameters of sugar alcohols in opls, gAﬀ, and C+ap.
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Appendix B:
Statistical mechanics and theoretical models
Molecular dynamics is a statistical-mechanics-based method. In this section, we
brieﬂy review statistical mechanics and explain why molecular dynamics works.

Phase space and ensembles
Phase space is set of variables that represents all possible states of a dynamical system. In an N -body dynamical system, it is deﬁned as (r1 , r2 , ..., rN , p1 , p2 , ..., pN ),
abbreviated as (r, p), where ri and pi are the coordinate and momentum vectors
of the atoms. The function, N (r, p), gives the number of (micro)state that occupies a given point in the phase space. We can further deﬁne a density of state
function, ρ(r, p), as
N (r, p)
,
(2.74)
ρ(r, p) = ∫
N (r, p)d(r, p)N
where d(r, p)N represents an inﬁnitesimal phase space volume dr1 , ...drN ,
dp1 , ...dpN in the 6N -dimensional phase space. In classical mechanics, the Hamiltonian of the system is deﬁned as
H(r, p) =

N
∑
p2i
+ U (r1 , ..., rN ).
2mi
i=1

(2.75)

According to the Liouville theorem [95] ,

)
N (
∂ρ
dρ(r, p)
∂ρ ∑
∂ρ
ṙi
=
+
− ṗi
= 0.
dt
∂t i=1
∂ri
∂pi

(2.76)

For a stationary system, ∂ρ/∂t = 0. Then equation (2.76) can be solved when ρ
is a pure functional of H. i.e.
ρ(r, p) = F(H(r, p)).

(2.77)

The above equation gives rise to a whole variety of thermodynamic ensembles.
A thermodynamic ensemble is a set of microstates (points in the phase space)
that satisﬁes certain macroscopic thermodynamic properties. Each ensemble has
its own phase space density ρ which is in the form of equation (2.77). For example,
a microcanonical (N V E) ensemble is a set of microstates that have the same
number (and species) of particles N , conﬁned in the same volume V , possessing
the same amount of total energy E, where E is the sum of potential and kinetic
energy. The phase space distribution of a microcanonical ensemble is
ρ(r, p) = F(H) ∝ δ(H(r, p) − E),

(2.78)

where δ() is the Dirac delta function, ∝ is the proportional sign. The microcanonical ensemble describes a system having constant energy without energy or mass
exchange with the rest of the universe.
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A canonical (N V T ) ensemble is a set of microstates of a system that is in
a thermal equilibrium (heat inﬂow equals heat outﬂow) with a heat reservoir of
temperature T . This means the system also has a macroscopic temperature T . In
the canonical ensemble, the microstates satisfy the Boltzmann distribution
ρ(r, p) ∝ exp(−βH(r, p)),

(2.79)

where β = 1/(kB T ).
The third ensemble introduced here is the isothermal-isobaric (N P T ) ensemble.
It describes a system in thermal equilibrium with a heat reservoir of temperature
T while subject to the action of a movable piston under the inﬂuence of external
pressure p. In the isothermal-isobaric ensemble, the phase space density is
ρ(r, p, V ) ∝ exp[−β(H(r, p) + pV )].

(2.80)

Here, the volume V acts as an additional phase space variable.
The Nosé-Hoover thermostat introduced in section 2.2.3 can also be understood
as an ensemble with its phase space deﬁned as (r, p, ξ, pξ ). Its phase space density
satisﬁes [76,96]
ρ(r, p, ξ, pξ ) ∝ exp[−β(H(r, p) + p2ξ /(2mξ ))].
(2.81)
The above ensembles are extensively used in this thesis.

Relation to thermodynamic quantities
The phase space distribution of a speciﬁc ensemble is the key to the thermodynamic
quantities of the system. Here, we take the terminology from quantum physics,
and call a thermodynamic quantity an observable. The observables are measured
using its estimator and the phase space density
∫
∫
⟨ ⟩
Õ(r, p)N (r, p)d(r, p)N
∫
O = Õ =
Õ(r, p)ρ(r, p)d(r, p)N ,
(2.82)
N (r, p)d(r, p)N
where Õ is the estimator of the thermodynamic quantity O. The bracket ⟨⟩ sign
denotes the ensemble
∫ average, an average weighted by the phase space density.
Here, the notation d(r, p)N represents a multiple integral over the entire phase
space. In N P T ensemble, the phase space (r, p) is replaced by (r, p, V ).
To calculate physical observables using equation∫(2.82), we ﬁrst need to calculate the phase space density ρ using the constraint ρd(r, p)N = 1. For example,
in N V T ensemble, combining equation (2.79) and the constraint gives
ρ(r, p) = ∫

exp(−βH(r, p))
.
exp(−βH(r, p))d(r, p)N

(2.83)

The denominator on the right-hand-side of the equation encodes how the probabilities are partitioned among the diﬀerent microstates, and thus is named partition
function (for strict deﬁnition, see [95] ). It links the phase space to all the thermodynamic quantities. Partition functions, constraints, and phase space densities of
N V T , N V T , and N P T ensembles are given in table 2.3.
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Ensemble
Constraints

ρ(r, p)
Partition
Function

Microcanonical

Canonical

∫

∫
N
∫ d(r, p)N ρ = 1
d(r, p) Hρ = ⟨Ẽ⟩

Isothermal-isobaric
∫
∫
N
∫ dV ∫ d(r, p)N ρ = 1
∫ dV ∫ d(r, p)N V ρ = ⟨Ṽ ⟩
dV d(r, p) (H+P V )ρ =
⟨H̃⟩

exp(−βH(r, p))
N !h3N ZN (V, β)

exp(−γV − βH(r, p))
V0 N !h3N ∆N (β, γ)

Z
β) =
∫ N (V,−βE
dEe
/∆E ×
Ω∆E (N, V, E)

∆
γ) =
∫ N (β,−γV
dV e
/V0 × ZN (V, β)

d(r, p)N ρ = 1

∆Eδ(H(r, p) − E)
N !h3N Ω∆E (N, V, E)
V, E) =
Ω
∫ ∆E (N, N
d(r, p) ×
∆Eδ(H(r, p) − E)
N !h3N

Thermo
-dynamics

T dS = dE + P dV

F = E − TS

G = F + PV

Relations

S = kB ln Ω∆E

F = −kB T ln ZN

G = −kB T ln ΩN

β≡

∂
∂E
∂
∂V

ln Ω∆E

X

X

ln Ω∆E

∂
∂V

X
∂
ln ∆N (β, γ)
H = − ∂β
∂
− ∂γ ln ∆N (β, γ)

1
kB T

γ ≡ βp
E or H

X

ln ZN
∂
ln ZN
E = − ∂β

V

X

X

Note: the checked items denote the control variables in each ensemble [97] .

Table 2.3: Summary of relations between thermodynamic quantities and phase space
of three ensembles used in this work

Usually, the partition function and the phase space density cannot be analytically solved. Therefore, we need a method to numerically sample the phase space,
i.e. using a ﬁnite number of microstates and their distribution to approximate
the phase space density. Molecular dynamics is one such method. In an ergodic
system, the time average of a function along the trajectories is the phase space
average, i.e.
∫ t
⟨ ⟩ 1
Õ(r(t), p(t))dt.
(2.84)
Õ = lim
t t→∞ 0
The ergodicity is proved for systems with a constant Hamiltonian. However it is
usually assumed to be valid for other equilibrium systems as well. The ergodicity hypothesis and equation (2.84) is the theoretical foundation of the molecular
dynamics method.
Now, we give examples of the estimators used in equation (2.82) and (2.84).
The estimator for temperature is
T̃ (x) =

N
2 ∑ p2i
2
Ekin =
;
3kB
3kB i=1 2mi

(2.85)

and the estimator for pressure is
P̃ (x) =

]
N [
1 ∑ p2i
− ri · ∇U (r) .
3V i=1 2mi
30

(2.86)
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The above two equations are identical to equation (2.14) and equation (2.18).
Other examples of estimators are volume Ṽ = V , internal energy Ẽ = H(r, p),
and enthalpy H̃ = H(r, p) + P V .
It is very important to note the diﬀerences among a phase space variable, an
estimator, and a thermodynamic quantity. For example, V in the isothermalisobaric ensemble is a phase space variable, while the thermodynamic quantity V
is the ensemble average of all the instantaneous volumes of all microstates. When
referring to N V E, N V T , and N P T ensembles, or thermodynamic equations, the
symbols are macroscopic thermodynamic quantities. For example, in an N V T
ensemble where the macroscopic temperature T is deﬁned, the microstates can
still ⟨each
⟩ have their own⟨ temperature
⟩
⟨ T̃ ⟩. Nevertheless, it can be proven that
T = T̃ . Similarly, T = T̃ and P = P̃ can be proven for the N P T ensemble.
In the other chapters of the thesis, the tilde sign is omitted.

Analytical models
Crystal It can be proved that the vibrational motion of a molecule can be rigorously decomposed into a set of independent harmonic oscillators by introducing
normal coordinates [95] . The partition function of a quantum harmonic oscillator
can be solved analytically as
e−hν/2kB T
,
(2.87)
1 − e−hν/kB T
where ν is the vibrational frequency. In a crystal, there are only vibrational degrees
of freedom. Therefore the entire VDOS S can be treated using the harmonic
oscillator model, i.e. S = S HO . In this case, the system’s canonical partition
function can be written as
3N
3N
∏
∏
e−hνi /2kB T
.
(2.88)
Z HO (N, V, T ) = e−E0 /kB T
ziHO = e−E0 /kB T
1 − e−hνi /kB T
i=1
i=1
z HO =

E0 (V ) is the lattice energy when all atoms are at rest, and is a function of lattice spacing, or namely, volume. Since we already know the distribution of the
vibrational frequencies, S HO (ν), the Helmholtz free energy can be derived using
the thermodynamic relation in canonical ensemble (table 2.3)
F HO = −kB T ln ZN = −kB T ln Z HO (N, V, T )
]
∫ ∞[
(2.89)
hν
−hν/kB T
= E0 + kB T
ln(1 − e
)+
S HO (ν)dν.
2kB T
0
Similarly, other quantities can be derived based on the canonical thermodynamic
equations. For example, entropy is calculated using S HO = −(∂F/∂T )V , internal
energy is calculated using E HO = F + T S, and heat capacity is calculated using
CVHO = −(∂E/∂T )V . The results are summarized in equation (2.34), (2.35), (2.36),
and (2.37).
All the above equations can also be derived for classical harmonic oscillators.
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The partition function for classical HO is
∏3N
∏3N
Z HO,CL (N, V, T ) = e−E0 /kB T i=1 ziCL = e−E0 /kB T i=1

kB T
hν

And the thermodynamic quantities are
∫∞
F HO,CL = E0 + kB T 0 [ln(hν/kB T )]Svib (ν)dν,
∫∞
S HO,CL = kB
[1 − ln(hν/kB T )]Svib (ν)dν,
∫0∞
HO,CL
E
= E0 + kB T 0 Svib (ν)dν,
∫∞
HO,CL
Svib (ν)dν,
CV
= kB
0

.

(2.90)
(2.91)
(2.92)
(2.93)
(2.94)

where equation (2.93) is used in the 2PT theory calculations as equation (2.38).
Hard sphere gas The hard sphere (HS) model is a hypothetical model that
assumes no interaction between particles if they are separated at a distance above
a certain value, σ, and inﬁnite interaction energy otherwise. The partition function
of an HS system cannot be solved analytically. However, in the limit of inﬁnite
volume, the monatomic HS gas is equivalent to the monatomic ideal gas, and
the partition function of the ideal gas is known. Therefore, we can construct a
reversible process by expanding both the HS gas and the ideal gas at the same
(N, V, T ) conditions to the inﬁnite volume at a constant temperature. Because of
the aforementioned equivalence, we have
∫∞
∫∞
F HS − V P dV = F IG − V P IG dV (constant T ).
(2.95)
Here, the ideal gas pressure is P IG = N kB T /V and the ideal gas free energy is
[
(
)]
IG
−3/2 V
F (N, V, T ) = −N kB T 1 + ln Λ
,
(2.96)
N
where Λ = h2 /2πmkB T is thermal de Broglie wavelength. According to the
Carnahan-Starling equation of state, which is [98]
z(y) =

P V ∼ 1 + y + y2 − y3
,
=
N kB T
(1 − y)3

(2.97)

where y = (N/V )(πσ 3 /6) is the packing fraction of the HS system. Substituting
(2.97) in (2.95), we have
∫∞
∫y
IG
F HS = F IG + N kB T V (z − 1) dV
+ N kB T 0 [z(y) − 1] dy
V =F
y
(2.98)
= F IG + N kB T (4y − 3y 2 )/(1 − y)2 .
Hence, the thermodynamic quantities can be solved using S HO = −(∂F/∂T )V ,
E HO = F +T S, and CVHO = −(∂E/∂T )V . The results are summarized in equation
(2.39), (2.40), (2.41), and (2.42).
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In this chapter, we study the material properties of sugar alcohols by laboratory measurements and molecular dynamics simulations. The validity and
performance of the force ﬁelds introduced in the previous chapter are examined and discussed here. Also, some non-equilibrium simulation methods are
introduced to characterize the transport properties.

3.1

Review of experimental results

As pointed out in section 1.3, to make good use of sugar alcohols as heat storage
materials, we need to know their properties. Recently, many experimental studies
has been carried out for sugar alcohols. Some results are reviewed by Gunasekara
et al. [23] and Kenisarin [12] . In spite of this, there are still some properties to
be measured, e.g. density, viscosity, heat conductivity. Also, the experimental
results may diﬀer depending on the measurement technique. Here in this section,
we summarize available literature results on sugar alcohol properties, and present
some new results of the present work (methods presented in Appendix D). In
ﬁgure 1.4, three model materials are labeled, namely xylitol, erythritol, and dmannitol. These three materials have relatively higher energy storage densities,
suitable melting points, and achieved bulk production. Therefore, in the following
subsections, they are separately studied, while the other sugar alcohols are brieﬂy
presented.
Parts of this chapter are described in:
Zhang, H., Duquesne, M., Godin, A., Niedermaier, S., Palomo del Barrio, E., Nedea, S. V., and
Rindt, C. C. M., Experimental and in silico characterization of xylitol as seasonal heat storage
material. Fluid Phase Equilib., 436: 55–68, 2017.
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3.1.1

Xylitol

Xylitol is mostly studied in the ﬁeld of dietetics and dentistry. As an advantage,
its melting point is below 100 ◦ C and it is therefore possible to use water as the
heat-transfer ﬂuid. The following paragraphs summarizes the heat storage related
properties of xylitol.
Heat capacity and latent heat The most measured properties of xylitol as
heat storage material are the melting point Tm and the latent heat of fusion ∆Hm .
Literatures report values of Tm between 93 ◦ C and 95 ◦ C and of ∆Hm between
24.19 kJ/mol and 41.08 kJ/mol [23,99] . Table 3.1 summarizes the most recent experimental data on the melting point Tm and the melting enthalpy ∆Hm of xylitol.
For the melting point, the results of diﬀerent works are roughly in line. For the
melting enthalpy, our result is close to the works of Zhang et al. and Diarce et
al. where xylitol is investigated as a heat storage material. In the work of Gunasekara et al., bulk xylitol material is used in a climate chamber simulating real
PCM working conditions. However, a much lower latent heat is obtained compared
with other experimental results. This might mean the obtainable heat from xylitol in a heat storage setup is lower than that given by its material property. The
results of Tong et al. is given for the thorough coverage on many thermodynamic
properties of xylitol using not only DSC, but also adiabatic calorimetry. However
the melting enthalpy values are at the lower end compared with other works.
Ref.
Present
[13]
[21,25]
[23]
[24]
[24]

Source
Roquette
Alfa Aesar
Sigma
Alfa Aesar
Acros Organics
Acros Organics

Purity
98.43%
99%
99%
99%
99%
99%

Method
DSC
DSC
DSC
T-history
AC
DSC

Tm [K]
366.15 ± 0.5
367.85
368.3
366.2
369.04
367.52

∆Hm [kJ/mol]
40.02 ± 2.001
36.53
38.25
∼24.19
33.26 ± 0.17
33.68 ± 0.34

Standard uncertainty u(p) = 2.5 kPa, and the combined expanded uncertainty Uc is listed
in the table (0.95 level of conﬁdence). DSC: diﬀerential scanning calorimetry; AC: adiabatic
calorimetry.

Table 3.1: Experimental values of melting point Tm and melting enthalpy ∆Hm at
pressure p = 101 kPa for xylitol.

As a material with evident supercooling eﬀect, the heat capacity at the metastable supercooled state is also important. The sensible heat loss during the cooling
stage of heat storage can be inﬂuential to the overall heat stored. Therefore,
the cp measurement needs to be extended to the supercooled liquid phase. The
experimental measured cp values in this work are given in table 3.2. We see the
heat capacity of liquid xylitol, including supercooled liquid xylitol, is much higher
than that of the solid phase.
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(S) T [K]
293.15
303.15
313.15
323.15
333.15

Solid
(S) cp [J/kg/K]
1240 ± 24.8
1270 ± 25.4
1300 ± 26.0
1340 ± 26.8
1400 ± 28.0

(Supercooled) liquid
(L) T [K]
(L) cp [J/kg/K]
353.15
2540 ± 50.8
363.15
2570 ± 51.4
373.15
2600 ± 52.0
383.15
2620 ± 52.4
393.15
2650 ± 53.0
403.15
2650 ± 53.0

Standard uncertainties u are u(T ) = 0.5 K and u(p) = 2.5 kPa. The combined
expanded uncertainty Uc is listed in the table (0.95 level of conﬁdence).

Table 3.2: Experimental values of speciﬁc heat capacity cp of temperature T and pressure p = 101 kPa for xylitol solid and (supercooled) liquid.

Thermal stability In the work of van Wissen, xylitol is exposed to Tm + 40 K
(135◦ C) for 20 hours, and the melting enthalpy ∆Hm dropped roughly 8% from
38.25 to 35.35 kJ/mol [25] . Therefore xylitol has relatively good thermal and chemical stability.
Cycling stability In the present work, xylitol is heated to 100◦ C and exposed
to open air. In the meanwhile, the heater is turned oﬀ every few days such that
the sample cools down to room temperature. During the process, air bubbles
are constantly injected into the liquid to promote nucleation when the heater is
switched oﬀ [100] . After roughly 20 freezing-melting cycles ∆Hm dropped only less
than 2%. Considering in a seasonal heat storage system, there is literally only
one thermal cycle needed per year, the above test shows xylitol is well suited for
seasonal storage.
Density The density of xylitol changes with temperature. In the design of a
heat storage tank, the volume change of the storage medium must be taken into
consideration to avoid potential mechanical failure. The results of the present
work (Appendix D) is plotted in ﬁgure 3.6. There is a roughly 10% volume change
upon melting.
Shear viscosity The shear viscosity µ is an important transport property that
is linked to the nucleation and crystal growth kinetics [101] . In general, supercooled
liquid xylitol is a very viscous ﬂuid under room temperature, with up to 1000 Pa·s
viscosity. The viscosity measurement results of the present work (Appendix D)
using a rotate-disc rheometer are plotted in ﬁgure 3.1. Also plotted are viscosities
of other sugar alcohols. In general, viscosity of sugar alcohols drops dramatically
as temperature increases. There seems to be a correlation between the length
of sugar alcohol molecules and the viscosity. The C4 erythritol has the lowest
viscosity while the C6 d-mannitol has the highest viscosity.
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Figure 3.1: Shear viscosity of sugar alcohol liquids measured using a rotate-disc rheometer. For each sugar alcohol, the measurement starts from a temperature above its melting
point; then the temperature gradually decreases until freezing occurs. More measurement
details are given in Appendix D.

Heat conductivity Thermal conductivity κ is another important transport
property of PCMs. The κ value directly inﬂuences the discharge rate of the heat
storage tank and hence the heat output power. The organic PCMs are in general
low in the thermal conductivity. For xylitol, the thermal conductivity is measured
for both the liquid state and the solid state in the present work (Appendix D).
The results are listed in table 3.3. Also given is the thermal diﬀusivity ακ deﬁned as κ/(ρcp ). The thermal conductivity of liquid is not very dependent on the
temperature and is around 0.40 W/m/K. This conductivity is relatively low for
heat storage applications. For solid (last column), the conductivity is much higher
compared with liquid.
T [◦ C]
κ [W/m/K]
ακ [10−8 m2 /s]

30(L)
50(L)
70(L)
90(L)
100(L) 25(S)
0.42(4) 0.45(1) 0.39(1) 0.40(3) 0.40(1) 1.30(8)
11.4(25) 11.6(10) 9.54(72) 9.34(62) 9.38(34) 62.5(38)

L: liquid; S: solid

Table 3.3: Thermal conductivity and thermal diﬀusivity of xylitol.
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3.1.2

Erythritol

Erythritol has been extensively studied as a medium-to-high temperature heat
storage material. The studies cover material characterization [102,103] , cycling
test [17] , nucleation and crystal growth [19,104] , and heat conductivity enhancement [105,106] . The experimental results are presented below.
Heat capacity and latent heat According to the review of Gunasekara et
al., the melting point and latent heat of erythritol is in the range of 112-120 ◦ C
and 38.5-43.3 kJ/mol [107] . In the work of van Wissen, erythritol has 41.3 kJ/mol
melting enthalpy at a melting point of 119.4 ◦ C, measured using a DSC with
11.5 mg sample [25] . Also reported is the heat capacity of the solid phase increasing
from 169 to 215 J/mol/K as temperature increases from 20 to 110 ◦ C, and that
of the liquid phase increasing from 355 to 387 J/mol/K as temperature increases
from 40 to 130 ◦ C.
Thermal stability In the thermal stability test by van Wissen, erythritol drops
5 degrees in the melting point and roughly 20% in the melting enthalpy after
exposure to open air at Tm + 40 K (160◦ C) for 20 hours [25] .
Cycling stability In the work of Shukla et al., an erythritol sample is heated
up and cooled down for 1000 cycles with a maximum temperature of 130◦ C [17] .
In the ﬁrst 100 cycles, there is no evident change in either the melting enthalpy
or the melting point. For seasonal heat storage, the material runs literally one
thermal cycle per year, this means erythritol has very good cycling stability.
Shear viscosity The shear viscosity measured in the present work is given in
ﬁgure 3.1. erythritol is much less viscous compared with other sugar alcohols
plotted therein.
Heat conductivity In the present work, the heat conductivity of liquid erythritol is measured as 0.37-0.39 W/m/K at 100-140◦ C. Unlike shear viscosity, which
seems dependent on the molecular length, the heat conductivity of erythritol is
very close to the heat conductivity of xylitol. For erythritol solid, the heat conductivity is 0.73-0.76 W/m/K at room temperature. In the work of Gunasekara
et al., a 0.33 W/m/K heat conductivity is reported for erythritol liquid [23] .

3.1.3

D-Mannitol

The acyclic sugar alcohol d-mannitol is an excipient commonly used in the pharmaceutical formulation of tablets. Because of its rather massive productivity and
good thermal properties, d-mannitol is another good candidate for latent heat
storage.
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Heat capacity and latent heat d-mannitol can form three crystalline modiﬁcations, namely the α-d-mannitol, β-d-mannitol, and δ-d-mannitol [108] . The
δ-polymorph is metastable and will undergo a transition to the β-polymorph at
above 157◦ C [109] . The melting enthalpy is determined to be 42±3 kJ/mol by
summing up the heat ﬂow from 135 to 175◦ C [109] . According to another work by
Burger et al., the transition from δ-polymorph to β-polymorph happens at 130◦ C
with 0.17 kJ/mol enthalpy of transition [108] . The melting points of α-polymorph
and β-polymorph are 166.5 and 166◦ C, respectively, and the melting enthalpies are
53.5 and 52.1 kJ/mol, respectively. van Wissen characterized a melting enthalpy
of 53.9 kJ/mol at a melting point of 166.9◦ C [25] . The heat capacity of crystalline
d-mannitol ranges from 244 J/mol/K at 20◦ C to 354 J/mol/K at 140◦ C, while
the heat capacity of liquid d-mannitol ranges from 590 J/mol/K at 110◦ C to 600
J/mol/K at 170◦ C [25] .
Thermal stability In the work of van Wissen, the melting enthalpy drops
roughly 16% after exposing to open air at Tm + 40K (207◦ C) for 20 hours.
Cycling stability The cycling stability studied by Solé et al. shows 30% decrease in melting enthalpy after 20 cycles and 50% decrease after 50 cycles [16] .
After the cycles, the sample turned from white color into brown color and shows
signs of oxidation. However the degradation can be avoided by isolating the sample
from the open air condition [16] . According to the work of Barreneche et al., after
a few cycles, during solidiﬁcation, both β-modiﬁcation and δ-modiﬁcation can be
formed and the melting process can have three possibilities: δ →melt at 156◦ C;
β →melt at 166◦ C; δ → β →melt at 150◦ C and 166◦ C [109] . Both the above two
studies identiﬁes a 118◦ C freezing point at which spontaneous nucleation happens.
Shear viscosity The shear viscosity measured in the present work is given in
ﬁgure 3.1, d-mannitol is much more viscous compared with other sugar alcohols
plotted therein.
Heat conductivity Using the method described in Appendix D, the heat conductivity of solid d-mannitol is measured to be 1.32 W/m/K at room temperature [102] . The value is summarized in table 3.4.

3.1.4

Other C4-C6 sugar alcohols

In the scope of the SAMSSA project, there are a few other sugar alcohol candidates
for seasonal heat storage. These includes l-arabitol, ribitol, d-glucitol, galactitol,
and a cyclic polyalcohol, myo-inositol. However, according to the study of Solé
et al., the last two show poor thermal or chemical stability [16] . d-glucitol has
three crystalline forms, and likes d-mannitol, exhibits unpredictable phase change
behavior. Here, we summarize the melting point, melting enthalpy, heat conductivity, and density for a few promising sugar alcohol candidates, including xylitol,
erythritol and d-mannitol in table 3.4. The results are obtained using methods
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described in appendix D. For the investigated SAs, their liquid heat capacity are
all around 0.40 W/m/K.

erythritol
l-arabitol
ribitol
xylitol
d-glucitol
d-mannitol
a Heat

Tm [◦ C]
119
90
103
95
92
167

∆Hm [kJ/kg]
338
280
265
263
185
316

κL a
0.38
0.41
0.40
0.40
0.40
-

κS a
0.76
0.93
1.32
1.32

ρL b
1420
1510
1470
1375

ρS b
1361
1310
1332
1265

conductivity in [W/m/K], roughly independent of temperature;
at melting point in kg/m3 .

b Density

Table 3.4: Properties of sugar alcohol candidates for seasonal heat storage applications.

Using the latent heat and melting point measured in the present work and
results reported in literature [13,23,102] , a ∆Hm -Tm chart is presented in ﬁgure 3.2.
In this chart, the melting points of all C4-C6 SAs listed in ﬁgure 1.5 are given. The
compounds with unknown latent heat is labeled on top of the chart. Also given
are latent heat of some mixtures and will be discussed in the following paragraph.
Molecular alloys The sugar alcohols can form eutectic mixtures, which may
have higher melting enthalpies and lower melting points than their components.
Such mixtures are named molecular alloys, and is a research interest of PCM development. For molecular alloy based sugar alcohol (MASA), reported in literature
are xyl+ery (64:36 mass ratio, same below), ara-ery (60:40), ara-xyl (44:56) [102] ,
xyl+ery (79:21), ery+glu (22:78), xyl+glu (47:53) [13] , man+gal (70:30) [28] , and
many others [29] . In ﬁgure 3.2, the latent heat and melting point of some promising
MASA is plotted. Among these materials, xyl+ery(64:36), ara+xyl, and ara+ery
have relatively higher melting enthalpy and are selected for further studies in this
thesis. The viscosity of the above three candidates are measured in the present
work and are given in ﬁgure 3.1. It is interesting to note the viscosity of each
binary molecular alloy is amid the viscosities of its two constituents.

3.2

MD study on thermodynamic properties

In this section, we try to predict the thermodynamic properties of sugar alcohols,
by means of molecular dynamics simulations. The performance of force ﬁelds is
examined and validated here to lay the foundation of later sections and chapters.

3.2.1

Xylitol

Using gAﬀ (generalize AMBER force ﬁeld), a simulation box of 256 xylitol
molecules is constructed. This is done by replicating 4 × 4 × 4 crystalline lattices [111] , each containing 4 xylitol molecules, in x, y, and z directions. The
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Figure 3.2: Melting enthalpy and melting points of C4-C6 acyclic sugar alcohols [13,23,102,110] . The stereoisomer are considered to have the same thermodynamic
properties and their preﬁxes are thus omitted (though it seems l-mannitol and l-glucitol
may diﬀer from their ‘d-’ counterparts [23] ). The squares preﬁxed with ‘d,l’ are racemic
mixtures. On top of the chart are the compounds with unknown melting enthalpy.

simulation runs at 1.0 bar pressure. The temperature is set to linearly increase
from 100 to 650 K during 1-11 ns, and then linearly decrease from 650 to 200 K
during 11-20 ns. The coordinates and velocities are saved every four iterations,
namely every 4 fs. The whole trajectory is cut into segments of 20 ps long. Within
each segment, the macroscopic temperature is considered constant and the system ensemble is eﬀectively an N P T ensemble. For each trajectory segment, the
VDOS is calculated and a 2PT calculation is made to derive the thermodynamic
properties.
In ﬁgure 3.3, the calculated VDOS are illustrated in the gray scale image. Each
horizonal line of pixels represents a VDOS calculated from the corresponding 20 ps
trajectory. In the heating-up stage, a clear phase transition can be observed in
the spectral map close to 8 ns. This corresponds to a roughly 500 K overheated
melting point. According to the theory of Wang et al., this overheated melting
point is linked to the solid-liquid interfacial free energy [112] . The interfacial free
energy is analyzed in reference [22] and will be further discussed in chapter 6. In
the lower part of ﬁgure 3.3 (below 8 ns), the spectral lines are clearer. During the
cooling-down stage, no crystallization is observed and we see only gradual changes
of VDOS in terms of spectral peak position and intensity.
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Figure 3.3: Vibrational density of states of xylitol throughout the 20 ns simulation.
Each horizonal pixel line corresponds to a VDOS curve mapped into the gray scale image.
The pixel lines are placed from bottom to top in chronological order of the simulation.
The heating-up stage and the cooling-down stage of the simulation is separated by the
white dashed line.

To highlight the diﬀerence in VDOS between solid and liquid phase, the VDOS
of both solid and liquid at Tm is plotted in ﬁgure 3.4. In general, the solid VDOS
has higher peak intensities. As mentioned in section 2.3.1, the VDOS is essentially
the absorbtion spectrum measured in a spectroscopy. Therefore, we plot there also
the FT-IR transmittance curve of crystalline xylitol. The transmittance is calculated as 100% minus the absorption spectrum. Details of the FT-IR spectroscopy
is given in Appendix D. Roughly speaking, the VDOS curves match the FT-IR
transmittance curve. At frequency above 3000 cm−1 where the vibrational modes
are associated with hydrogen atoms, the FT-IR result shows more dispersed peaks.
2PT in N P T ensemble To calculate the thermodynamic properties, we use
the VDOS data of the aforementioned 20 ps long trajectory pieces. Though the
simulation temperature is set to increase or decrease at a constant rate, the temperature change within 20 ps can be ignored. The properties calculated in each
piece can thus be considered as the properties at the mean temperature of the
piece. Here, to adapt to the above temperature scan method, the original 2PT
theory is adjusted. This is because the lattice energy E0 (V ) in (2.89) and other
following equations is no longer a constant in our constant pressure scheme (Even
in an N V T ensemble, E0 is only a constant at the low temperature limit [95] ).
Here, we conduct a transformation from the formulation in N V T ensemble to
N P T ensemble by substituting in V = V (N, p, T ). Then we have (omit N )
∂GHO (p, T )
∂[F HO (V (p, T ), T ) + pV (p, T )]
=−
∂T
∂T
∂F
∂V
∂F ∂V
dE0 (V (p, T ))
=−
−p
−
u S HO (V, T ) −
.
∂T
∂T
∂V ∂T
dT

S HO (p, T ) = −
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Figure 3.4: Vibrational density of states of xylitol at Tm for both solid and liquid phases
vs FT-IR transmittance spectrum.

Here, the term p∂V /∂T is omitted because at 1.0 bar, the term’s contribution is at
least three orders of magnitude lower. S HO (V, T ) can be calculated using (2.35).
The internal energy in N P T ensemble can hence be calculated as
E HO (p, T ) = E HO (V, T ) − T dE0 /dT,
E
HO

HO,CL

(p, T ) = E

HO,CL

(V, T ) − T dE0 /dT,

(3.2)
(3.3)

HO,CL

where E (V, T ) and E
(V, T ) are the N V T internal energies calculated using (2.36) and (2.38). Now, instead of solving E0 , we now solve (E0 − T dE0 )/dT
using equation (2.64), and hence can we solve E0 using boundary condition
S(p, T = 0) = 0. E0 is plotted in ﬁgure 3.5b.
The ﬂuidicity factors, reference energies, and thermodynamic properties calculated using 2PT are plotted in ﬁgure 3.5, together with some referenced experimental works [24,25] .
• Translational and rotational ﬂuidicity factors are plotted in ﬁgure 3.5a. In
the temperature range of our interest at below 400 K, both ftrn and frot stay
below 0.05. Which means the VDOS contribution from the diﬀusive motion
is below 5% of the total translational and rotational degrees of freedom. The
fact that ftrn and frot are almost equal shows the translational diﬀusion and
rotational diﬀusion of xylitol have the same strength. Xylitol molecule has
66 degrees of freedom, among which only 6 are translational and rotational
degrees of freedom. Therefore, only less than 0.5% degrees of freedom are
treated using the hard sphere or rigid rotor model, and the rest are all treated
using the harmonic oscillator model.
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Figure 3.5: Results of 2PT calculation of xylitol-gAﬀ. (a) Translational and rotational
ﬂuidicity factor; (b) Reference energy E0 and E0 − T dE0 /dT ; (c-f) Thermodynamic
properties calculated using 2PT with experimental references of Tong et al [24] and van
Wissen [25] . In (c-f), black: liquid; blue: solid.

• Enthalpy is plotted in ﬁgure 3.5c. The upper lines are for liquids and the
lower lines are for solids. Using 2PT, the melting enthalpy can be directly
calculated by the diﬀerence of the upper curve and the lower curve. At Tm ,
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the melting enthalpy is 30.53 kJ/mol. As discussed, in the simulation, xylitol
does not melt until at about 500 K. Therefore the enthalpy of the superheat
solid can also be found in the enthalpy ﬁgure.
• In ﬁgure 3.5d, the heat capacity calculated for the solid phase is well in accordance with the experimental results. However in the liquid phase, the heat
capacity is underestimated. This underestimation can be partly ascribed
to the VDOS at lower frequencies. Here, ‘lower’ refers to the frequencies
whose vibrational temperature is below Tm . i.e. Tvib = hν/kB < Tm , or
ν < 255.4 cm−1 . In the quantum harmonic oscillator model, each degree of
freedom with eigenfrequency below νvib contributes approximately 1.0kB to
the overall heat capacity [95] . Above this frequency, the contribution of each
degree of freedom decreases and approaches zero. As major Cp contributors,
the low frequency VDOS of liquid and solid do not diﬀer very much, making
their overall heat capacity comparable to each other. Nevertheless, the liquid
always has higher Cp than the solid at the same temperature. As a phase
change material with large supercooling eﬀect, this diﬀerence in Cp can compromise the amount of latent heat stored when inducing phase transition at
T < Tm .
• Gibbs free energy is plotted in ﬁgure 3.5e. the intersection of GS and GL
gives a melting point of 372.2 ± 6.0 K, slightly higher than the experimental
melting point.
• Entropy is plotted in ﬁgure 3.5f. To compare with the experimental result,
the entropy values are shifted up such that S(273.15K)=0. The 2PT prediction well matches the experimental result.
Results using other force ﬁelds and comparisons It is a challenge to parameterize a force ﬁeld for a molecule to function well in both solid and liquid state.
In the parameterization of sugar alcohols, the training set used is in analogy to a
gas state. It is therefore very important to check if the force ﬁelds can reproduce
the crystalline structure and the equation of state at a constant pressure. Recall in
section 2.1.1, multiple force ﬁelds are selected. For xylitol, the opls, C+ap (based
on CHARMM), and the amber plus opls charge set (A+Oc) proposed by Inageki
et al. [35] are tested. Like the simulation done using gAﬀ, the test simulations starts
at 100 K and heat up to Tmax with 0.05 K/ps heating rate. Then the simulations
cool back down (except A+Oc) to 100 K with 0.05 K/ps cooling rate. By visual
inspection, all four force ﬁelds (incl. gAﬀ) produce good crystalline structure.
To check the equation of state, the densities at the constant pressure 1.0 bar are
plotted in ﬁgure 3.6. In short, gAﬀ and A+Oc has the best performance as it best
reproduces the experimental result [113] . We observe implementing the opls charge
set on the amber force ﬁeld has no signiﬁcant improvement on the equation of
state, instead, the larger charges in the opls charge set increased the superheated
melting points T + (represented by the sudden drop in the density curve during
the heating-up stage). Therefore gAﬀ is selected to model xylitol molecules.
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Figure 3.6: Simulated density of xylitol using diﬀerent force ﬁelds. Also given is the
experimental results measured in the present work.

To our surprise, the more complicated opls and C+ap actually behave much
worse than gAﬀ. The densities deviate very much from the experimental curve
obtained in the present work; the superheated melting points T + are much higher
than the experimental melting point Tm . Additionally, for C+ap, there seems to
be a solid-solid phase transition at 650 K. Besides concluding gAﬀ as the best
performing force ﬁeld, we would also like to know why the speciﬁcally optimized
C+ap, with more interaction terms and parameters, is not good in reproducing
the equation of state. Certainly C+ap best matches the DFT electronic energy,
which corresponds to static states at zero Kelvin. However in a molecular dynamic
simulation, the situation is much more complicated. Here we show the VDOS
calculated using C+ap in ﬁgure 3.7. In the heating-up stage from 0 to 20 ns,
several regions can be identiﬁed in the spectral image. (1) From 100 to about
360 K, the image shows more contrast: some vertical lines are much thinner and
brighter. It seems these are the unscattered phonons that resonate in their eigen
frequencies. Corresponding to this stage, the density of C+ap in ﬁgure 3.6 displays
multiple plateaus. (2) From about 360 to 650 K, the spectral image resembles the
image of gAﬀ in ﬁgure 3.3. At roughly 650 K, there seems to be a phase transition
and a clear boundary line that separates the two solid phase. Correspondingly, we
have a sudden increase in density shown in ﬁgure 3.6. (3) Up to about 1000 K, the
second solid phase. A boundary can be seen separating the second solid phase to
the liquid. The complexity in the C+ap clearly added more features to the solid
phase and solid-liquid phase transition. Whether these stages actually exist could
be an interesting topic to be studied in future work.
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Figure 3.7: Vibrational density of states of xylitol simulated using C+ap (only the
heating up stage).

3.2.2

Erythritol

In contrast to xylitol, whose crystalline structure holds with all investigated force
ﬁelds, erythritol’s crystalline structure [114] breaks for all gAﬀ, opls, and C+ap at
300 K and 1 bar N P T condition. The snapshot of erythritol-gAﬀ simulation is
given in ﬁgure 3.8c. After 200 ps simulation, the structure becomes very disordered
compared with the starting conﬁguration. Though we know from xylitol models,
force ﬁelds with more functional terms does not mean a better performance, an
additional attempt is made for erythritol using a reactive force ﬁeld, reaxﬀ [92] , in
its hydrocarbon oxidation parameter set [93] . A snapshot is given in ﬁgure 3.8b.
After only 10 ps, the structure becomes completely disordered. In this sense, reaxﬀ
behave much worse than the classical force ﬁelds.

(a) Starting configuration

(b) reaxff 10ps

(c) gAff 200ps

Figure 3.8: Simulated erythritol at 300 K and 1.0 bar using reaxﬀ and gAﬀ.

Though the force ﬁeld fail to reproduce crystalline erythritol, they can still be
used for simulating its liquid. To test the equation of state of erythritol using
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diﬀerent classical force ﬁelds, simulation are done withp = 1 bar and T : 250 →
450 → 250 K at a 0.2 K/ps rate. The density vs. temperature curves are given
in ﬁgure 3.9. No force ﬁeld can reproduce the correct density. However the gAﬀ
remails the closest. For simulating liquid, gAﬀ is the best option.
1.50
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ρ [103 kg/m3]
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Figure 3.9: Simulated density of erythritol using different force ﬁelds.
Also
given is the experimental reference [102] .
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D-Mannitol

For d-mannitol, the challenge for force ﬁeld parameterization is even bigger, because of the existence of three crystalline polymorphs. In the work of de Waard et
al, amber95 (based on which gAﬀ is derived) is performing very well in reproducing the lattice parameters of all three polymorphs [36] . Here, we test gAﬀ, opls,
and C+ap on the crystalline phase of d-mannitol. Instead of applying anisotropic
pressure coupling (section 2.2.3) to calculate the lattice parameters, here we apply
isotropic pressure coupling and study the anisotropic stress.
To start, unit cells are constructed using the crystalline data of the three polymorphs [115] . Then the cells are replicated in all directions to make the simulation box, roughly of size 5 × 5 × 5 nm3 . The simulations run at p = 1 bar and
T : 250 → 450 K at a 0.25 K/ps rate. The highest temperature in the simulations is still below the material’s melting point so no melting is observed. In the
isotropic pressure coupling scheme, the simulation box is uniformly scaled in all
directions. Hence the anisotropic internal stress may not be relieved. These stress
values (in terms of pressure) are averaged over the whole simulations and are listed
in table 3.5.
The pressure tensor in the simulation is a highly variating quantity. In table
3.5, the standard deviations are up to 1000 bars. Hence we consider the directional
pressure values roughly within ±1000 bars as fair. Clearly for the α polymorph,
only gAﬀ is fair; for the β polymorph, no force ﬁeld is fair, but gAﬀ remains to
be the closest; for the δ polymorph, gAﬀ behaves very well, while the crystalline
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polymorph
α-d-mannitol

β-d-mannitol

δ-d-mannitol

force ﬁeld
gAﬀ
opls
C+ap
gAﬀ
opls
C+ap
gAﬀ
opls
C+ap

pxx [bar]
508(691)
-6472(808)
3795(656)
-1364(781)
-13528(740)
-3732(733)
-1843(639)
-327(984)
596(698)

pyy [bar]
-1275(806)
5855(867)
-771(754)
2378(752)
9765(747)
3714(808)
105(998)
-62(700)*
-2591(1391)*

pzz [bar]
771(743)
622(687)
-3018(583)
-1009(695)
3767(669)
24(640)
1743(887)
399(1054)
2008(1604)

Data in parenthesis are standard deviations of samples;
In y direction, the crystalline structure is ripped oﬀ and a hollow region is formed.

*

Table 3.5: Internal pressure in x, y, and z directions in the isotropically pressure coupled
simulations of d-mannitol.

structure is ripped oﬀ for other two force ﬁelds in y direction. To conclude, gAﬀ,
though simple, remains the best to reproduce all three polymorphs of d-mannitol.
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Figure 3.10: (a) Density and (b) classical MD enthalpy of the three polymorphs of
d-mannitol simulated using gAﬀ.

Using gAﬀ, the three polymorphs of d-mannitol are simulated at p = 1 bar
and T : 250 → 650 → 250 K at a 0.25 K/ps rate. The density and classical
MD enthalpy are plotted in ﬁgure 3.10. The super heated melting points of the
three polymorphs (represented by the sudden drop in the density curve during the
heating-up stage) exhibit Tδ+ < Tα+ < Tβ+ . For enthalpy, in the solid state, the
three polymorphs exhibit HδMD > HαMD > HβMD at the same given temperature.
Both the above two observations mean the stability of the β polymorph is the
highest while the δ polymorph is the lowest. Recall the experimental results in
section 3.1.3, the melting point of δ-d-mannitol is indeed lower and is a metastable
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state that will transform into β-d-mannitol [109] . Therefore the simulated results
are in good agreement with the experimental results. Regarding the density curves
in ﬁgure 3.10, the density using gAﬀ is overestimated for all three polymorphs.
Additionally, the enthalpy of β → δ transition is overestimated. This diﬀerence is
experimentally measured section 3.1.3 to be 7.13 kJ/mol [109] or 0.17 kJ/mol [108]
according to two independent works, while is predicted here to be 20.87 kJ/mol
using MD simulation.

3.2.4

Other C4-C6 sugar alcohols

(a) Density
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The other three sugar alcohols listed in table 3.4, namely d-glucitol (α-polymorph),
l-arabitol, and ribitol, are simulated using gAﬀ. The crystalline structures can be
found in [116–118] . Using the same temperature scan method as used in previous
subsections, the density and classical MD enthalpy of the three SAs are calculated
and plotted in ﬁgure 3.11. In all cases, the crystalline structure is well maintained
until the materials are heated much above their experimental melting points. The
melting enthalpies (at their corresponding experimental Tm ) are determined to be
23.7, 17.8, and 33.4 kJ/mol, respectively. In general, these are lower than the
experimental results. The densities of these materials in crystalline phase at room
temperature are close to 1500 kg/m3 . Upon melting, they all have a roughly 10%
drop in density, or, equivalently 10% increase in volume.
(b) MD enthalpy (classical)
450
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Figure 3.11: (a) Density and (b) classical MD enthalpy of d-glucitol (α-polymorph), larabitol, and ribitol simulated using gAﬀ. The colored dashed lines label the experimental
melting points of the three sugar alcohols.

In this section, the thermodynamic properties of some selected SAs are calculated. For the three model materials, i.e. xylitol, erythritol, and d-mannitol, each
material is modeled using three force ﬁelds. By comparing with the experimentally
measured density and latent heat, gAﬀ is proved to have the best performance,
which correctly reproduces enthalpy, density, and crystalline structures. Additionally, the N P T 2PT is developed and tested for xylitol. The melting point of xylitol
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predicted using gAﬀ also has a good agreement with experimental results. The
methods (temperature scan, VDOS, 2PT) and molecular model (gAﬀ) used here
are well validated from the above results and are to be used in further sections
and chapters.

3.3

MD study on transport properties

The transport properties are directly linked to the kinetic properties of sugar alcohols such as heat conduction, nucleation, and crystal growth. In this section, the
MD methodology and results of the three transport properties, namely diﬀusivity,
shear viscosity, and heat conductivity, are presented.

3.3.1

Mass diﬀusivity

The mass diﬀusivity, or in short, diﬀusivity, is a measure to the speed of molecular
diﬀusion. The Arrhenius equation points out
D = D0 e−EA /kB T ,

(3.4)

where D is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient dependent on temperature, D0 is a constant,
EA is the activation energy. In an MD simulation, the (self-)diﬀusion coeﬃcient
can be deﬁned as
⟨
⟩
D = lim (1/6t) ∥ri (t + t0 ) − ri (t0 )∥2 i,t0 ,
(3.5)
t→∞

where ri is the coordinate vector of the i-th atom. The above equation is known
as the Einstein diﬀusion equation. The part inside the average sign ⟨⟩ is called the
mean squared displacement (MSD). During implementation, we ﬁrst compute the
MSD(t) as a function of t, then the slope of the asymptotic line of the MSD(t)-t
curve is six times the diﬀusion coeﬃcient, 6D. Therefore we use a linear ﬁt to get
the slope and the diﬀusion coeﬃcient.
The self-diﬀusion coeﬃcients of several sugar alcohols and their eutectic mixtures are calculated based on the above method and are plotted in ﬁgure 3.12.
The continuous (dashed) lines therein are results ﬁtted using Arrhenius equation
(3.4). Diﬀusivity is a property highly dependent on temperature. From the results in ﬁgure 3.12, it seems the diﬀusivity is dependent on the length of the sugar
alcohol molecule, with erythritol having the highest diﬀusivity. Recall in ﬁgure
3.1, a similar molecular length dependence is ovserved, with erythritol having the
l owest viscosity. The Stokes-Einstein equation states [119]
D = kB T /6πµr,

(3.6)

where µ is viscosity, r is the radius of the molecule. Therefore the higher diﬀusivity
and the lower viscosity of erythritol are actually in agreement.
Another commonly used method to calculate diﬀusivity is through the GreenKubo relation. It is a diﬀerential form of the Einstein relation, and is expressed
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Figure 3.12: Self-diﬀusion coeﬃcient of sugar alcohols calculated using the Einstein
formulation (3.5). The lines are ﬁtted using the Arrhenius equation (3.4).

as
D = (1/3)

∫∞
0

⟨vi (t + t0 ) · vi (t0 )⟩i,t0 dt,

(3.7)

where vi is the velocity vector of the i-th atom. The above equation is identical to
(2.51). The part inside the average sign is called velocity autocorrelation function
(VACF). However this method requires the velocity information of all atoms sampled every few femtoseconds and is thus less convenient compared with the MSD
method.

3.3.2

Shear viscosity

In analogy to diﬀusivity, shear viscosity can also be calculated using the Einstein
formulation and the Green-Kubo formulation. However, it is known that the
equilibrium methods have convergence issues [37] . In this subsection, we focus on
non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) methods for viscosity calculation.
By applying a shear stress in the system, an induced velocity ﬁeld can be generated.
Hence the viscosity can be determined using
τx (z) = µ∂vx (z)/∂z,

(3.8)

where τx is the shear stress in x direction, µ is the viscosity, vx is the velocity ﬁeld
in x direction. Here we introduce two NEMD method, the Poiseuille ﬂow (PF)
method [38] and the periodic perturbation (PP) method [37] .
Poiseuille ﬂow (PF) method and validation The Poiseuille ﬂow (PF)
method uses the induced ﬂow in between a channel [38] . A graphical illustration
of this method is given in ﬁgure 3.13a. A roughly 4 nm wide channel of silicon is
made and the ﬂuid is put in the channel. When a body force is applied to the ﬂuid,
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a parabolic velocity ﬁeld is formed and the viscosity can be solved. The formulas
of the PF method is given in the PF column in table 3.6. The diﬀerential equation
therein is a simpliﬁed one-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation. The perturbation
ﬁeld is the body force applied on the ﬂuid with an input strength A0 in nm/ps2 .
The steady-state velocity proﬁle can be ﬁtted using the steady-state solution in
the last row to calculated the shear viscosity µ.
Poiseuille ﬂow (PF)
Diﬀerential
equation
Perturbation
ﬁeld
Boundary
condition
Steady-state
solution

Periodic perturbation (PP)

ρax (z) + µ∂ 2 vx (z)/∂z 2 = 0
ax (z) = A0

ax (z) = A1 cos(kz), k = 2π/l

vx (0) = vx (l) = 0

x
vx (0) = vx (l); ∂v
∂z |z=0 =

vx (z) = A0 ρz(l − z)/2µ

vx (z) = A1 ρ cos(kz)/µk 2

∂vx
∂z |z=l

Table 3.6: Summary of the two non-equilibrium methods used to calculate shear viscosity µ.

A simple validation is made for the PF method. The ﬂuid in the channel
is TIP4P/2005 water [68] . This water model behaves good in reproducing the
water’s transport properties and phase diagram [120,121] . The simulations are done
at 300 K. The body forces used are A0 =0.005 and A0 =0.010 nm/ps2 . In the
PF method, the velocity ﬁeld generated may also be inﬂuenced by the wall-ﬂuid
interaction. Here ϵSi−O (LJ12-6 parameter in equation (2.3)) is taken as 1.274
kJ/mol as (the original Pt-Water interaction strength [38] ) and a tripled value 3.822
kJ/mol. In ﬁgure 3.13a, the steady-state velocity proﬁles of three test simulations
are plotted in colored dots and are ﬁtted in black lines. In the case of a week Siwater interaction, there is clearly a boundary slip which complicates the viscosity
calculation. Nevertheless, the three test simulation results give close viscosity
values, ranging from 0.828 to 0.945 Pa·s.
Periodic perturbation (PP) method and validation The periodic perturbation (PP) method uses a spatially periodic perturbation ﬁeld to induce spatially
periodic velocity ﬁeld in the ﬂuid. A graphical illustration is given in ﬁgure 3.13b.
The formulas are given in the PP column in table 3.6. PP method uses the same
diﬀerential equation as the PF method. The periodic perturbation force has a
controllable strength A1 , which is the amplitude of the perturbation force. The
steady-state velocity proﬁle can be ﬁtted using PP’s steady-state solution, and the
viscosity can be calculated from the ﬁtted parameters.
Three validation simulations are made at 273, 303, and 373 K using
TIP4P/2005 water. The velocity proﬁles are given in ﬁgure 3.13b. The perturbation strength A1 is tuned such that all three simulations produce similar velocity
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Figure 3.13: Graphical illustration and velocity proﬁles of TIP4P/2005 water simulated
using (a) PF: Poiseuille ﬂow and (b) PP: periodic perturbation methods. The simulations
results correspond to diﬀerent perturbation strengths, wall-water interaction strengths,
or water temperatures.

proﬁles. At the aforementioned three temperatures, the tuned A1 values are 0.062,
0.030, and 0.011 nm/ps2 , respectively.
In ﬁgure 3.14, the temperature dependent viscosity of water calculated using
the above PF and PP are summarized. The solid black line is the experimentally
measure viscosity of water and the black circles are the viscosity of TIP4P/2005
water model [38] . The red and blue dots are the validation calculations made in
this subsection. We see our results show good agreement with both the referenced
theoretical and experimental results. Considering in the PF method, the wall-ﬂuid
interaction may be an additional factor that inﬂuences the calculated viscosity
(though not much), we choose the periodic perturbation method to characterize
the viscosity of sugar alcohols.
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Results of SAs using PP method The ﬁrst sugar alcohol studied is xylitol.
During the ﬁrst few simulations, the calculated viscosity is found to be dependent on the perturbation strength A1 . To illustrate the dependence, a set of PP
simulations are made, using the same temperature 300 K and the same starting
conﬁguration at a constant N V T condition. Three perturbation strengths are
used, namely A1 =0.1, 0.3, and 0.4 nm/ps2 . Recall the steady-state solution of
the PP method in table 3.6, vx (z) = A1 cos(kz)/µk 2 , where k = 2π/l, l is the
box length in z-direction. It is convenient to deﬁne the amplitude of the above
spatially periodic velocity proﬁle, vmax , such that vx (a) = vmax cos(kz). In the
NEMD simulation, an instantaneous vmax (t) can be calculated using the instantaneous coordinates and velocities of all atoms in the system as [37]
∑N
∑N
vmax (t) = 2 i=1 mi vi,x (t) cos[kri,z (t)]/ i=1 mi ,
(3.9)
where N is the total number of atoms. By plotting the temporal evolvement of
vmax , we can see the transient response of the velocity proﬁle to the perturbation
force. When vmax stabilizes, we can use its temporal average to calculated the
shear viscosity via
A1 /µk 2 = v̄max .
(3.10)
In ﬁgure 3.15, the transient response, vmax (t), is plotted as a function of time.
The colored lines are the three test cases for xylitol liquid, and the black line is
a test case for crystalline xylitol. According to equation (3.10), the steady-state
vmax is proportional to the perturbation force A1 . However, we see in ﬁgure 3.15
when A1 = 0.1 nm/ps2 , vmax is ﬂuctuating around zero, similar to the transient
response of perturbating a crystalline solid. In this case, v̄max approximates zero,
and µ approximates inﬁnite. Also, for A1 = 0.3 and A1 = 0.4, the steady-state
vmax after 40 ps is not proportional to A1 either. The larger A1 gives a lower
viscosity value. In rheology, this phenomenon is called shear thinning, a typical
non-Newtonian ﬂuid behavior. We know at below 102 /s shear rate, xylitol is a
Newtonian ﬂuid [25] . However in the NEMD simulations, the shear rates are much
higher (>109 /s). The shear thinning eﬀect discovered at this high shear rate is an
interesting phenomena to be studied in the future.
According to Zhao et al., a linear correlation between the calculated viscos54
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Figure 3.15: Transient response of the ﬁtted velocity
amplitude vmax = A1 ρ/µk2
using equation in table 3.6.
The black line: solid xylitol;
colored lines: liquid xylitol
under diﬀerent perturbation
strengths in [nm/ps2 ]. Simulations done at 300 K in N V T
condition.

100

ity and the perturbation strength A1 can be assumed; and the viscosity can be
determined by extrapolation. However there is no experimental evidence so far
to support such a linear correlation. Here, we do multiple NEMD simulations
for xylitol and d-mannitol, at various temperatures (300K, 350K, and 400K) in
N V T condition, using various perturbation strength A1 ranging from 0.05 to 0.4
nm/ps2 . To analyze the shear thinning eﬀect, the viscosity values calculated are
plotted versus the maximum shear rate γ̇max in ﬁgure 3.16. The maximum shear
rate is calculated using γ̇max = vmax /k, where k = 2π/l, l is the box length in
z-direction. Interestingly, we see most data points fall into the shaded region,
which suggests a roughly linear correlation between ln µ and ln γ̇max . Also observed are the large error bars of data points at relatively low shear rates where
relatively small perturbation forces are used (similar to the case described in the
previous paragraph where A1 = 0.1 nm/ps2 ). In the high shear rate condition, the
temperature is playing a much minor role on viscosity compared with the shear
rate.
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Figure 3.16: Shear rate
dependent viscosity of dmannitol and xylitol, simulated at two temperatures.
The shaded region shows a
roughly linear zone of calculated viscosity values.
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Viscosity from diﬀusivity In the experimental measurement of shear viscosity
in section 3.1, the shear rate is much lower than the shear rate used in the NEMD
simulations. Therefore, to compare with the experimentally measured viscosity,
we need to simulate the low shear rate condition. Here, we use the Stokes-Einstein
equation (3.6) and equilibrium MD simulations to estimate the shear viscosity. In
equation (3.6), the hydrodynamic radius r is an unknown factor. For the purpose
of an estimation, we assume sugar alcohol molecules are spherical, and take the
geometrical radius as the hydrodynamic radius. i.e.
4 3
V
πr =
p,
(3.11)
3
NA
where V is the temperature dependent molar volume, NA is the Avogadro’s number, and p = 0.634 is the maximum incompressible irregular packing factor of
hard spheres [122] . The temperature dependent diﬀusivity can be calculated using
equation (2.51) in the temperature scan method.
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Figure 3.17: Shear viscosity of xylitol measured using
a rheometer and estimated
using Stokes-Einstein equation from MD simulations.
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An estimation of viscosity is made for xylitol. The diﬀusivity is calculated
using the VDOS information at zero frequency, S(ν = 0), obtained in section
3.2.1, according to equation (2.51). The molar volume is calculated from the
densities in section 3.2.1. The calculated viscosity is plotted in ﬁgure 3.17 in the
black dashed line. Also given is the experimental measured viscosity of xylitol
liquid using the method presented in Appendix D. In the temperature range of
the experimental measurement, the calculated viscosity is greatly underestimated.
The underestimation is from the limited time span τ used in equation (2.26). At
very low temperature, when the system is at a glass or solid state, all atoms do
only oscillatory motions and the system is non-diﬀusive (at the time scale of our
MD simulation). This means S(0) = 0 and hence D = 0. However, for any ﬁnite τ ,
equation (2.26) can only give S(0) > 0 and hence D > 0. Therefore, the viscosity
values calculated using equation (2.51) and (3.6) provide only the lower bound
of the viscosity. Nevertheless, we see the diﬀerence in the experimental and the
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simulated results decreases as the temperature increases. If the experimental result
can be extrapolated to even higher temperatures, there are reasons to believe the
two results converge.

3.3.3

Heat conductivity

In analogy to the diﬀusivity and the viscosity, the heat conductivity can also be
deﬁned in two ways: the Einstein formulation and the Green-Kubo formulation.
To apply these two formulations in an MD simulation, it is required to calculate
the potential energy ϵi of every atom. However, in a polyatomic molecule, the
energy terms are deﬁned upon atom pairs, triplets, and quartets. There is no
trivial way to divide and assign the energy to individual atoms. For this reason,
we introduce here the NEMD methods.
Non-equilibrium methods The NEMD methods for heat conductivity are
based on the Fourier’s law of heat conduction, which is
q = −κ∇T, or, qx = −κdT /dx,

(3.12)

where q is the vector of local heat ﬂux density and κ is the heat conductivity.
When implemented in an MD simulation, one can either apply a given heat ﬂux
q and measure the temperature gradient ∇T , or maintain a constant temperature
gradient and measure the corresponding heat ﬂux. In the calculation of heat
conductivity of sugar alcohols, the latter method is used.
In ﬁgure 3.18, the simulation setup used to calculate heat conductivity of liquid
sugar alcohols is illustrated (the same as used in Chapter 5). A temperature gradient is generated and maintained by setting a hot region at a higher temperature
T1 and a cold region at a lower temperature T2 , whose temperatures are controlled
using Nosé-Hoover thermostat. To avoid molecules from ﬂowing between the two
regions, a graphene wall is added between the two regions. Because of the periodicity, two such walls are presented in ﬁgure 3.18. The heat ﬂow across the graphene
layers is calculated using equation (2.25). At steady state, the thermostat can be
viewed as a constant volumetric heat source, leading to a quadratic temperature
proﬁle in the liquid region. An example of such a temperature proﬁle is given in
ﬁgure 5.4.1. According to the Fourier’s law of conduction and heat balance,
q
d2 T
= −κ 2 ,
(3.13)
AL
dx
where qV is the volumetric heat generation rate, A is the area of the interface, and
L is the length of the hot/cold region.
qV =

In the heat conductivity calculation, the temperatures of the hot and cold
regions are set to 20 K above or below the experimental melting points of the
sugar alcohols. The calculation details are given in section 5.5. Here the calculation
results are listed in table 3.7. As discussed in section 3.1, the heat conductivity is
relatively independent on temperature. For all the investigated sugar alcohols, the
conductivity values all fall into the range of around 0.5 W/m/K and are only a
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Figure 3.18: The simulation setup used to
calculate heat conductivity. The snapshot
is taken from a xylitol-graphene simulation.
More details are given in section 5.2.2.

~14 nm

fraction larger than the experimentally measure conductivity values listed in table
3.4.

waterc
erythritol

Tm
[K]
273
393

xylitol

367

d,l-arabitol
d-mannitol

375
438

d-glucitol

369

Tsim a
[K]
300
400
380
380
367
375
440
380
370

q [kJ
/mol/ps]
252.9(1)
157.6(16)
155.0(1)
171.2(9)
159.2(1)
164.4(1)
176.8(20)
174.3(20)
176.6(14)

A
[nm2 ]
64.84
64.82
64.84
64.81
64.82
64.82
64.83
64.81
64.79

Lb
[nm]
5.089
7.091
7.010
6.010
5.985
4.886
5.392
5.233
5.333

d2 T /dx2
κ
[K/nm2 ] [W/m/K]
1.35(8)
0.94(6)
1.20(11)
0.47(4)
1.20(5)
0.47(4)
1.50(4)
0.49(1)
1.41(21)
0.48(7)
1.60(2)
0.54(1)
1.96(13)
0.54(1)
1.41(25)
0.43(3)
1.55(18)
0.54(6)

a The

temperature of the hot and cold regions are set to T1 = Tsim +20K and
T2 = Tsim -20K, respectively; b Excluding the depletion zone, i.e. counted till the outmost
sugar alcohol molecules; c TIP4P/2005 four point water model [68] .

Table 3.7: Heat conductivity and related data of several sugar alcohols calculated using
gAﬀ in MD simulations.

3.4

Concluding remarks

In this chapter, we ﬁrst reviewed the properties of sugar alcohols, from an experimental point of view. In the 80-100◦ C melting range group, xylitol and a
xylitol-erythritol eutectic mixture have the largest melting enthalpy. Erythritol
and d-mannitol are also good choices for heat storage, but d-mannitol needs to
be insulated from oxygen. Regarding the transport properties, sugar alcohols are
viscous and less conductive compared with water. Secondly, we calculated the
thermodynamic properties using molecular dynamics simulations and statistical
mechanics theory, in order to validate and evaluate the performance of the selected
force ﬁelds. We found gAﬀ (generalized AMBER force ﬁeld) is the best performed
one that can correctly reproduce the crystalline structures and equations of state
for xylitol, rabitol, l-arabitol, α−, β−, δ−d-mannitol, and α−d-glucitol. In the
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third section, we introduced non-equilibrium MD simulation methods. The transport properties are calculated for the selected sugar alcohols using gAﬀ. It seems
at the length scale (∼nm) and time scale (∼ps) of MD simulations, the shear thinning eﬀect comes into play and therefore the viscosity is underestimated. using
equilibrium MD simulation, the lower bound of viscosity is successfully predicted.
For heat conductivity, the selected sugar alcohol liquids all fall into the range of
around 0.5 W/m/K, which is only a fraction higher than the experimental measured.
The work done in this chapter established a strong link between the experimentally measured properties and the theoretically predicted. The theory and
experiments not only validate, but also supplement each other. On the experimental side, the thermal and cycling stability can be more easily studied, while
on the simulation side, we observed interesting phenomena such as shear thinning
and VDOS change at phase transition at the ultra small scale. Therefore we conclude the molecular dynamics simulation method as a powerful tool to carry on
the research, to study the the interfacial phenomena and nanoscale heat transfer
problems in the later chapters.
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Appendix C:
Origin of latent heat in C5 sugar alcohols
Within all the sugar alcohol materials, C5 sugar alcohols are relatively stabler
in chemical and thermal properties and are therefore better candidates for heat
storage. As observed, the three isomers of C5 sugar alcohols have diﬀerent melting
points and melting enthalpies. In this section, we try to understand where the
diﬀerence originates from and propose criteria for choosing sugar alcohol isomers
with the highest latent heat.
Simulation details There are three naturally occurring C5 sugar alcohols,
namely xylitol, ribitol, and l-arabitol (ﬁgure 1.5). All three materials are modeled
using gAﬀ. (1) For the solid phase simulations, the initial conﬁgurations are constructed using crystallographic data [111,117,118] . 2048, 1344, and 1344 molecules
are used in the simulations of xylitol, ribitol, and l-arabitol, respectively, with
periodic boundary conditions applied. The simulation temperatures are regulated
to their corresponding melting points, Tm , at 366, 376, and 363 K, respectively,
using Berendsen thermostats with time constants τT = 0.1 ps. The pressures are
all set to 1.0 bar using Berendsen thermostats with time constants τp = 0.5 ps.
The simulations run for 3 ns and the coordinates are saved every 5 ps. The data of
1-3 ns is used for postprocessing. (2) For the liquid simulations, we use the initial
conﬁgurations of the above solid simulations, heating them up to Tm + 300 K with
a 1 K/ps heating rate. In the heating up process, all three materials melt. Then
the three materials are cooled to Tm with a 1 K/ps cooling rate. The simulations
then run at Tm for 5 ns. The data of 1-5 ns is used for postprocessing.
Change in molecular conformation in the melting process First, let us
have a look at the molecular conformations of the three C5 sugar alcohols. In ﬁgure
3.19, the conformations in the crystalline phase are illustrated. Now deﬁne the
dihedral torsional angle C1-C2-C3-C4 as ϕ1 , and the angle of C2-C3-C4-C5 as ϕ2
(for symmetry considerations, ϕ1 and ϕ2 are deﬁned in diﬀerent chiral directions).
If both ϕ1 and ϕ2 are close to 180◦ , then we say the molecule is “linear”. For the
three C5 sugar alcohols studied, xylitol and ribitol have a non-linear conformation
in the crystalline phase, as illustrated in ﬁgure 3.19, while l-arabitol adopts a
linear conformation.
In the melting process of xylitol, approximately half number of molecules turn
into a linear conformation. This can be proved by the dihedral angle distributions
of ϕ1 and ϕ2 in both the solid and the liquid phase (3.20). In the solid phase, all
xylitol molecules are in the non-linear conformation, with all ϕ1 angles distribute
at near -60◦ . However, in the liquid phase, more ϕ1 angles distribute at near 180◦
than -60◦ (ϕ1 and ϕ2 become indistinguishable at the liquid phase). This means
the xylitol molecules have partly converted into the linear conformation.
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C1
φ2

C5

φ1

(a) xylitol

(b) ribitol

(c) l-arabitol

Figure 3.19: The molecular conformation of the three C5 sugar alcohols as extracted
from their crystalline structures. Crystallographic data from [111,117,118] .
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Figure 3.20: The dihedral angle distribution of ϕ1 and ϕ2 as
deﬁned in ﬁgure 3.19. In the
solid phase, ϕ1 and ϕ2 are distinguished by their unique distributions. In the liquid phase,
the two distributions become
identical.
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Change in potential energy in the melting process The melting enthalpy,
∆Hm , is the enthalpy change in the solid-liquid phase change process. Recall
H = E + K + pV , where E is the potential energy, K is the kinetic energy. At the
same temperature, the solid and liquid (with the same number of molecules) have
the same kinetic energy. At the same time, the diﬀerence in the pV term between
solid and liquid is negligible. Therefore, the melting enthalpy is essentially the
diﬀerence in the potential energy between the two phases. The potential energy
in gAﬀ can be further decomposed into speciﬁc terms, as listed in equation (2.1).
Here, in table 3.8, the terms that contribute to the melting enthalpy is listed for
the three sugar alcohols studied. From the table, we can see the major melting
enthalpy comes from the electrostatic interaction in all three sugar alcohols.
Change in HB number and energy in the melting process Sugar alcohols are materials with know rich hydrogen bond (HB) networks. As a material
with multiple hydroxyl groups, SAs can form multiple hydrogen bonds within or
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∆E [kJ/molSA ]
∆E bond
∆E angle
∆E dih
∆E LJ
∆E el
Total

xylitol (366K)
-0.21(0)
1.50(1)
-3.47(1)
5.82(1)
22.25(1)
25.91(2)

ribitol (376K)
0.19(0)
5.83(2)
-4.84(4)
-1.77(4)
32.47(7)
31.88(7)

l-arabitol (363K)
0.21(0)
3.93(1)
-6.08(2)
1.49(1)
14.94(8)
14.50(9)

Energy terms listed are classical potential energy (same for table 3.9)

Table 3.8: Energy terms that contribute to ∆Hm of C5 sugar alcohols.

between molecules. In the melting/freezing process, the HB structure can change
substantially, and the energy change associated with the structural change can be
a major contributor the the melting enthalpy.
To verify the above hypothesis, Both the HB number and the HB energy terms
are calculated for the two phases. The HBs are recognized by a 0.35 nm cutoﬀ
in donor-acceptor length and a 30◦ cutoﬀ in hydrogen-donor-acceptor angle. The
energy of a hydrogen bond is determined solely by the short range electrostatic
energy among the three atoms (H − OD · · · OA ) involved, i.e.
2
E HB = f qO
/rDA + f qO qH /rHA ,

(3.14)

where the subscripts O and H stand for hydrogen and oxygen, D and A stand
for donor and acceptor oxygen, f = 138.935485(9) kJ/mol·nm/e2 is the electric
conversion factor. In the calculations, the intra-molecular HBs and the intermolecular HBs are separately considered. The results are summarized in table
3.9.
(intra+inter)
Liquid NL
EL
Solid
NS
ES
∆E HB

xylitol (366K)
1.18(3)+2.78(2)
-3.8(3)-4.8(3)
0.00(0)+4.19(0)
0.00(1)-22.1(5)
13.5(7)

ribitol (376K)
0.55(2)+3.28(3)
-2.6(3)-3.0(4)
0.01(0)+4.41(2)
0.01(1)-28.1(4)
22.5(6)

l-arabitol (363K)
1.05(3)+3.01(3)
-2.2(3)+1.4(3)
0.01(0)+4.51(2)
0.00(2)-15.5(4)
14.7(7)

E in kJ/molSA and N in molHB /molSA .

Table 3.9: HB energy and number of C5 SAs in both solid and liquid phases.

Comparing E HB in table 3.9 and E el in 3.8, we see indeed the change in HB
energy makes a major contribution to the change in the electrostatic energy. Now
let us consider the intra- and inter-molecular HB components. In all the C5 sugar
alcohol compounds, there are eﬀectively no intra-molecular HBs. And the strength
(characterized by −ESHB ) of the solid phase inter-molecular HBs in a great extend
determines the how much HB energy can be released during a freezing process.
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To further compare the diﬀerence, the HB number and HB energy are decomposed based on donor-acceptor pairs. The example of xylitol is plotted in
ﬁgure 3.21. In the solid phase (ﬁgure 3.21c), there is no intra-molecular HBs and
the inter-molecular HBs fall into the ﬁve bars. In the liquid phase, most intramolecular HBs are formed between the second neighbours (O1−O3, O2−O4, and
O3−O5, ﬁgure 3.21a). For inter-molecular HBs in the liquid phase (3.21b), the
outmost oxygen atoms tend to form slightly more HBs as donors (ﬁgure 3.21b1),
and these HBs are much stronger (ﬁgure 3.21b2). From the results above, upon
melting, the strong inter-molecular HBs in solid break oﬀ and forms weaker intra
and inter-molecular HBs in liquid.
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Figure 3.21: HB number (N HB ) and HB electrostatic energy (E HB ) of (a)(b) liquid and
(c) solid xylitol decomposed into donor-acceptor pairs. The shaded bars indicate the sum
of HB number or energy contributed by a speciﬁc donor or acceptor. Note that the solid
intra-molecular results are not plotted here because they have nearly no contribution to
either the total HB number or the total HB energy. For detailed heights of the bars, see
table S1 in the supplementary material.

In the liquid phase, the head and tail carbon as donors form the strongest HBs.
For the design of a phase change material with high melting enthalpy, we look for
sugar alcohols with high potential energy in the liquid phase. Clearly, the ones
with less or weaker liquid phase HBs are energetically less stable and are therefore
preferred (in terms of only the melting enthalpy). According to the HB energies
calculated in this work, sugar alcohols with longer carbon chains in the linear form
may be a possible solution because they have a minimized portion of head and tail
OH groups that may form strong HBs. Though this conclusion is in agreement
with the work of Inagaki and Ishida [35] , we argue that the explanation using HB
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energy instead of HB number is more convincing. Furthermore, we advice when
decomposing the HB numbers and energies based on OH groups, donor OH and
acceptor OH should be separately considered.
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Appendix D:
Details of supplementary experiments
In section 3.1, many experimental results are presented using methods to be described in this section. The experiments are carried out in collaboration with
CNRS-I2M (Talence, France) and Fraunhofer-ISE (Freibuig, Germany).
Material sample Xylitol (CAS 87-99-0, Roquette, purity 98.43%), erythritol
(CAS 149-32-6, Sigma-Aldrich, purity >99%), d-mannitol (CAS 69-65-8, SigmaAldrich, purity >98%), l-arabitol (CAS 7643-75-6, Sigma-Aldrich, purity >98%),
ribitol (CAS 488-81-3, Sigma-Aldrich, purity >99%), d-glucitol (CAS 50-70-4,
Sigma-Aldrich, purity >98%) are used in the experiments. The sugar alcohol mixtures are prepared by grinding and mixing the solid grains of their two constituents,
similar to the procedure described in [29] .
Thermal analysis A diﬀerential scanning calorimeter (DSC 1 Mettler Toledo)
is used to determine the melting point and the melting enthalpy. The DSC is
calibrated using indium, lead and tin. The sapphire method is applied according
to DIN 51007 to determine the sample’s heat capacity in both solid and liquid
states. The calibrations and the measurements are all performed in open aluminum
crucibles at a heating rate of 10 K/min, with a ﬂow of dry nitrogen gas purging
the measuring cell. The samples calibrated and tested are 10 mg.
The thermal and cycle stability of xylitol is also investigated. The xylitol
sample is placed in a furnace exposed to open air for 100 days. The temperature
of the furnace is set to 100◦ C, while it is switched oﬀ every few days to study
the cycling eﬀect. During the process, air bubbles are constantly injected into the
liquid to promote nucleation when the furnace is oﬀ. The treated sample is then
collected for a DSC measurement.
Rheology analysis The viscosity is measured using a TA Instruments AR 2000
rheometer with a parallel plate geometry with 20 mm in diameter. The gap is
set to 1 mm and calibrated (gap compensation: 1.2 µm/K). The sample of sugar
alcohols (500 mg powder) is placed on the bottom plate of the rheometer and
heated above the melting point. Afterward, the upper plate is lowered. The excess
liquid is removed and the remaining liquid is conﬁned between the two plates (gap
= 1 mm). First, a dynamic frequency sweep test at constant temperature is
performed in order to check the Newtonian behavior of the liquids at low shear
rates (40-300 s−1 ). No non-Newtonian behavior is ovserved. Afterwards, the
viscosity at diﬀerent temperatures has been measured using a constant shear rate
of 100 s−1 . The parallel plates are located in a furnace with its temperature
controlled by the temperature of the nitrogen inﬂow.
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Heat conduction analysis The thermal conductivity in solid is measured at
room temperature using the well known transient HotDisk method [123] . A melt
blending method is used to prepare the samples, which are parallelepipeds of
50 mm × 50 mm side and 12 mm thickness. A TPS 2500 instrument with a
Kapton-insulated sensor of 2 mm diameter is used in the experiments. The applied power is 25 mW. For the measurement of the thermal conductivity in liquid,
the HotDisk-based method proposed by Warzoha et al. [124,125] is applied at temperatures ranging from 25◦ C to 140◦ C.
Density analysis The density of sugar alcohol liquid is determined directly
using a graduated glass cylinder. Measurements are carried out at temperatures
ranging from 30 to 130◦ C. For solid, a known mass of sugar alcohol crystals is
put into the cylinder ﬁlled with solvent Rhodiasolv IRIS in which sugar alcohols
are insoluble. The density-temperature curve of the solvent is known. Then the
volume of sugar alcohol solid can be deducted from the total volume.
Fourier transformation-infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy The absorption
spectrum of crystalline xylitol (ﬁgure 3.4) is measured using an ATR-FT-IR spectrometer, Spectrum Two (UATR Two), Perkin Elmer, where ATR stands for attenuated total reﬂection. This method enables a direct measurement of the infrared
spectrum of samples in liquid and solid state without further sample preparation.
The ATR crystal used in this set up is a diamond crystal having a high refractive index and good mechanical properties. The infrared-spectrum of xylitol is
measured by applying the crystalline, untreated xylitol with pressure on the surface of the ATR-crystal. The ATR-crystal is irradiated by an infrared light beam
creating evanescent waves which are absorbed by the sample leading to an attenuation of the infrared light in the ATR-crystal [126] . The background measurement
is established by air.
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Carbon Structures

Graphene-based nano structures are well known for their high electrical and
thermal conductivity and have attracted considerable research attention. It
seems by doping with a minor portion of graphene nano-platelets or carbon
nanotubes (CNT) into a matrix material, the eﬀective thermal conductivity
of the nano composite can be greatly improved. In this chapter, a pilot
study using water as the matrix material will be presented. Like sugar
alcohols, water is rich in hydroxyl groups. Besides, water is well studied as
a low temperature PCM. The mechanism of the improvement on thermal
conductivity will be studied and it will be shown how the diameter of the
CNT inﬂuences the heat transfer across the carbon-liquid interface. The
results obtained in this chapter will lay the foundation to the next chapter,
which focuses on the carbon-SA composites.

4.1

Carbon structure as heat transfer enhancement additive

The known fast thermal dissipation in graphene-based structures may provide
a new solution to increase the heat transfer in low conductivity materials. For
example, in heat storage systems, solar energy or waste heat can compactly be
stored in phase change materials (PCM) in analogy to a charged battery. However, in the discharge mode, the low heat conduction in the PCMs results in a
low output power [9] , thus limiting its potential applications. One way to solve the
problem is by mixing with carbon nanostructures. Recent studies show a manyfold
Parts of this chapter are described in:
Zhang, H., Nedea, S. V., Rindt, C. C. M., and Smeulders, D. M. J., Cross-plane heat transfer
through single-layer carbon structures. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 18:5358-5365, 2016.
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increase in thermal conductivity of PCMs by adding in around 5% carbon nanostructures [42,48,50,127] . Additional researches on composite materials with carbon
structures show the phase equilibrium can be altered in favor of heat storage applications [49,51] . It seems that the speciﬁc improvement on heat transfer depends
not only on the PCM itself, but also on the size, shape, or even the oxidation
state of the graphene-based structures [43,128] . To further replicate the preliminary
success, more in-depth understanding of the nanoscale carbon-PCM interaction
and heat transfer is indispensable.
A viable way to link the nanoscale thermal transport properties to the overall
heat conductivity of the complex material is through eﬀective medium approximations. This will be introduced in section 7.4. A key parameter used in these approximations is the contact resistance, also named as Kapitza resistance, RK [55,129] . In
literature referring to carbon nanotubes (CNTs) embedded in various materials,
this RK value varies from 0.76 to 20 ×10−8 Km2 /W depending on the matrix
material and experimental technique [54,55,130,131] . In this thesis, we focus on sugar
alcohols, a class of materials with multiple hydroxyl groups. To get insight on the
nanoscale thermal transport for the design of eﬃcient carbon-sugar alcohol composites, we need accurate RK values. However, it is hard to estimate RK without
knowing the mechanisms of the interfacial heat transfer. To start with, pilot study
is carried out in this chapter based on carbon-water systems. Water is also a highperformance PCM and its phase equilibria and nanoscale heat transfer kinetics are
well studied, both theoretically and experimentally. The fact that water molecules
also possess hydroxyl groups and can form a hydrogen bond network, helps to set
up a good basis for and provide insights into the carbon-SA researches presented
in the next chapter.
Apart from various experimental eﬀorts, many theoretical works have been
carried out for both carbon-PCM systems [10,43–45,132] and carbon-water systems [55,133] . From these works, molecule modeling turned to be a very proﬁcient
tool in studying nanoscale thermal transport problems. Using molecular simulation techniques, the heat transfer can be directly monitored and the property
calculations are straightforward. It is also advantageous to study the phonon transport, a process potentially important in such nano-structured systems [134–136] . In
the work of Hu et al. [52] , the concept of phonon temperature is used to analyze
the internal phonon mode equilibration within graphene layers. This phonon equilibration eﬀect may also inﬂuence the carbon-water system.
In this chapter, we choose non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations
to tackle the cross-plane carbon-water heat transfer problem. The study starts
with a 1-D heat transfer problem (graphene-water) and is then extended to 2D heat transfer problems (carbon nanotube-water) to investigate the geometry
eﬀect on the carbon-water heat transfer. In addition to other theoretical works
based on various carbon-water interactions, this work is mainly based on a recently
developed force ﬁeld by Pascal et al. [137] for its good prediction on mechanical and
thermal properties of graphene.
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4.2
4.2.1

Molecular models and setups
Interatomic interactions

There are many available force ﬁelds for graphene-based structures. In this chapter, we use a qmff-cx-LJ12-6 (qmcxlj) force ﬁeld for intra-graphene and intracarbon nanotube(CNT) interactions [72] . The functional forms of qmcxlj are given
in section 2.1.3. This recently developed force ﬁeld is claimed to correctly reproduce both thermal and mechanical properties of graphite. On the other hand,
this force ﬁeld is developed towards a dedicated system of pure graphite and not
speciﬁcally optimized for carbon-water systems. Therefore we choose another two
general purposed force ﬁelds for comparison: charmm (charmm) [63] and generalized AMBER (gaﬀ) [30] for carbon-carbon interactions. The water model used
in this chapter is the TIP4P-2005 four point model [68] . The geometry and interaction parameters are given in section 2.1.2. TIP4P-2005 well reproduces the
phase diagram of water and is used in various solid-liquid phase change studies [69–71] . We consider this an important aspect since the carbon structures are
proposed to function in solid-liquid phase change materials as mentioned in the
introduction. The non-bonded interactions between water and carbon follows the
LJ12-6 form with Wu and Aluru’s parameters [138] speciﬁcally designed for watergraphene/CNT simulations (σC−O = 0.34351963 nm, ϵC−O = 0.35564 kJ/mol;
σC−H = 0.26896232 nm, ϵC−H = 0.1602472 kJ/mol; equation (2.3)).

4.2.2

Setups and simulation details

There are three simulation setups in this work, as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
(a) The graphene-water out-of-plane heat transfer simulations use single-layer
graphene as heat source at TC = 700 K and its surrounding water as heat
sink at Tw = 300 K. This temperature setting helps to minimize ﬁtting errors
in the thermal relaxation simulations while keeping a relatively low carbon
temperature.
(b) The graphene-water cross-plane simulation uses two graphene layers to separate the water molecules into two compartments. The heat source is the water
in one compartment at Tw1 = 320 K and the sink is the water in the other
compartment at Tw2 = 280 K. The ﬁrst two setups would help to investigate
the same problem from two perspectives: whether to consider graphene as a
heat dissipating source or as a thermal transport medium.
(c) Similar to the second setup, the periodic CNT separate the water molecules
from inside to the outside. The inner molecules are used as a heat source at
Tw1 and the outer molecules as a heat sink Tw2 .
To generate the initial conﬁgurations for setup (c) in ﬁgure 4.1c, we adopted
procedures similar to those used in previous works [139] .
1. Use a random insertion method to generate a box of TIP4p-2005 water
molecules; the number of molecules used is either 7500 or 12000;
2. Equilibrate the liquid water in N P T condition for a few nanoseconds;
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Carbon structure
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Figure 4.1: Graphical illustration of the simulation setups used in this work. The
graphene layers are roughly of sizes 8 nm × 8 nm and the CNTs are roughly 5 nm for
CNT diameter d > 1.3 nm or 12 nm (for d < 1.3 nm) in length.

3. Prepare the coordinates of the open-ended CNT of choice (from ten sizes: (6,6),
(7,7) (8,8), (9,9), (10,10), (12,12), (14,14), (17,17), (20,20), (30,30)) and insert
it into the equilibrated liquid;
4. Gradually cool down the system to the 300 K while the water molecules ﬁll
in the CNTs for 1.5-3.0 ns, depending on when the number of water molecules
inside the tubes become steady. (no spontaneous ﬁlling observed in the case of
CNT(6,6));
5. Pick out the CNT and water molecules geometrically ‘enclosed’;
6. Construct a new simulation box with height equal to the CNT’s length and put
the picked-out molecules in the center of the simulation box with the CNT’s
axis aligned to the z-axis;
7. Enable the ‘periodic molecule’ boundary condition to allow cross-boundary
bonded interactions; now we have an inﬁnitely long tube with water molecules
enclosed;
8. Insert the CNT along with the water molecules impregnated into another box
of equilibrated liquid water of 4500-9000 molecules;
9. Run an equilibration simulation starting at 400 K and gradually cool down to
300 K for 1 ns; this allows the liquid molecules to be well adsorbed onto the
CNT’s outer surface;
10. Run another equilibration simulation at T1 = 320 K, T2 = 280 K, and TC =
300 K for 0.5 ns; now the end conﬁguration is ready to be used for the nonequilibrium simulation with a well established temperature proﬁle.
For setup (a) and (b) in ﬁgure 4.1a and 4.1b, we use a similar equilibrating
procedure with CNTs replaced by graphene layers. For setup (a), in the last step,
water and graphene are equilibrated as 300 K and 700 K, respectively for one
nanosecond.
In all simulations, periodic boundary conditions are applied. The time step
is set to 1 fs. The rigid water molecules are constrained using LINCS algorithm
of order 4 and iterations 4. Particle meshed Ewald summation (PME) is applied
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to long-range electrostatics with Fourier spacing of 0.12 nm. The long-range LJ
interaction is gradually switched oﬀ from 1.2 nm to 1.4 nm. In the equilibration
simulations, Berendsen thermostat (300 K) and barostat (1.0 bar) are applied with
time constant τT = 0.1 ps and τp = 0.5 ps, respectively. In the non-equilibrium
simulations for heat transfer calculation, Nosé-Hoover thermostat is applied with
no pressure coupling (section 2.2.3). τT is set to 0.5 ps with no pressure coupling. The trajectories and velocities are outputted every 5 ps and the energies
are outputted every 0.1 ps for data analysis.

4.3
4.3.1

Heat transfer between graphene and water
Heat transfer from directly heated graphene

In simulation setup (a) in ﬁgure 4.1a, the initial conﬁguration contains 11000
water molecules and a single-layer graphene of 2508 carbons. After equilibration
at 300 K, the box size is approximately 8.0 × 8.0 × 5.5 (out-of-plane direction)
nm3 . The end conﬁguration is named ‘conf-A’. The graphene is then heated to
700 K using a Berendsen thermostat while its surrounding water is maintained at
300 K. After simulating for 1 ns, the system is considered to be in steady state.
We name the end conﬁguration as ‘conf-B’. Using conf-B as a starting point, we
run a 500 ps non-equilibrium simulation with neither temperature coupling nor
pressure coupling (NVE ensemble).
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For each force ﬁeld, the above procedure is repeated. The temperature of
graphene drops as simulations go on. Assuming a constant contact resistance RK
between water and graphene, using the lumped capacitance method, the following
equation can be established based on the heat ﬂow rate from graphene to water
dQ
dTC
dTw
2A
= −NC cC
= Nw cw
=
(TC − Tw ),
(4.1)
dt
dt
dt
RK
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where TC and Tw are the temperatures of the graphene layer and the water (Figure
4.1a) calculated using equation (2.14), cC and cw are the molar heat capacities,
NC and Nw are the number of water molecules and carbon atoms in the system,
A is the area of a single contact surface. The equation can be solved in terms of
the temperature diﬀerence ∆T between the graphene and water
[
(
)]
2A
1
1
∆T (t) = TC − Tw = exp −t
+
= exp(−t/τ ),
(4.2)
RK NC cC
Nw cw
where τ is the decay time constant which can be ﬁtted as the reciprocal slope of
the logarithmic ∆T curves plotted in ﬁgure 4.2. The linear ﬁts are only applied
to the ﬁrst 20 ps at temperatures close to 700 K. The ﬁtted time constants are
listed in table 4.1. The values in the parenthesis are standard deviations of the
ﬁts. Using equation 4.1, the heat capacity of graphene can also be solved as
Tw (t) − Tw (0)
NC cC = −Nw cw
.
(4.3)
TC (t) − TC (0)
For convenience, we can rewrite equation 4.3 as NC cC = λNw cw . Taking TC and
Tw from the simulations and cw = 84.71 J/mol/K for TIP4P-2005 water [69] , the
graphene heat capacity cC and the ratio λ are calculated for each simulation and
the values of cC are listed in table 4.1. The mean value of cC is roughly 24.4
kJ/mol/K. This is in contrast to the experimental measured molar heat capacity
of graphite of about 8.5 J/mol/K at 300 K [140] . However this does not contradict
with the larger simulated values. Both the simulated cw in the reference and
the simulated cC in this work are the apparent (classical) molar heat capacities
without quantum corrections, since the total conserved energy in the constant
energy simulations is calculated as such. This classical cC is close to the cexp
C at the
high temperature limit which is about 25 J/mol/K [140] . In other simulation works,
Konatham et al. [132] use cC = 23 J/mol/K for contact resistance calculation.
Finally, based on equation 4.2 and the heat capacity ratio λ, the contact resistance
can be obtained as
2A(1 + λ)τ
=
RDH1
,
(4.4)
K
NC cC
where the superscript ‘DH’ abbreviates ‘directly heated’. Values of RDH1
are listed
K
in table 4.1(a).
Although the above thermal relaxation method has been used in many studies as an ordinary way to characterize RK [55,132] , the decreasing temperature in
graphene may have inﬂuences on the RK value. To characterize RK at a constant temperature, we propose to use the source-sink algorithm with Nosé-Hoover
thermostat. The total amount of heat Q transferred from graphene to water can
be easily monitored and calculated using equation (2.25). For comparison and
validation purposes, we choose conf-B as a starting point and run a 500 ps nonequilibrium simulation with Nosé-Hoover thermostat and no pressure coupling.
After the simulations, the contact resistance is calculated using
RDH2
= 1/U DH2
= 2A∆T /q,
K
K
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(a) Graphene directly heated
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where U DH2
is the corresponding thermal contact conductance, q is the heat transK
fer rate from the graphene layer to both sides of water ﬁtted as the slope in the
Q-t curves plotted in ﬁgure 4.3(a). The area of the graphene layer A is the same
as used in equation 4.4. The temperature jumps at the boundary ∆T are ﬁtted
using the temperature proﬁles of water and extrapolated to the outmost position,
similar to those deﬁned in section 4.3.2. The calculated U DH2
and RDH2
are listed
K
K
in table 4.1.
5
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Figure 4.3: The heat ﬂowed from or into the Nosé-Hoover heat reservoir over time in
the calculation of (a)RDH2
and (b)RCP
K
K . The heat ﬂow rates q are ﬁtted as the slopes of
the Q-t curves.

The RK values from both methods show good agreement in the range of the
standard deviations. In ordinary non-equilibrium simulations utilizing Fourier’s
conduction law, the source and the sink are placed far apart and only the linear
temperature proﬁle region is used to calculate the temperature gradient [141] . This
is because the Fourier’s conduction law applies only to the diﬀusive transfer regime
with a linear temperature proﬁle [142] . Close to the thermostats, at distances below
a phonon mean free path, the temperature proﬁles are no longer linear. It is not
clear whether this non-diﬀusive behavior is inﬂuenced or even induced by the
thermostats. Similarly, in the case of directly heated graphene, it is not known
if the thermostat can inﬂuence the temperature jump at the boundary and hence
the heat transfer rate. By comparing the resistance values calculated using the
relaxation method and source-sink method, we are convinced that the thermostats
directly in contact have no major impact on the heat transfer rate. Therefore, the
simulations done after this subsection use only the source-sink algorithm, for its
advantage in maintaining constant temperature diﬀerences.
It is observed from table 4.1 that the qmcxlj force ﬁeld results in a higher
contact resistance compared with the other two. The equivalent Kapitza radius
rK = RK kw , representing the distance from the interface where the temperature
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drops the same amount as it drops at the interface under the same heat ﬂux,
is about 287 nm in this case, given the experimental heat conductivity of water
k exp
= 0.63 W/m/K. This large rK value could cancel much of the advantage
w
of adding carbon structures of sub-micron sizes. As comparison, other literature
studies reported a range from 0.76 ×16−8 to 20.0 ×16−8 m2 /K/W resistances
values using various theoretical and experimental techniques [55,130] .

ﬀC
qmcxlj
charmm
gaﬀ

(a)
A [nm2 ]
64.856
61.906
63.357

Graphene as
λ
6.61(27)%
6.56(16)%
6.53(19)%

(b) Graphene as
q [kJ/mol/ps]
79.25(2)
231.29(2)
233.73(2)

ﬀC
qmcxlj
charmm
gaﬀ

heat source, natural cooling
τ [ps]
cC [J/mol/K] RDH1
[m2 K/W]
K
345(13) 24.5(10)
46.9(39)×10−8
104(1)
24.4(6)
13.5(5) ×10−8
104(1)
24.3(7)
13.9(6) ×10−8

heat source, Nosé-Hoover temperature coupling
A [nm2 ] ∆T [K]
U DH2
[W/m2 /K] RDH2
[m2 K/W]
K
K
6
397.1(1) 2.197(1)×10
45.52(2)×10−8
64.856
6
61.906
395.2(1) 7.851(3)×10
12.73(1)×10−8
6
63.357
395.1(1) 7.752(3)×10
12.90(1)×10−8

Target TC = 700 K and Tw = 300 K. NEMD simulated for 500 ps.

ﬀC
qmcxlj
charmm
gaﬀ

q [kJ/mol/ps]
2.98(8)
9.15(9)
8.89(1)

A [nm2 ]
64.840
61.992
63.444

∆T [K]
19.63(4)
20.14(4)
19.91(4)

U DH2
[W/m2 /K]
K
1.94(5)×106
6.13(7)×106
6.06(7)×106

RDH2
[m2 K/W]
K
51.4(14) ×10−8
16.3(2) ×10−8
16.5(2) ×10−8

Target TC = 320 K and Tw = 300 K. NEMD simulated for 2 ns.

(c) Graphene as a heat transfer medium
ﬀC
qmcxlj
charmm
gaﬀ

q
252.9(1)
319.0(1)
313.2(1)

A
64.839
61.992
63.447

∆T
34.08(9)
30.18(10)
31.75(9)

U CP
K
95.0(3) ×106
141.6(5)×106
129.1(4)×106

RCP
K
0.526(2)×10−8
0.353(1)×10−8
0.387(1)×10−8

kw
0.95(6)
0.90(5)
0.89(7)

For ∆T , the std as in the parenthesis is calculated from the uncertainties of the
extrapolation as the true mean response. This is to be distinguished from the prediction
bound. Units in table (c) are the same as above; kw in [W/m/K].

Table 4.1: Graphene-water contact resistance calculated using (a)(b) graphene as heat
source or (c) as a heat transfer medium

4.3.2

Heat transfer across single-layer graphene

Bearing in mind the ballistic heat transfer characteristics of nanoscale structures,
we realize that the heat transfer across the graphene layer may be diﬀerent [128] .
Therefore, to backup and compare the counter-intuitively high resistance values,
simulations are carried out using setup (b) (Figure 4.1b). The non-equilibrium
simulation is performed for 500 ps.
Using the 500 ps simulation data, a steady state density proﬁle and temperature
proﬁle can be established, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. As a ﬁnite temperature
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eﬀect, the density peaks at the low temperature region x > 0 are higher than
those on the other side. Qmcxlj gives a higher carbon density peak. This usually
means the qmcxlj-graphene is more rigid which might be the reason for its large
RK . In Figure 4.4, there is an evident temperature jump ∆T near the interface.
This jump can be quantiﬁed using curve ﬁtting tools. In the liquid region, the
phonon mean free paths are very short. Therefore the heat transfer within the
liquid region can be considered to be diﬀusive. Because the thermostat on water
removes statistically the same amount of energy per molecule, or, approximately
the same amount of energy per unit volume, the temperature proﬁle of water along
the out-of-plane direction should be quadratic in the diﬀusive heat transfer regime.
Therefore we use quadratic curves to ﬁt Tw (x) and extrapolate ∆T . In fact, the
thermal conductivity of water kw is related to the second derivative of the ﬁtted
proﬁle Tw (x) via
q
d2 T
qV =
= kw 2 ,
(4.6)
2ALw
dx
where qV is the volumetric heat generation rate and Lw is the length of one water
compartment. The calculated kw values are listed in the last column of table 4.1.
The numbers in the parenthesis are the standard deviations calculated from the
ﬁts. The values show good agreement with kw = 0.91(1) W/m/K of bulk TIP4P2005 water [143] , which acts as a good validation for our ﬁttings. To be noted,
the ﬁts are weighted by the number densities of water molecules to minimize the
inﬂuence of large uncertainties at near-zero density regions.

Figure 4.4:
The temperature (dashed) and density proﬁles (solid) in the steady-state
cross-plane heat transfer simulations. The temperature proﬁles are weighted quadratic ﬁts
by the local number densities.

0
240
−2.8 −2.1−1.4−0.7 0 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.8
x [nm]

Using the values of ξ and pξ generated from the simulation and equation 2.25,
the heat ﬂow Q across the graphene layer over time is computed. The heat ﬂow
rate q can then be ﬁtted as the slope of the Q-t curves plotted in ﬁgure 4.3(b).
Finally, the cross-plane contact resistance is calculated according to its deﬁnition
CP
2RCP
K = 1/U K = 2A∆T /q,

(4.7)

where the superscript ‘CP’ abbreviates ‘cross-plane’. The left side factor 2 represents the sum of two equal RK values on both sides of the graphene. The values
CP
of RK
calculated are listed in table 4.1 while ∆T , A, and q are provided in ta75
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DH
ble 4.1(c). It is noticeable that RCP
K is much smaller than RK obtained in the
previous subsection. This diﬀerence will be discussed in section 4.3.3.

4.3.3

Phonon equilibration within the carbon structure

CP
The order of magnitude diﬀerence between RDH
K at 700 K and RK at 300 K (see
table 4.1) is striking. Additional simulations at TC = 320 K show RDH
K equals to
51.4(14), 16.3(2), and 16.5(2) ×10−8 m2 K/W, for the three force ﬁelds respectively
(table 4.1(b)), resulting in even larger resistance values. The major diﬀerence lies
between the two simulation setups. The same discrepancy was observed by Hu et
al. [52] . By applying a thermostat, the energy is equally pumped to all vibration
modes. However, only the low frequency phonons participate in the out-of-plane
heat transfer [144] . This brings in an additional equilibration process within the
carbon structure which acts as an extra resistance. As mentioned in the previous
section, the qmcxlj-graphene is more rigid, hence the high frequency phonons are
harder to scatter and the resistance RK is higher. In fact, the low frequency heat
carrying phonons (below 300 cm−1 ) can transmit through the graphene layer,
following a ballistic transfer path [135,136,144,145] . To elucidate this, we calculated
the phonon density of states (DoS) of graphene in both conf-A and conf-B, by
additional 20 ps simulations with no temperature or pressure coupling. The DoS
of conf-A (Seq ) is considered as an equilibrium DoS while the DoS of conf-B (Sneq )
is considered as a non-equilibrium DoS. The phonon temperatures as function of
their frequencies can then be expressed as
Sneq (ν)
Tneq (ν) = Teq
,
(4.8)
Seq (ν)

where ν denotes frequency, and Teq = 300K is the equilibrium temperature. In
Figure 4.5, the low frequency phonons are closer to 300 K in all three cases.
This indicates a thermal equilibrium between the low frequency phonons with the
surrounding water molecules. The kinetic energy carried by the high frequency
phonons has to scatter to the low frequency phonons ﬁrst before transmitted to
the surrounding water.
Indeed, the two systems illustrated in Figure 4.1a and 4.1b are not the same
heat transfer problem. In fact, both RK values represent reality, with the one from
thermal relaxation in analogy to a laser ﬂash experiment while the cross-plane
value representing a traditional axial ﬂow method. In carbon structure enhanced
composite materials, the liquid matrix material is the major heat carrier. The heat
transferred to either graphene or CNT needs to be transferred back to the matrix
material. This is in contrast with systems using carbon micro/nano ﬁns for chip
cooling. Therefore we consider the cross-plane resistance as a more reasonable
choice to characterize the contact resistance.
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Figure 4.5: Non-equilibrium
phonon
temperature
of
graphene at various frequencies. The mean graphene
temperature is at 700 K while
its surrounding water is at
300 K.
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Size Eﬀects on Cross-plane Heat Transfer

Apart from graphene nano-platelets, CNTs are also common additives for heat
conduction enhancement. Prior research has shown dramatic geometry eﬀects
on another transport property —diﬀusivity [146] . When the conﬁnement size of
CNT is comparable to the water molecules’ diameter, the water inside may form
special structures and behave diﬀerently from their bulk state [139] . This geometry
eﬀect may inﬂuence the water-carbon heat transfer as well. We hence consider it
necessary to check if the CNTs have the same contact resistances as the planer
graphenes.
CNTs with 10 diﬀerent diameters are modeled, all in armchair conﬁguration.
CNT(30,30) to CNT(10,10) (d > 1.3 nm) are 5 nm in length, while CNT(9,9)
to CNT(6,6) (d < 1.3nm) are 12 nm in length. The initial conﬁgurations of the
non-equilibrium simulations are generated using the procedure described in section
4.2.2. The equilibrated structure after step 10 is illustrated in ﬁgure 4.6. In the
non-equilibrium simulations, the temperature coupling is switched to Nosé-Hoover
for both water inside and outside the CNT. For the CNT itself, the temperature
coupling is switched oﬀ. The pressure coupling for the system is also switched
oﬀ. The non-equilibrium simulations run for 500 ps to study the cross-plane heat
transfer.

(6,6)

(7,7)

(8,8)

(9,9)

(10,10)

Figure 4.6: The top view of the thinnest CNTs with water inside after equilibration.
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4.4.1

Equilibrium structures and density proﬁles

The equilibrium structures strongly depend on the CNT diameter. In CNT(6,6)
and CNT(7,7), the narrow tube diameters only allow water molecules to align to
the central axis. In CNT(8,8) and CNT(9,9), the diameters are larger allowing
water molecules to form a "ring" structure, resulting in a larger in-tube water
number density. The number of conﬁned water molecules per unit length of CNT
N is given in table 4.2. Also given in the table are the tube diameters d and the
mean eﬀective density ρeﬀ of the conﬁned water. This mean eﬀective
√ density is
calculated based on the eﬀective diameter deﬁned as deﬀ = d − 6 2σCO , where
σCO = 0.34352 nm is the radius term between carbon and oxygen atoms in the
Lennard-Jones potential. To be noted, the eﬀective density of water in CNT(8,8)
is higher than the bulk value of 997 kg/m3 .
CNT
graphene
(30,30)
(20,20)
(17,17)
(14,14)
(12,12)
(10,10)
(9,9)
(8,8)
(7,7)
(6,6)
∗ Water

d [nm]
+∞
4.029(5)
2.693(3)
2.288(1)
1.884(0)
1.615(1)
1.347(0)
1.210(0)
1.076(0)
0.941(0)
0.806(1)

N/l [(nm−1 ]
+∞
349.0(25)
139.3(13)
93.7(13)
58.0(10)
38.6(7)
23.5(4)
17.4(2)
13.8(1)
4.8(2)
3.6(0)

ρeﬀ [kg/m−3 ]
997∗
1001(8)
997(10)
987(14)
983(16)
972(18)
966(18)
977(9)
1101(12)
588(20)
785(11)

U CP [W/m2 /K]
95.0(3) ×106
91.0(10)×106
84.9(7) ×106
79.2(9) ×106
71.3(10)×106
66.2(13)×106
54.7(14)×106
9.4(11) ×106
26.0(11)×106
10.5(4) ×106
8.0(7) ×106

bulk density at 300 K

Table 4.2: Number of conﬁned water molecules, eﬀective in-tube water density, and
cross-plane thermal contact conductance of various sized CNTs

The density proﬁle in the radial direction is plotted in Figure 4.7. The density
peaks roughly sit at the same positions in all cases. In general, smaller tubes give
rise to more evident density peaks. In particular, CNT(6,6) has a strong primary
peak and CNT(10,10) has a strong secondary peak. The steady state temperature
proﬁles in the radial direction resemble those plotted in Figure 4.4, with quadratic
temperature proﬁles on the left (inner) side of the CNT layers and temperature
jumps on both sides of the CNTs.

4.4.2

Thermal contact conductance

The cross plane water-water thermal contact conductance U CP is calculated in a
similar way as described in section 4.3.2 and is plotted in ﬁgure 4.8 and listed
in table 4.2. As the diameter decreases, the thermal contact conductance also
decreases, but not monotonically. We see a dramatic decrease in the CNT(9,9)
case, and a moderate increase in CNT(8,8).
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Figure 4.7: Density proﬁles of
in-tube water in the radial direction. The densities are shifted
1000 kg/m3 each upward. The
horizontal axis labels the radial
position r − r0 , where r0 is the
position of the CNT wall.
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Figure 4.8: Thermal contact conductance across the
CNTs and axial diﬀusion coeﬃcient [146] versus reciprocal
diameter. In the limit of inﬁnite diameter, the result of
graphene is marked.

The water in CNT(9,9) in many studies is believed to be ice-like, which may
help explain the low thermal contact conductance. In literature, the ice-like structure is related to the stronger hydrogen bonds [147] and its enthalpy stabled structure [139] which leads to a very low spatial diﬀusivity [146,147] . The ice-like structure
inside the CNT(9,9) results in a phonon mode mismatch to the liquid water outside
and hampers the heat transfer [52] , in analogy to the graphene-water heat transfer
described in section 4.3.1. To get more details on the fundamental diﬀerences
between water conﬁned in CNT(9,9) and CNT(10,10), we further calculated the
phonon density of state of water in both cases. The results are plotted in ﬁgure 4.9 with reference to bulk liquid water and solid ice-Ih (a hexagonal crystal
form of ordinary ice). The water in CNT(10,10) is indeed liquid-like. The ﬂatter
curve indicates more phonon scattering and the non-zero spectral density at zero
frequency shows the molecules are diﬀusive [89] . On the other hand, the water
conﬁned in CNT(9,9) is almost non-diﬀusive. The phonons are less scattered at
lower frequencies. At wavenumbers above 170 cm−1 , there are some red shifts
of the spectral peaks compared to the bulk solid curve and the peak heights are
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lower. Therefore, although the water is solid-like, it should be distinguished from
the solid ice Ih state. In the case of CNT(8,8), the thermal contact conductance is
higher than both its neighbours. Compared with CNT(9,9), the single-ﬁle diﬀusion mechanism [146] may allow the water inside to couple with some low frequency
phonon modes for a more eﬃcient heat transfer. Here we have noticed an interesting correlation between U CP and the axial diﬀusion coeﬃcient (plotted in 4.8)
of conﬁned water [146] from CNT(20,20) to CNT(8,8). However, the correlation
breaks in the case of CNT(7,7) and the heat transfer rate seems to drop alongside
the mean eﬀective density (47% vs. 60% drop in table 4.2). This correlation is not
surprising considering the major component of heat transfer, the kinetic energy
transfer, scales with the number density of interacting molecules [148] .
0.03
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H2O
H2O
H2O
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SH O [cm]
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solid
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Figure 4.9:
Phonon density of state of water conﬁned
in CNT(10,10) and CNT(9,9)
with reference to bulk liquid
water and overheated ice-Ih,
both at 300 K.

1000

Discussion

The results presented in section 4.3 show that the heat transfer from graphene
to water is not simply dependent on the overall temperature of the graphene, but
also depends on the diﬀerent mode contributions to the temperature —the Fourier
transformed kinetic energy in the form of phonon temperatures. This is in line with
the ballistic heat transfer mechanisms often observed in nanoscale systems [128] . In
the use of graphene or CNTs as additives for heat conduction enhancement, the
heat ﬁrst ﬂows into the carbon structure and takes the advantage of the fast thermal dissipation of the carbon before the heat is conducted out. In this process, the
phonons as heat carriers travel through the carbon structure. Although the overall
contact resistance between carbon and water is quite high, the phonon transmission
coeﬃcient for low frequency phonons is high, allowing fast thermal equilibration of
low frequency phonons to the environment [144] . According to Saaskilahti et al., the
low frequency phonons are also the main heat carriers within the CNTs and have
much higher spectral thermal conductivity [149] . In this way, the graphene or CNT
can still work as a good additive for the PCMs. The high overall carbon-water
resistance RDH
K underestimates the heat carrying capability of the low frequency
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phonons while the cross-plane resistance RCP
K characterizes the resistance for low
frequency heat carrying phonons. Using the resistance calculated in section 4.3.1,
we obtain a Kapitza length Λ = k/U of around 100 nm. The Kapitza length describes on what distance the temperature would drop the same number of Kelvins
as dropped at the solid-liquid interface under the same heat ﬂux. If to use this
Kapitza length to estimate the eﬀective conductivity, we would not observe any
substantial gain in in graphene-PCM composites. This is in contradiction to the
work of Huang et al. where 30% gain is observed using graphene nano-platelets
as additives [150] in a direct MD simulation. Therefore, we recommend to use the
cross-plane RCP
K as the resistance for estimating the eﬀective conductivity of the
carbon-PCM composites, as will be introduced in section 7.4.
Based on the results of section 4.4, the nanoscale conﬁnement has obviously
altered the properties of water inside. Although the cross-plane thermal contact
conductance decreases as the tube diameter decreases, the trend is not monotonic (Figure 4.8). At diameters less than 1.2 nm, the properties of water conﬁned become case-speciﬁc. To be noted, in these narrow tube cases, the thermal
contact conductance has decreased one order of magnitude. If converted to the
Kapitza resistance using RK = 1/(2U ), the values correspond to an increase from
the graphene case of 0.5 ×10−8 m2 /K/W to the CNT(6,6) case of 6.2 ×10−8
m2 /K/W. In this argument, the smaller sized tubes may be unfavorable to be
used as additives for heat transfer enhancement.

4.6

Concluding remarks

Using molecular dynamics simulation method and advanced data analyzing techniques, the cross-plane heat transfer of single-layer carbon structures submerged
in liquid water is studied in depth. In this study, we found the heat transfer
kinetics across graphene from water to water is much faster than the heat transfer from graphene to their surrounding water molecules. The large diﬀerence lies
within the non-diﬀusive nature of heat transfer in nanoscale systems. Both crossplane and out-of-plane systems are studied quantitatively and characterized using
the concept of the Kapitza resistance. We showed the cross-plane resistance RCP
K
represents better the resistance for low frequency phonons, which are the major
heat carriers. Therefore the RCP
K values are more favorable to be used in eﬀective
medium approaches for eﬀective conductivity calculation of composites (section
7.4). The research is further extended to CNT-water systems to include the size
eﬀect of wrapped graphene layers. We found that the thermal contact conductance
decreases with decreasing diameter, but not monotonically. The very low thermal
contact conductance across CNT(9,9) is found to be related to the water conﬁned
forming an ice-like structure. The results obtained in this research provided deeper
understanding on the nanoscale heat transfer of carbon structures submerged in
water and used as conductivity enhancement additives, and provided valuable data
for carbon-PCM composite material designs.
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Heat transfer in carbon-sugar alcohol
nano-composites

Following chapter 4, the heat transfer enhancement pilot study is extended
to carbon-sugar alcohol composites. In this chapter, molecular dynamics
simulations are applied to graphene/CNT-sugar alcohol interfacial systems.
Using erythritol and xylitol as model materials, the thermal contact conductance across a single layer carbon structure is calculated. The dependence of
the conductance on the CNT diameter will be analyzed and explained using
the phonon mode mismatch theory. The molecular orientation and hydrogen
bond characteristics are investigated to demonstrate the ﬁnite-size-eﬀect of
the conﬁnement. The study is brieﬂy extended to three other materials from
the sugar alcohol family.

5.1

Carbon-sugar alcohol composites

In the previous chapter, we have studied the nanoscale heat transfer in carbonwater nano composites. Here, we extend the previous study and apply the method
used therein to carbon-sugar alcohol composites. In the C4-C6 polyalcohols proposed in this thesis, erythritol and xylitol have suitable melting points for domestic and industrial heating applications and have, therefore, attracted many
researches [17–19,23,25,26,28,151] . Despite of the advantages, a major challenge is the
relatively low heat conductivity of sugar alcohols and their sluggish crystallization kinetics [21] . The conductivity can be improved by adding in carbon nanostructures to form nano-composites [42,48,50,127] . In this chapter, we focus on the
Parts of this chapter are described in:
Zhang, H., Rindt, C. C. M., Smeulders, D. M. J., and Nedea, S. V., Nanoscale heat transfer
in carbon nanotube - sugar alcohol composite as heat storage materials. J. Phys. Chem. C,
120(38):21915-21924, 2016.
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fundamental understandings of the nanoscale heat transfer across single layered
carbon nano-structures solvated in various sugar alcohol compounds.
As explained in section 4.1, the accurate determination of the thermal contact
resistance RK is important to the eﬀective medium approaches and hence the prediction of eﬀective conductivity of the carbon-sugar alcohol composites. However,
temperature, size, and shape are all factors that play a role in RK . It is very
diﬃcult to predict RK between a given carbon structure and a speciﬁc sugar alcohol material without making any experiments or running any simulations. To
solve this problem, following the previous chapter, we choose to used molecular dynamics simulations to calculate RK , starting from two model materials, erythritol
(C4 H10 O4 ) and xylitol (C5 H12 O5 ).
The heat transfer in the liquid phase is usually treated as diﬀusive, however
near a smooth solid-liquid interface, the structural ordering of liquid molecules alter its phonon structures and results in a non-Fourier behavior [142] . Also, the heat
transfer across a single-layered carbon structure is found to be ballistic dominated
by the low frequency phonons, as observed in the previous chapter [52,136,152] . In
the acoustic mismatch model, the diﬀerence in phonon mode strength is used to
explain the origin of the interfacial resistance [153] . The above facts emphasize the
importance of phonon transport in nanoscale systems. We hence apply a phonon
mode analysis to improve our understandings in the origin of RK and its correlation
with the CNT diameter.
In this chapter, we ﬁrst present results of thermal contact conductance values
U = 1/RK of xylitol and erythritol. Then the phonon mode analysis is applied to
explain the decreasing trend of U as the CNT diameter decreases. As a conﬁnement
eﬀect, the density, orientation, and hydrogen bond properties are diﬀerent from
those in bulk liquid state and are linked to the anomaly observed in CNT(7,7).
At last, the cross-plane heat transfer for graphene solvated in d-arabinitol, dmannitol, and d-glucitol is studied to conclude the topic on the heat transfer
enhancement in general CNT-sugar alcohol composites.

5.2
5.2.1

Molecular models and setups
Interatomic interactions

The graphene and CNTs are modeled using the force ﬁeld by Pascal et al. [137]
(see section 2.1.3). The sugar alcohol molecules are modeled using the generalized
amber force ﬁeld [30] , which is validated in chapter 3 and successful implemented in
many previous works [21,22,151] . The Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rule (see Appendix
A) is used to generate the non-bonded Lennard-Jones interactions parameters in
equation (2.3).
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5.2.2

Setups and simulation details

Two simulation setups are used in this chapter, similar to the setups (b) and (c)
used in chapter 4, ﬁgure 4.1. Two snapshots are taken to further illustrate the two
setups and are given in (ﬁgure 5.1). In graphene-sugar alcohol simulations, the
sugar alcohol liquids are separated by two single-layer graphene of 8 × 8 nm2 in
size. The two separated compartments of sugar alcohol liquids then act as the heat
source and sink, respectively. In the CNT-sugar alcohol simulations, the enclosed
sugar alcohol liquids act as the heat source while the rest act as the heat sink.
The working conditions of the sugar alcohols as PCMs are around their melting
points. Therefore, the target temperatures for the heat sources and sinks are set
to T1 = Tm + 20 K and T2 = Tm − 20 K, respectively, where Tm is the melting
point of each sugar alcohol compound. During the non-equilibrium simulations,
T1 and T2 are controlled using the Nosé-Hoover thermostat (section 2.2.3), while
the carbon structures are free from thermostats. In this way the temperature
jump across the carbon structure can be better controlled as concluded from the
previous chapter [152] .
H

C

T1

Periodic Boundary

q

TC T2

q/2

q/2

~8 nm

~8 nm

T2 TC

O

TC
T1
T2

~14 nm
(a) graphene-SA

~8 nm
(b) CNT-SA

Figure 5.1: Top view of the non-equilibrium simulation setups used in this work. The
snapshots are taken from (a) graphene-xylitol simulation and (b) CNT(30,30)-xylitol
simulation.

To generate the initial conﬁgurations for the above non-equilibrium simulations, we use a similar approach described in section 4.2.2. Instead of using random insertion method to generate the liquid in the ﬁrst two steps, here we use
a melting scheme to produce the sugar alcohol liquids. Firstly, prepare the bulk
crystalline structure of xylitol and erythritol [111,114] . Secondly, gradually increase
temperature until it fully melts (typically till Tm +100 K); then equilibrate the liquid sugar alcohols for a few nanoseconds. The rest steps are the same as described
therein.
In all simulations, periodic boundary conditions are applied. The time step
is set to 1 fs. The O-H and C-H bond stretching are constrained using LINCS
algorithm with fourth-order matrix inversion and four iterations for bond length
correction [33] . Particle meshed Ewald summation is applied to long-range electro85
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statics with Fourier spacing of 0.12 nm. The long-range LJ interaction is gradually
switched oﬀ from 1.2 nm to 1.4 nm. In all equilibration simulations explained in the
last paragraph, Berendsen thermostat and barostat (1.0 bar) are applied with time
constants τT,B = 0.1 ps and τp,B = 0.5 ps, respectively [75] . In the non-equilibrium
simulations for heat transfer calculation (section 2.2.3), a Nosé-Hoover thermostat
is used with τT,NH set to 0.5 ps while there is no pressure coupling applied. The
trajectories and velocities are outputted every 5 ps and the energies are outputted
every 0.1 ps for data analysis.
The phonon modes and strengths are characterized using the vibrational density of states (VDOS), denoted as S, as a function of the vibrational frequency ν.
The VDOS is used to study the phonon mode mismatch of the liquid molecules on
both sides of the carbon structures and is calculated using equation (2.26). In the
VDOS calculations, the time span τ is set to 20 ps with coordinates and velocities
sampled in every 4 fs.

5.3
5.3.1

Contact conductance and phonon modes
Cross-plane thermal contact conductance versus CNT
diameter

The cross-plane thermal contact conductance U is a key parameter used in the
mean ﬁeld theories to predict the eﬀective conductivity of the composite material.
Same to equation 4.5, U is deﬁned as
1 dQ
U=
,
(5.1)
A∆T dt
where ∆T is the temperature diﬀerence of the liquid on each side of the graphene
layer, A is the heat transfer area of the CNT (in case of graphene, it is the total
area of the two graphene layers used), and Q is the heat calculated using equation
2.25. In this study, ∆T is counted as the diﬀerence in the averaged temperatures of
the ﬁrst boundary layers (also named the ﬁrst absorbtion layers) on the two sides
of the CNT. The ﬁrst boundary layer is deﬁned as the region holding the ﬁrst
density peak of the liquid adjacent to the CNT wall, as illustrated in ﬁgure 5.6.
∆T is calculated in this way instead of using extrapolations (in reference [52,152,154]
and chapter 4) for the following considerations. Firstly, the extrapolation method
implies the diﬀusive heat transfer can be applied till the interfacial region, which
is in contradiction to the non-Fourier transfer observed within a few phonon mean
free paths (∼Å) to the interface [52,142] . Secondly, as indicated by Chilukoti et al.,
the ﬁrst boundary layer of liquid plays an important role in the interfacial thermal
transport [155] . Thirdly, the extrapolation results in large uncertainties in small
diameter CNTs. To be noted, despite of the above considerations, ∆T deﬁned
using the mean ﬁrst boundary layer temperature is only 0-1.5 K higher than ∆T
deﬁned using extrapolations, which results in a less than 5% diﬀerence between
the two methods.
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In ﬁgure 5.2, the U values are plotted over the reciprocal diameter of the CNTs
impregnated with erythritol and xylitol. Data leading to this ﬁgure is given in table
5.1 with all the parameters used in equation (5.1). Graphene can be viewed as a
CNT with inﬁnite diameter. For both erythritol and xylitol, there is a decreasing
trend over decreasing CNT diameter. However oscillations are observed, especially
when going toward lower CNT diameters. In both materials, the thermal contact
conductance across CNT(7,7) is larger than for CNT(8,8).

5.3.2

Phonon mode mismatch and decreasing conductance

To understand the above diameter dependence of interfacial resistance, the phonon
modes of each system component are calculated using the VDOS. In ﬁgure 5.3, the
VDOS of the CNTs in the CNT-xylitol simulations are plotted. Some blue shifts
of high frequency phonons are observed for decreasing CNT diameter as seen in
the inset of ﬁgure 5.3. However, in the majority of the frequency range, especially
in the low frequency range where most of the phonon transport takes place, there
are no evident discrepancies of phonon strengths among the curves. Therefore, the
CNT’s phonon modes are not the major cause of the decreasing thermal contact
conductance.
In the cross-plane heat transfer process, the phonons are transferred between
the molecules on each side of the carbon plane. Therefore the VDOS of xylitol and
erythritol on both sides are compared. In ﬁgure 5.4a and 5.4c, the VDOS of xylitol
and erythritol molecules on the hot side (inside) are plotted using colored lines
while the VDOS on the cold side are plotted in black. The black lines are beneath
the colored lines and are almost identical and independent of the CNT diameter.
As the diameter increases, the VDOS of the hot side converges to the smoother
VDOS curves of the cold side. To highlight this convergence, the diﬀerences in
VDOS, ∆S, between the hot and the cold sides, deﬁned as |Shot −Scold |, are plotted
in ﬁgure 5.4b and 5.4d. The blueish colored ∆S curves have higher magnitudes
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xylitol
graphene
(30,30)
(20,20)
(17,17)
(14,14)
(12,12)
(10,10)
(9,9)
(8,8)
(7,7)
(6,6)
erythritol
graphene
(30,30)
(20,20)
(17,17)
(14,14)
(12,12)
(10,10)
(9,9)
(8,8)
(7,7)
(6,6)

a

NC
2508*2
2400
1600
1360
1120
960
800
1764
1568
1372
1176
a
NC
2508*2
2400
1600
1360
1120
960
800
1764
1568
1372
1176

d [nm]
4.028(5)
2.693(1)
2.289(1)
1.884(1)
1.614(1)
1.345(1)
1.211(1)
1.076(0)
0.941(1)
0.807(1)
d [nm]
4.029(5)
2.693(1)
2.300(1)
1.884(1)
1.615(1)
1.345(1)
1.211(1)
1.076(1)
0.941(1)
0.806(0)

l [nm]
4.920(6)
4.916(5)
4.913(4)
4.909(5)
4.916(5)
4.917(5)
12.024(7)
12.033(6)
12.038(6)
12.053(9)
l [nm]
4.922(7)
4.916(5)
4.915(5)
4.916(5)
4.916(4)
4.918(5)
12.026(7)
12.034(7)
12.039(7)
12.053(8)

b

Nin
269(2)
108(1)
74.2(8)
44.4(9)
28.7(7)
18.1(8)
32.5(5)
19.7(5)
15.0(1)
0
b
Nin
325(3)
130(2)
89(1)
55.1(9)
34.8(7)
22.0(6)
37.4(6)
23.8(6)
18.1(3)
0

c

Nin+Nout q [kJ/mol/ps] ∆T[K]
2048+2048 171.2(9)
32.9(2)
269+1536 79.3(26)
37.3(4)
108+750 48.8(16)
39.2(5)
75+1536 38.35(39) 39.7(7)
44+750
27.20(65) 37.0(7)
29+1536 19.55(30) 35.2(10)
18+750
17.12(47)
41.1(15)
32+2048 36.60(71) 40.6(10)
20+2048 19.90(35) 40.5(7)
15+2048 18.90(31) 40.4(15)
c

Nin+Nout
2880+2880
327+1800
131+1800
89+1800
55+1800
35+1800
22+1800
38+2200
24+2200
18+2200

q [kJ/mol/ps] ∆T[K]
157.6(16)
32.3(2)
71.9(16)
35.9(3)
45.8(2)
38.3(4)
36.6(20)
38.5(5)
28.1(12)
37.6(6)
21.5(15)
40.0(7)
16.6(11)
38.9(15)
34.3(3)
40.1(7)
20.2(2)
38.9(15)
21.0(12)
40.1(9)

d

A [nm2]
129.63
61.816
41.388
35.208
28.961
24.795
20.696
45.654
40.583
35.518
d

A [nm2]
129.65
61.890
41.373
35.320
28.957
24.827
20.699
45.642
40.560
35.481

e

U
66.7(5)
57.1(20)
49.9(18)
45.6(9)
42.2(13)
37.2(12)
33.4(15)
32.8(10)
20.1(5)
21.9(9)
e

U
62.5(7)
53.7(13)
48.0(5)
44.7(25)
42.8(19)
35.9(26)
34.2(26)
31.2(6)
21.2(8)
24.6(15)

a number of carbon atoms in the carbon structure; b number of sugar alcohol molecules
geometrically ‘enclosed’ in the open-tube equilibration simulation; this number is used in the
mean eﬀective density calculation; c number of sugar alcohol molecules used inside and outside
the CNTs in the non-equilibrium simulation; d A = πdl for CNT and A = 2xy for graphene; e
Unit [W/m/K].

Table 5.1: Raw data used for calculating the CNT-sugar alcohol heat transfer coeﬃcient
U . The table is supplementary to ﬁgure 5.2. Data in the parenthesis show standard
deviations of the last digit(s).

than the reddish colored ∆S curves. This means the diﬀerence is reduced as the
CNT diameter increases. In the phonon mode mismatch model, the diﬀerence
in the phonon mode strengths on the two sides of an interface is the origin of
the interfacial resistance [53] . In our CNT-sugar alcohol systems, the change in
the magnitude of ∆S is believed to be the cause of the reduced thermal contact
conductance across smaller sized CNTs’ surfaces. Additionally, the VDOS on
the hot side has higher peaks, especially in the case of CNT(7,7), CNT(8,8), and
CNT(9,9). This means less phonon scattering resulting in less thermal dissipation.
Having understood the decreasing trend of U , the next question is where this
∆S originates from. In ﬁgure 5.5, the VDOS of xylitol in CNT(7,7) is calculated
based on where the molecules reside. On the cold side, the molecules are categorized into either the ﬁrst boundary layer group or the bulk liquid group. On the
hot side, only one layer of molecules is present (ﬁgure 5.10) and can be regarded
88
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Figure 5.3: VDOS of the
∫ CNTs (SC ) in (a) CNT-xylitol and (b) CNT-erythritol composites. For each curve Sdν = 3. The shaded region is zoomed in and plotted in the
inset.

as in the ﬁrst boundary layer as well. From a comparison between the two ﬁrst
boundary layers near the interface on each side, we notice Shot and Scold,BL are
highly diﬀerent. On the other hand, the two groups on the cold side, Scold,BL and
Scold,bulk have almost identical VDOS. This means the distance from the interface is not the cause of the diﬀerence in the VDOS, while the side at which the
molecules are residing is. Considering that in the composites with larger sized
CNTs, ∆S is greatly reduced, a logical explanation of the large ∆S observed in
composites with smaller sized CNTs would be a ﬁnite-size-eﬀect of the conﬁnement. The altered VDOS on the hot side is possibly a result of the molecular
conﬁgurational rearrangement in the ﬁnite space enclosed by the CNT.

5.4
5.4.1

CNT diameter eﬀect on conﬁned molecules
Temperature and density proﬁles

The phonon mode mismatch qualitatively explains the decreasing trend of the
thermal contact conductance as the CNT diameter decreases. These phonon
structures are determined by the conﬁgurations of the sugar alcohol molecules
enclosed in the CNTs. The ﬁrst feature examined is the density proﬁle. In ﬁgure
5.6, both the temperature proﬁles and the density proﬁles of the graphene-xylitol
and graphene-erythritol composites are plotted. The dashed lines are ﬁtted using
quadratic curves [152] .
The density oscillation in ﬁgure 5.6 is a typical interfacial eﬀect. From the
previous section, we speculated the inﬂuence of the CNT diameter on the detailed
cross-plane heat transfer rate is more a ﬁnite-size-eﬀect of the conﬁnement. To
demonstrate this eﬀect, we show how the density proﬁles are altered when a ﬁnite
CNT size is given. The density proﬁles of sugar alcohol liquids in both CNT89
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Figure 5.4:
∫ VDOS of (a) xylitol
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Note that Sxyl dν = 54 and Sery dν = 44. Scold in (a) and (c) labels three VDOS
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Figure 5.7: Density proﬁles of sugar alcohol molecules in the (a) graphene/CNT-xylitol
and (b) graphene/CNT-erythritol composites. The density peak ﬂuctuations are a typical
interfacial (adsorption) eﬀect. Each density curve is shifted by 3000 kg/m3. The position
of carbon structures are shifted to x = 0. At the hot sides where x < 0, there are several
curves starting at very large local densities. These are ﬁnite-size-eﬀect of conﬁnement
which happen when CNT radius coincides with the density peak positions.

short, the changing CNT diameter has a minor eﬀect on the density proﬁles on the
cold side, but does give result in highly diﬀerent hot-side density proﬁles. However,
these highly diﬀerent proﬁles fail to give an intuitive judgement on how much the
hot-side density is altered, or how much the mean density of the enclosed molecules
is inﬂuenced by the CNT diameter. To quantitatively analyze the ﬁnite-size-eﬀect,
we deﬁne the mean eﬀective densities of the enclosed molecules, ρe , averaged over
the eﬀective volume Ve . The eﬀective volume, the volume where√sugar alcohol
molecules can eﬀectively sit, is calculated as πd2e /4 and de = d − 6 σ CT C , where
σCT C = 0.3388 nm is the radius term between the carbon atoms in CNTs and the
carbon atoms in sugar alcohols in the Lennard-Jones potential, and l is the tube
length. Using such a deﬁnition, the depletion zone occupied by the CNT carbon
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atoms is excluded and the mean density would be roughly independent of the CNT
diameter (at large diameters) and equal to the bulk density. The ρe calculated
using the above deﬁnition is plotted in ﬁgure 5.8 in solid lines. When the tube
diameter is only suﬃcient to enclose a few layers of sugar alcohol molecules, the
mean eﬀective density ﬂuctuates. At ﬁrst, we expect such a ﬂuctuation to come
from the interfacial eﬀect: when the CNT diameter is just suﬃcient to include
an integer number of layers of sugar alcohol molecules, i.e. d = Ri , where Ri ,
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are the trough positions of the density proﬁle in ﬁgure 5.6, the mean
density should magnify. Indeed, we see in ﬁgure 5.8 for CNT(10,10) where d ≈ R1
and for CNT(17,17), where d ≈ R2 , the mean densities are higher. However, this
is not the complete story. Assuming the sugar alcohol molecules inside the ﬁnite
sized CNTs having the same density proﬁles as the graphene-sugar alcohol case
plotted in ﬁgure 5.6, then the mean eﬀective density can be estimated based on
the proﬁle ρsugaralcohol (x) therein using
[∫ 0
]
′
ρe (R) =
2π(x + R)lρSA (x)dx /Ve
(5.2)
−R

where the prime mark in ρe distinguishes the estimated results from the actual
results, R = d/2 is the CNT radius. The integral from −R to zero presents an
integral from the tube center to the carbon wall’s position. The estimated ρ′e (R) is
plotted in ﬁgure 5.8 in dashed lines. As analyzed above, when the CNT radius R is
at the trough positions of ρSA (x), larger mean densities are observed. Comparing
ρe with ρ′e , the former is constantly higher than the latter. This is possibly coming
from the adjustment of the sugar alcohol molecular conﬁgurations which allows
more molecules to ﬁt in the ﬁnite space. The discrepancy is much more evident
in the case of CNT(7,7). If the sugar alcohol conﬁgurations were still the same as
in the graphene-sugar alcohol case, the 0.941 nm CNT(7,7) diameter would allow
only a fraction of a layer of molecules to ﬁt in. The much larger than expected ρe
infers that the molecules may have realigned to the axial direction of the tube. In
summary, the ﬁnite-size-eﬀect of conﬁnement altered the mean in-tube density in
addition to the interfacial eﬀect.
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Figure 5.8: Mean eﬀective density of sugar alcohols inside the
CNTs. The solid lines are the
actual results ρe obtained from
equilibration simulations with error bars denoting standard deviations. The dashed lines are the
estimated results ρ′e calculated using equation (5.2) assuming there
is only interfacial eﬀects on the
density proﬁle ﬂuctuations. Also
labeled are the CNT radii corresponding to the density trough positions, Ri , according to ﬁgure 5.6.

Heat transfer in carbon-sugar alcohol nano-composites
Comparing ρe in ﬁgure 5.8 with the thermal contact conductance in ﬁgure 5.2,
an interesting correlation can be found. Aside from general decreasing trend, the
ﬂuctuations seem to be linked with the mean eﬀective density. A similar correlation
is also observed in the previous chapter and the work by Pham et al [154] . In a
short explanation, the kinetic energy transfer as a major component of the overall
heat transfer, scales with the number density of the interacting molecules colliding
with the interface.

C‘5
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5.4.2
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Figure 5.9: Graphical illustration of the orientation
angle α.

r

Molecular orientation

As discussed in the previous subsection, the molecular realignment is possibly the
cause for the higher than approximated eﬀective density. To prove this hypothesis,
we computed the orientation angle α of liquid molecules in the CNT-xylitol composites. The angle α is deﬁned as the acute angle formed between the projected
−−−→
vector C′1 C′5 and the axial vector ⃗z, where C′1 and C′5 are the projections of head
C1 and tail C5 of a xylitol carbon bone (ﬁgure 5.9). In ﬁgure 5.10, the orientation
angle of each xylitol molecule is plotted as a black dot using only the last frame of
the simulations. The thick gray line at r = 0 represents the carbon wall position.
The shaded regions in red and blue illustrate the ﬁrst boundary layers. In the
case of CNT(7,7)-xyl, the in-tube xylitol molecules all reside in the low-α region
while in CNT(30,30)-xyl, the angles are more evenly distributed. This means the
molecules inside CNT(7,7) have aligned along the tubes compared with the more
randomly oriented molecules near the CNT(30,30) surface.
The above phenomenon of alignment is quantiﬁed using the angle distributions
of the ﬁrst boundary layers. The distribution is averaged from the 101 frames outputted from the simulation, each 5 ps apart, the same as used in the temperature
and density proﬁle calculations. These distributions are plotted in ﬁgure 5.11
with the three most distinguished distributions marked in colored squares. Indeed
most xylitol molecules inside CNT(7,7) have α values less than 30 degrees. This
explains the much higher than estimated eﬀective density. It is interesting to notice the large population of molecules sitting around 45 degrees inside CNT(8,8),
as a spontaneous packing eﬀect to maximize the in-tube density. For all distributions other than the marked three, the curves are much ﬂatter, although there
is a higher chance of ﬁnding a low-α molecule. It appears the molecules outside
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Figure 5.10: Orientation angles α of xylitol molecules calculated using the last frame
of the simulations. Each dot (x, α) represents the position and orientation angle of a
molecule. The dots that fall in regions shaded with red and blue are used for the angle
distribution plot in ﬁgure 5.11. The thick gray line represents the carbon wall position
and the dashed line represents the tube center position.

the tube prefer to align with the tube as well. Also there seems to be a slightly
higher distribution of α at 50-60 degrees. These interesting phenomena are to be
investigated.
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Figure 5.11: Distribution of orientation angles of (Left) xylitol and (Right) erythritol
molecules in the ﬁrst boundary layers. hot: inside tube, cold: outside tube. The three
most distinguished distributions are marked with colored squares.
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5.4.3

Hydrogen bond number and lengths

Apart form the molecular orientations, hydrogen bond (HB) structures are also important in characterizing the equilibrium structure. As hydroxyl-rich compounds,
sugar alcohols can form complex HB networks. The HB network and energy can
determine the latent heat of melting [19] or structural orderings [147] . In this work,
the HBs are deﬁned using a 30 degree cut-oﬀ in H-OD -OA angle and a 0.35 nm
cutoﬀ in donor-acceptor length. The HB number per molecule NHB /Nm in the
simulations is plotted in ﬁgure 5.12a and 5.12d. The HB number is further decomposed into intra-molecular HB number and inter-molecular HB number. On the
cold side, NHB /Nm is not dependent on the CNT diameter. However, on the hot
side, as a ﬁnite-size-eﬀect of the conﬁnement, the HB number varies. When the
CNT diameter is very small, the total HB number on the hot side drops, however
its intra-molecular component increases. The HB number is sensitive to the temperature. This can be found by comparing the data points situated at 1/d = 0.
The cold side has more HBs than the hot side in both xylitol and erythritol cases,
and the higher total HB number is mostly caused by the inter-molecular HB number. Using exponential Gaussian curves, the donor-acceptor length distributions
in ﬁgure 5.12b and 5.12d are ﬁtted for mean HB lengths plotted in ﬁgure 5.12c
and 5.12f. It appears the HB mean lengths of sugar alcohols inside CNT(7,7) and
CNT(8,8) are shorter. This indicates stronger HBs.
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Figure 5.12: Hydrogen bond numbers, donor-acceptor length distribution, and mean
lengths of (a)(b)(c) xylitol and (d)(e)(f) erythritol.
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5.5

Insight into the broader sugar alcohol family

From the above results and analysis, the thermal contact conductance is found to
decrease as the CNT diameter decreases. Also, the erythritol and xylitol molecules
inside the CNTs are less and less liquid-like and have larger phonon mode mismatch
compared with the outer region. We believe this eﬀect can be applied to other
sugar alcohol compounds because smaller sized CNTs result in stronger movement
restrictions, less mass diﬀusion, and less diﬀusive heat transfer. However, from
the results of the two model composites, CNT-xylitol and CNT-erythritol, the
decreasing trend is not monotonic. In the case of CNT(7,7), the much larger
than expected in-tube eﬀective density results in more collisions and faster heat
transfer rate. This phenomenon should also apply to other linear sugar alcohol
compounds. The most promising sugar alcohols are C4-C6 acyclic polyalcohols.
They all share the linear conﬁguration and have similar molecular widths. These
sugar alcohols can ﬁt into CNT(7,7) by realigning their orientations along the tube
axis and produce a much larger mean eﬀective density.
a

b

c

d

Tsim
Nm q [kJ/
∆T
A=2xy U[MW T˝
z
L
k
Λ
[K]
mol/ps] [K]
[nm2] /m2/K] [K/nm2] [nm] [nm] [W/m/K] [nm]
300±20 11000 252.9(2) 34.1(1) 129.68 95.0(3) 1.35(8) 10.939 5.089 0.94(6) 9.9(6)
400±20 2880 157.6(16) 32.3(2) 129.65 62.5(7) 1.20(11) 14.942 7.091 0.47(4) 7.6(7)
380±20 2880 155.0(2) 32.6(2) 129.65 60.9(4) 1.20(5) 14.760 7.000 0.47(2) 7.8(3)
xylitol
367 380±20 2048 171.2(9) 32.9(2) 129.63 66.7(5) 1.50(4) 12.710 6.010 0.49(1) 7.3(2)
D-arabinitol 375 375±20 1680 164.4(2) 35.8(2) 129.63 58.8(3) 1.60(2) 10.532 4.886 0.54(1) 9.2(1)
D-mannitol 438 440±20 1536 176.8(20) 33.2(2) 129.67 68.2(8) 1.96(13) 11.545 5.392 0.43(3) 6.3(4)
380±20 1536 174.3(20) 35.6(2) 129.67 62.7(8) 1.41(25) 11.208 5.224 0.60(10) 9.7(16)
D-glucitol
369 370±20 1568 176.6(14) 34.0(2) 129.58 66.6(7) 1.56(18) 11.426 5.333 0.54(6) 8.2(9)
a number of sugar alcohol molecules used in each compartment; b second derivative of the
√
quadratic curve ﬁttings d2 T /dx2 ; c eﬀective thickness of one compartment L = z/2 − 6 σCT C ;
d Kapitza length deﬁned as k/U but calculated as 2∆T /(LT ′′ ).

Tm
[K]
TIP4P/2005 273
erythritol
393

Table 5.2: Raw data used for calculating graphene-sugar alcohol thermal contact conductance. The table is supplementary to ﬁgure 5.13. Data in the parenthesis show
standard deviations of the last digit(s).

Knowing the factors that inﬂuence the diameter dependence of the thermal
contact conductance U (d), we can easily extrapolate the U values using graphenesugar alcohol simulation results for which d = ∞. Besides erythritol and xylitol,
three other commonly used sugar alcohols are selected and the results are summarized in table 5.2 and plotted in ﬁgure 5.13. Also given in table 5.2 is the thermal
conductivity k calculated based on the quadratic curve ﬁttings of the temperature
proﬁles (similar to those plotted in ﬁgure 5.6) using
q
d2 T
=k 2
(5.3)
AL
dx
where qV is the volumetric heat generation rate and L is the length of one liquid
compartment. In contrast to equation 4.6, the area A here is the total area of the
qV =
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Figure 5.13:
Interfacial
thermal contact conductance
across graphene layers solvated in various sugar alcohol
compounds. The blue bars
correspond to results listed in
table 5.2. The green side bars
are results of additional simulations at 380 K.

Sugar alcohol compounds

two graphene layers. The values of A and L are given in table 5.2. It should be
noted that the curve ﬁtting is based on a diﬀusive heat transfer mechanism and
hence the k values are only for validation purposes.
In the last column of table 5.2, the Kapitza lengths Λ = k/U are given, the
same as deﬁned in section 4.5. As an interesting fact, for all sugar alcohols studied
along with the referenced material water, the Kapitza lengths are roughly in the
same range. To overcome the Kapitza length, which is around 10 nm, CNTs much
longer than 10 nm are required to substantially increase the eﬀective conductivity of the complex material. Comparing among the sugar alcohols, the thermal
contact conductance values are all around 60 MWm−2 K−1 . Because erythritol
and d-mannitol have relatively higher melting points, additional simulations are
performed for these two materials at 380 K to make better comparisons. The two
results are plotted as the side bars in ﬁgure 5.13. We noticed for both materials
that U decreases with temperature. This could be a result of less collisions with
the interface and hence less energy transfer.

5.6

Discussion

The goal of this research is to study the nanoscale heat transfer across single layered carbon structures solvated in various sugar alcohol compounds. As pointed
out by previous studies, the cross-plane heat transfer is ballistic and dominated by
the low frequency phonons [52,152] . Therefore, we analyzed the phonon mode mismatch between the in-tube sugar alcohol molecules and out-of-tube sugar alcohol
molecules. As CNT diameter decreases, more phonon mode mismatch between the
sugar alcohol molecules on the two sides is observed. According to the acoustic
mismatch model, a larger mismatch hinders the interfacial heat transfer. On the
other hand, the sugar alcohol molecules in the smaller sized CNTs exhibit sharper
VDOS peaks. These molecules are less liquid-like and have less phonon scattering,
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resulting in a lowered heat transfer rate. It is unclear if the sharper VDOS peaks
are a result of the limited molecular mobility. Nevertheless, the sharpness of VDOS
peaks and the limitation of the molecular mobility seem to be correlated and this
correlation is consistent with the study presented in Chapter 4 linking the mass
diﬀusion of enclosed water molecules to the cross-plane thermal contact conductance [152] . For all C4-C6 acyclic polyalcohols of our interest, the same decreasing
trend should apply.
From the comparison of the VDOS between the ﬁrst boundary layer and the
bulk region, we are convinced the aforementioned phonon mode mismatch comes
from the reaccommodated conﬁgurations of the conﬁned molecules, instead of
an interfacial eﬀect. By studying the molecular conﬁgurations inside the CNTs,
the molecules are found to aggregate in speciﬁc orientations depending on the
CNT diameter. This is a typical ﬁnite-size-eﬀect of conﬁnement. In the case of
CNT(7,7), the mean eﬀective density is much larger than expected. From the
molecular collision point of view, this larger density can be ascribed to the larger
thermal contact conductance across CNT(7,7). In terms of other C4-C6 acyclic
polyalcohols, their similar linear conﬁguration molecular widths allow them to ﬁt
into CNT(7,7) by realigning to the CNT axis. Therefore we expect a larger thermal
contact conductance across CNT(7,7) than the one across CNT(8,8).
In all the simulations, no evident structural orderings are observed. If the sugar
alcohols crystalize or form a solid-like structure, the phonon modes can be greatly
altered and may result in a lower thermal contact conductance. Although such an
eﬀect is not observed, this possibility cannot be ruled out considering the length
and time scale of our simulations.
The graphene-sugar alcohol thermal contact conductance is calculated for ﬁve
sugar alcohol compounds. It is hard to draw conclusions on how the exact U
values are linked to their molecular structures or their carbon bone lengths, since
the results are all within a narrow range. In the direction perpendicular to the
graphene plane, the detailed phonon transmission and scattering pattern determine
the cross-plane thermal contact conductance of each sugar alcohol compound [155] .
Since all C4-C6 acyclic polyalcohols share similar linear conﬁgurations, for a rough
estimation, we can assume the U value is around 50-70 MWm−2 K−1 , based on the
results of the ﬁve model materials. As another ﬁnding, a lower temperature results
in a lower thermal contact conductance. However this eﬀect is not a big concern
considering that PCMs usually work at a constant temperature.

5.7

Concluding remarks

In this chapter, molecular dynamics simulations and advanced data analyzing techniques are applied to study the nanoscale heat transfer in interfacial systems where
graphene and CNTs are submerged into various sugar alcohol compounds. Using
erythritol and xylitol as model materials, we found the cross-plane thermal con-
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tact conductance to decrease as the CNT diameter decreases, with an exception of
CNT(7,7). The general decreasing trend can be ascribed to the increasing phonon
mode mismatch. By comparing the VDOS of molecules in diﬀerent regions, the
mismatch is found to be a ﬁnite-size-eﬀect of the conﬁnement, instead of an interfacial eﬀect. In the analysis of the orientations of the sugar alcohol molecules
enclosed in the CNTs, the mean eﬀective density ﬂuctuation is inﬂuenced by both
the interfacial eﬀect and the ﬁnite-size-eﬀect of the conﬁnement. The total HB
number decreases as CNT diameter decreases. However the intra-molecular HB
number increases. In systems with smaller CNTs, the HB donor-acceptor lengths
are shorter. From the molecular collision point of view, a higher density promotes
heat transfer. In the case of CNT(7,7), the density eﬀect becomes dominant and
reverses the general aforementioned decreasing trend. For graphene-sugar alcohol composites, ﬁve sugar alcohol materials are considered and their cross-plane
thermal contact conductance values all fall into a narrow range between 50 to 70
W/m2 /K. The results obtained in this research deepened the understanding of the
nanoscale heat transfer in graphene/CNT-sugar alcohol composite materials and
provided essential data for estimating the eﬀective heat conductivity of any given
CNT-sugar alcohol composite for material design purposes.
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Solid-Liquid Interfacial
Thermodynamics

The nucleation and crystal growth kinetics of phase change materials are important properties that link to the thermal discharge power of heat storage
systems. In this chapter, I will study the solid-liquid interfacial thermodynamics of sugar alcohols, by studying the crystal-melt interfacial free energy,
γSL , using molecular dynamics. A novel technique based on a wall cleaving
method is developed to accurately calculate the anisotropic γSL of xylitol
and β-d-mannitol.

6.1

Introduction to this chapter

As introduced in section 1.3, the low nucleation rate and unpredictable growth
pattern of sugar alcohols hinder the heat transfer process, resulting in low and
poorly controlled discharge power. This introduces diﬃculties in large-scale commercial applications. To solve the problem, we need an in-depth understanding of
the nucleation and crystal growth processes.
To our knowledge, the key thermodynamic quantity that governs homogeneous
nucleation and the morphology of dendritic growth is the crystal-melt interfacial
free energy (IFE), γSL . Classical nucleation theory takes an isotropic γSL as an
approximation, but it fails to predict the intricate dendritic growth of sugar alcohol systems as observed in experiments. As a matter of fact, the complicated
growth patterns and the morphology therein, are dependent on and very sensitive
Parts of this chapter are described in:
Zhang, H., Nedea, S. V., Rindt, C. C. M., Zondag, H. A., and Smeulders, D. M. J., Prediction
of anisotropic crystal-melt interfacial free energy of sugar alcohols through molecular simulations. Proceedings of the 15th International Heat Transfer Conference (IHTC-15), IHTC15-8636,
Begell House. Kyoto, Japan, Aug 10-15, 2014.
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to the anisotropy of γSL values. Therefore, accurate anisotropic values of γSL , either from experimental measurements or from theoretical predictions, are of great
importance. Many experimental techniques have been developed over the recent
years; however, no method is both reliable and easy to carry out [156] . Meanwhile,
many simulation techniques have been proposed. These methods include: the
cleaving method [56] , the capillary ﬂuctuation method (CF) [157] , the superheatingundercooling hysteresis method (SUH) [158] , the classical nucleation theory based
method (CNT-based) [159] , the grain boundary mutation method (GBM) [160] , the
mean lifetime method [161] , the metadynamics based method [156] , and contact angle simulations [162] . Most of these methods give reliable values of γSL for the
monatomic hard sphere or the Lennard-Jones (LJ) systems. Though these methods are claimed to be transferrable to poly-atomic molecules, only a few such applications are found in literature [34,70,112,163,164] so far. Sugar alcohols systems suﬀer
from low nucleation rates and poor crystal growth kinetics. Therefore, simulating
spontaneous nucleation or crystal growth using supercooled metastable liquid is
very ineﬃcient (as demonstrated in appendix E). Therefore, the methods that rely
on an observable phase boundary transformation (such as CF, CNT-based, GBM)
cannot be used here. For the considerations of 1) transferability to polyatomic
molecules, 2) capability of including anisotropy, and 3) avoiding observable phase
boundary transformation, only the cleaving method and the contact angle method
are applicable. Here, we choose to use the relatively mature and more accurate
cleaving method.
The cleaving method is based on thermodynamic integration [56] . By constructing a reversible transition path to form a solid-liquid interface, the free energy
can be calculated as the reversible work required in the transition. The cleaving
method uses a cleaving potential to pull the liquid molecules to form a crystalline layer, and hence avoids the aforementioned requirement of spontaneous
phase boundary transformation.
Despite of the successful applications of the cleaving method to LJ and water systems, the extension to ﬂexible poly-atomic organic molecules is still not an
easy task. On the one hand, sugar alcohol molecules have many more degrees of
freedom and require more complicated cleaving potential to align the molecules.
On the other hand, bigger molecules have intrinsic hysteresis that require additional treatments. To tackle these problems, we have designed a cleaving potential
that is both competent of cleaving and easy to implement. This cleaving potential is readily generalizable to all sugar alcohols or carbon chain molecules. The
irreversibility is inherently much stronger in these molecular systems, and thus
we made many eﬀorts to reduce this irreversibility. The crystal facet selected for
constructing interfacial systems are the ones with the lowest Miller indices. The
results are compared with the much simpler SUH method [158] , with discrepancies
pointed out and discussed. Finally, the results are used to interpret some of the
experimental ﬁndings such as the long prismatic-shaped growth of β-d-mannitol
crystal.
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6.2
6.2.1

Cleaving method, molecular model, and simulation details
Molecular model

In the study in this chapter, two model materials are chosen, namely xylitol and
d-mannitol. Xylitol has a low crystal growth kinetic while d-mannitol has a very
anisotropic growth pattern [25] . These two materials are modeled using a generalized AMBER force ﬁeld (gAﬀ) [30] , which is introduced in section 2.1.1 and
validated in section 3.2. As required by the cleaving method, the non-bonded interactions needs to be scalable. Therefore, in this chapter, the electrostatic energy
is treated using a switched potential which takes the form [165]
4
3
∑ qi qj 1
rij
5rij
5
(6.1)
Eel =
(
−
+ 4 − 5 ),
4πϵ0 rij
3rc,el
3rc,el
rc,el
r <r
ij

c,el

where rc,el is the cutoﬀ length and rij is the distance between the non-bonded pair
consisting of atom i and atom j. This switching scheme is in conjunction with a
Poisson solver for the long range part [99] .

6.2.2

Free energy calculation

As pointed out in section 2.3, direct calculation of free energy is very diﬃcult
in the lack of an explicit partition function. However, the free energy diﬀerence
∆F between two states, for example, A and B, can be calculated if a reversible
transition path can be constructed between the two states. The reversible work
needed in the transition is the free energy diﬀerence. Using the deﬁnition of the
Helmholtz free energy in statistical mechanics (Appendix B), such a transition
can be designed by linearly interpolating the potential energy between the two
end states,
E(λ) = EA + λ(EB − EA )
(6.2)
with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. The phase space density ρ(r, p) of a system whose potential
energy is deﬁned using E(λ) is uniquely determined by the macroscopic properties
N , V , T , and the interpolation factor λ. The free energy diﬀerence ∆F as an observable can be obtained by integral over the transition path using thermodynamic
integration
∫ 1
∫ 1
∂F (N, V, T ; λ)
∂E(λ)
∆F =
dλ =
⟨
⟩λ dλ
(6.3)
∂λ
∂λ
0
0
where ⟨⟩λ denotes the ensemble average over the phase space determined at
(N, V, T ; λ) and is expressed as (recall equation (2.82)),
∫
d(r, p)N O(r, p)ρ(r, p; λ = λ0 )
∫
.
(6.4)
⟨O⟩λ0 =
d(r, p)N ρ(r, p; λ = λ0 )
The derivation of the above thermodynamic integration method is stated elsewhere [166] .
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The integral in equation (6.3) can be done numerically by varying λ from 0
to 1 in a time-dependent manner. The ensemble average is hence replaced by a
time-dependent term,
∂F (λ)
∂E(λ)
∂E(r(t), p(t); λ(t))
dλ = ⟨
⟩λ dλ ≃
λ̇(t)dt.
(6.5)
∂λ
∂λ
∂λ
Usually the transition is made very slow, because the equal sign is only valid in the
limit of inﬁnite time and inﬁnite samples. Therefore, the method is named “slow
growth”. It has been shown that slow growth by a single simulation has intrinsic
biases and gives poor results [167] .
A better method recommended by Shirts and Pande [167] is the Bennett acceptance ratio method (BAR) [168] . The idea is to use the distribution of forward
works, WF , and reverse works, WR , to get the estimator of reversible work with
minimal moment bias. BAR produces an asymptotically unbiased estimator W of
the free energy diﬀerence ∆F , which is solved from
n
n
∑
∑
1
1
=
,
(6.6)
1 + exp[β(WF,i − W )] j=1 1 + exp[β(W − WR,j )]
i=1
where β = 1/kB T , kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is temperature in Kelvin.
It is not hard to observe the monotonicity on both sides of equation (6.6). Thus
W can be uniquely solved. In the original BAR method, WF and WR are deﬁned
as
WF = ⟨EB − EA ⟩λ=0 ,
(6.7a)
WR = ⟨EB − EA ⟩λ=1 .

(6.7b)

However, when the phase spaces between the two end states A and B have little
overlap, the estimator W has large variances. Therefore it is wise to insert many
intermediate states between A and B such that the phase spaces overlap between
each pair of adjacent intermediate states is suﬃciently large. Similar to the thermodynamic integration method, one can set up the intermediate states by varying
λ from 0 to 1. Using the concept of the slow growth method, Davidchack et al. [34]
proposed an improved BAR method, where WF and WR are replaced by
∫

1

WF =
∫

0

∂E(r(t), p(t); λF (t))
λ̇F (t)dλF ,
∂λF

(6.8a)

0

∂E(r(t), p(t); λR (t))
λ̇R (t)dλR .
(6.8b)
∂λR
1
After multiple forward and reverse transitions, ∆F can be solved using equation
(6.6). In the limit of inﬁnite forward and reverse transitions, ∆F = W .
WR =

Sometimes it is helpful to design benchmark intermediate states (P1 , P2 , · · · ,
PN ) to assist the reversible transition when a direct end-to-end-state transition
is not feasible by the interpolation. The total free energy diﬀerence between the
initial and the end states, ∆FA→B , is then expanded as the sum of the individual
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free energy diﬀerences
∆FA→B = ∆FA→P1 + ∆FP1 →P2 + · · · + ∆FPN →B .

(6.9)

The cleaving method is one such example.

6.2.3

Cleaving method

The cleaving method constructs a set of benchmark intermediate states to calculate the solid-liquid interfacial free energy. Developed by Davidchack and Laird
in 2000 [56] , this method has gone through ten years of development [34,164,169–172] .
The key concept of the cleaving method is to separate a bulk (inﬁnitely large,
represented by a unit cell with periodic boundary conditions) liquid and a bulk
solid, and rejoining them to form a solid-liquid interface. The original wall cleaving concept uses a “pushing wall” to separate (cleave) a hard sphere liquid/solid
into two components [56] . The cleaving potential used therein is a reﬂective wall.
The wall only reﬂects a selected half number of atoms while the other half can
pass through. Using two such walls pushing towards the opposite directions, the
liquid/solid is separated into two parts. Then one part of the liquid and one part
of the solid is joined together, by gradually releasing the reﬂective wall. In the
most recent work for water, the cleaving potential is designed to mimic the crystalline structure of hexagonal ice-Ih. When cleaving liquid, the potential guides
the liquid molecules to form a layer of ordered structure which separates the liquid
into two components. In this chapter, we use this guiding potential approach for
sugar alcohol systems.
(a) Crystal (solid) with cleaving potential

S1

(c) Superposed liquid and
solid in pbc rearrangement

S2

S1
0
L1

(b) Melt (liquid) with cleaving potential

L1

L2

1-λ
λ
1-λ

S20
L2

Position of cleaving potentials

Figure 6.1: Graphical illustration of the cleaving method.(a) Duplicated solid with
cleaving potential; (b) Duplicated liquid with cleaving potential and a thin crystal layer
aligned on the potential; (c) Superposed conﬁguration with speciﬁcally deﬁned interaction
rules.

In the cleaving method, the initial state (A) is a bulk liquid and a bulk solid,
which do not interact with each other; the ﬁnal state (B) is an interfacial system
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where solid and liquid are directly in contact. The only diﬀerence between the
initial and the ﬁnal state is the existence of a solid-liquid interface. Therefore
the free energy diﬀerence between the initial and the ﬁnal state is the free energy
needed to form such an interface, i.e. the interfacial free energy. To perform the
transition from the initial state and the ﬁnal state, there are four steps.
1. Cleaving solid. Gradually introduces the cleaving potential Φ to the bulk solid.
The end state to this step is a cleaved solid, which is illustrated in ﬁgure 6.1a.
Because of the periodic boundary conditions, there needs to be two cleaving
positions to separate the solid into two halves. These two positions are labeled
by the black triangles. Note although the term “cleaved” is still used here, it
has already a diﬀerent meaning from the original work in 2000. It now means
the solid is separated into two parts by the cleaving potential. The potential
energy in the ﬁrst step is deﬁned as
E1 (λ) = ES + λΦ,

(6.10)

where ES is the potential energy of the bulk solid, as deﬁned by a speciﬁc force
ﬁeld, Φ is the cleaving potential, whose design and parameters will be given
in section 6.3.1. The free energy diﬀerence in this step, ∆F1 , is calculated by
equation (6.6) and (6.8), using the potential energy deﬁned in equation (6.10).
The forward transition is the switching on of the cleaving potential Φ with λ
incrementing from zero to one. The reverse transition is deﬁned vise versa.
2. Cleaving liquid. Similar to the above deﬁnition, except that the system cleaved
is a liquid. The potential energy is deﬁned as
E2 (λ) = EL + λΦ,

(6.11)

where EL is the potential energy of the bulk liquid. The free energy diﬀerence
in this step is ∆F2 . After cleaving, a layer of crystal-like structure is formed
at the cleaving position which separates the liquid into two regions. Once the
crystal-like structure is formed, no exchange of molecule is possible between the
two regions. Therefore we deﬁne the two regions of liquids as L1 and L2, as
illustrated in ﬁgure 6.1b. The liquid potential energy hence can be rewritten as
EL = EL1 +EL1−L2 +EL2 , where EL1−L2 is the cross-boundary term. Similarly,
the cleaved solid can be separated into S1 and S2.
3. Rearranging boundary conditions. In the third step, the cross-boundary solidsolid and liquid-liquid interactions are gradually switched oﬀ, with the crossboundary solid-liquid interaction switching on simultaneously. This is done as
follows. First, spatially superpose the coordinates of the cleaved solid and liquid
with the cleaving potentials aligned at the same position, as illustrated in ﬁgure
6.1c. Then, deﬁne the interaction strength among the solid and liquid regions
according to
2E3 (λ) = (1 − λ)(ES1−S2 + EL1−L2 )
+λ(ES1−L2 + ES2−L1 ) + ES1 + ES2 + EL1 + EL2 + 2Φ.

(6.12)

There are four regions involved. So there should be four self-interaction terms
and six cross-interaction terms. The two missing cross-interaction terms are
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ES1−L1 = 0 and ES2−L2 = 0. This means S1 and L1 (so are S2 and L2) never
interact though they are spatially superposed. When λ = 0, equation (6.12)
is exactly the combination of equation (6.10) and (6.11) at λ = 1. Therefore,
the initial state of step 3 is the same as the ﬁnal state of step 1 and 2. The
spatial superposition itself does not require any free energy. In the end state of
step 3, the cross-boundary solid-liquid interaction gains full strength while the
cross-boundary solid-solid and liquid liquid interactions disappear. The free
energy diﬀerence obtained in this step is ∆F3 .
4. Removing the cleaving potential. The end state of the above step at λ = 1
has two solid-liquid interfacial systems spatially superposed. Considering S1
is identical to S2, L1 is identical to L2, we take only the interfacial system
composed by S1 and L2, and gradually remove the cleaving potential
E4 (λ) = ES1 + ES1−L2 + EL2 + (1 − λ)Φ.

(6.13)

The free energy diﬀerence ∆F4 in this step can be calculated in combination
with (6.6) and (6.8).
After these four step, a full transition path from a bulk solid and a bulk liquid
to a solid-liquid interface is made. The interfacial free energy being the total free
energy diﬀerence is the sum of ∆F1 , ∆F2 , ∆F3 , and ∆F4 .

6.2.4

Simulation details

For d-mannitol, the β polymorph is selected to represent the solid phase because
of its stability [173,174] , as discussed in section 3.1.3. The crystalline structures of
xylitol and β-d-mannitol are obtained from literature [111,115]
To begin with, the facets with the lowest Miller indices, i.e. the (100), (010),
and (001) surfaces, are chosen for anisotropic γSL calculation. The crystalline
xylitol of S1 (or identically S2) consists of 6×4×4, 4×6×4, 4×4×6 lattices, respectively. Each lattice contains 4 xylitol molecules. The size of S1 (or S2) in all
three cases is roughly 5.0×3.5×3.5 nm3 . The longer side is always in the direction
perpendicular to the cleaving surface. This increases the distance between two adjacent cleaving walls and minimizes ﬁnite-size-eﬀects. For β-d-mannitol, the initial
conﬁguration of solid S1 (or S2) consists of 9×4×2, 6×6×2, and 6×4×3 lattices.
Each lattice contains 4 d-mannitol molecules. The size of S1 (or S2) is also roughly
5.0×3.5×3.5 nm3 , with the longer side perpendicular to the cleaving surface. The
initial conﬁgurations of liquid before cleaving are generated by ﬁrst heating up the
solids far above their melting points at a constant volume. The resultant liquid
state can be easily recognized by a sudden increase in the mean squared displacement. Then the liquids are equilibrated and cooled gradually. All C-H bond and
O-H bond lengths are constrained using the P-LINCS algorithm [175] . With the
constraints, the time step per iteration can be safely set to a relatively large 2 femtoseconds. The temperatures for cleaving simulations are set to the experimental
melting points which are 367.5K for xylitol [24] and 438.0K for d-mannitol [174] .
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The temperatures are regulated by a Berendsen thermostat [75] with a time constant 0.1 ps. No pressure regulation is applied. All cleaving simulations are done
in the constant volume scheme (canonical N V T ensemble). The density for xylitol
is 1500.00kg/m3 , and the density for beta-d-mannitol is 1461.41kg/m3 .
For each transition, the simulation goes for 3 to 5 cycles with 2 million iterations
(4ns) in each cycle. The cut-oﬀ radii rc,LJ and rc,el in equation (6.1) are both set
to 1.5nm.

6.3
6.3.1

Cleaving potential design and test
Designing the cleaving potential

The design of the cleaving potential is crucial to the whole cleaving concept. Here,
two criteria should be met: ﬁrst, after cleaving the liquid (step 2b), the liquid
should form a thin crystalline layer, like the ones shown in ﬁgure 6.4; second,
the cleaving potential should help achieve reversibility. In addition, the cleaving
potential should be easy to implement in available molecular simulation packages
without compromising computing time.
The cleaving method was applied to water by Handel et al. [164] . In their application to water, the orientation and location of a water molecule are determined by
the coordinate of the oxygen atom and a well-deﬁned orientation vector. Therefore
the cleaving potential therein is designed to trap the oxygen atom as well as to
restrain the orientation vector. In the work of this chapter, the polyatomic sugar
alcohol molecules are much more complicated. For example, xylitol (C5 H12 O5 ) has
22 atoms and 66 degrees of freedom (DOF), in contrast to the rigid water model
used by Handel et al. [164] which has only 6 DOF. Deﬁning the orientation of a
xylitol molecule in its crystalline phase hence requires a center-of-mass position
and 21 independent vectors. Besides, each orientation vector has four possibilities
depending on where the molecule is in the crystalline lattice (Recall there are four
molecules of xylitol in one lattice), making the center-of-mass-plus-orientationvector approach less feasible.
To avoid these complications, we decided to control the orientation of the
molecules by guiding/trapping only the carbon atoms into the cleaving positions
using potential wells. This is done as follows. Take xylitol (001) case as an
example. First, all carbon atoms diﬀerentiate by labeling them as type C1 to
type C5 (for d-mannitol C1 -C6 ) according to their relative positions in the carbon
chain, as illustrated in ﬁgure 6.2a. Using the conﬁguration of crystalline xylitol
S1, one layer of molecules on the left (001) surface is selected. The coordinates
of the carbon atoms in this layer are saved and will be used as the potential well
positions. Now, we deﬁne the potential wells as pseudo atoms, at positions saved
in the previous step. These pseudo atoms are labeled as type D1 to type D5 , as
illustrated in ﬁgure 6.2. These pseudo atoms are at exactly the positions of the
original carbon atoms and will be ﬁxed throughout the cleaving simulation. At
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Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram of a molecule aligned by the cleaving potential. Small
solid circles represent carbon atoms in a xylitol molecule; big dashed circles are potential
wells. Only atoms and wells with the same index number can interact with each other.
(a) before alignment; (b) after alignment; (c) atom-by-atom alignment; (d) two-moleculein-one-well-chain situation.

last, the interaction rule is deﬁned such that the atoms of type Ci only interact
with atoms of type Di , with i = 1 to 5. Here, the cleaving potential Φ is taken
as [164]
5
∑
∑
Φ(r) =
di [(rCi Di /rc,w )2 − 1]3
(6.14)
i=1 rCi Di <rc,w

where di is the i-dependent potential well depth, rc,w is the well width beyond
which the interaction is cut oﬀ.
The cleaving simulation in cleaving step 1 and 2 (section 6.2.3) where λ increase from zero to one is essentially increasing the eﬀective potential well depth
λdi . When cleaving liquid, as λ goes up, the carbon atoms gradually feel the
pulling forces from the potential wells and eventually fall into the potential wells.
Because the potential well positions are designed according to crystalline xylitol,
the cleaved liquid automatically forms a crystal-like later the the cleaving positions, as illustrated in ﬁgure 6.2b. The major advantage of this design is the
possibility to treat these potential wells as pseudo atoms, and the interactions
between the pseudo atoms and the real atoms can be treated as non-bonded interactions with a user-deﬁned potential. This enables the use of many commercial
software packages without additional programming.
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The well width rc,w in equation (6.14) is 0.3 nm, approximately twice the C-C
bond length. When a molecule is only partially trapped in a potential well chain,
like the one in ﬁgure 6.2c, this choice of rc,w ensures the next carbon atom to fell
the force of the next potential well. This is because rC2 D2 never exceeds twice the
C-C bond length if rC1 D1 = 0. One can argue that an even larger rc,w can better
assist to align the molecules. This is true. However, a larger rc,w also results
in oversized potential wells that can easily trap multiple carbon atoms (of the
same type Ci ) in one potential well. This two-atoms-in-one-well situation should
apparently be avoided.
Another undesired situation is the “two-molecules-in-one-well-chain”, as illustrated in ﬁgure 6.2d. This situation can be avoided by designing di in an idependent manner. We can make deeper potential wells for the center carbon
atoms. In this case, when the center carbon atom is trapped in the center well, it
is dominant enough to assist the rest of its molecule to “kick” the other molecules
away using the LJ repulsive force. The well depths are in the order of 10 kJ/mol
(the reason will be given in section 6.3.3), and the individual depths are given as
follows. For xylitol, d3 = 45 kJ/mol, d2 = d4 = 25 kJ/mol, and d1 = d5 = 20
kJ/mol. For d-mannitol, d3 = d4 = 45 kJ/mol, d2 = d5 = 25 kJ/mol, and d1 =
d6 = 20 kJ/mol. The number of cleaving potential-well-chains is 32 (32 Di each, i
= 1 to 5) for xylitol and is 32, 24, and 24 for d-mannitol on the (100), (010), and
(001) surfaces, respectively.

6.3.2

Reducing irreversibility

As the deﬁnition for free energy being the reversible work, the reversibility of the
transitions is the most important criterion of choosing benchmark intermediate
states and choosing the cleaving potential. It is already pointed out by Handel et
al. [164] that the purpose of forming a crystalline layer in step 2 (cleaving liquid)
is to reduce the irreversibility in step 3 (rearranging boundary conditions), by
transferring the irreversibility to step 2. Then the irreversibility in step 2 can be
reduced or eliminated at a higher temperature or a reduced potential.
In the work of this chapter, we adopted the same approach. The liquid potential
EL (deﬁned as EL = EL1 + EL1−L2 + EL2 ) is reduced to 30%. Here, the reduction
is only applied upon the non-bonded terms (ELJ and Eel ) and the dihedral term
(Edih ). This is to avoid energy equipartition on vibration degrees of freedom which
causes too-large vibrational amplitudes and unnecessary poor phase-space-overlap.
The potential is scaled back to full strength after the cleaving. In this way, the
cleaving step 2 is split into 3 substeps: step 2a, step 2b, and step 2c, deﬁned by
the following equations, respectively
E2a (λ) = (1 − 0.7λ)(EL,dih + EL,LJ + EL,el ) + EL,bond + EL,angle ,

(6.15a)

E2b (λ) = 0.3(EL,dih + EL,LJ + EL,el ) + EL,bond + EL,angle + λΦ,

(6.15b)

E2c (λ) = (0.3 + 0.7λ)(EL,dih + EL,LJ + EL,el ) + EL,bond + EL,angle + Φ, (6.15c)
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where λ increasing from zero to one deﬁnes the forward transitions. The free
energy diﬀerences corresponding to these three steps are ∆F2a , ∆F2b , and ∆F2c .
The eﬀect of further reduction of potential on reducing hysteresis is no longer
evident. Instead, it will increase the free energy diﬀerence in step 2a and 2c,
resulting in larger inaccuracies. The residue hysteresis in step 2b at 30% potential
is negligible (ﬁgure 6.3b), compared with the large hysteresis observed in cleaving
liquid at 50% potential (ﬁgure 6.3a).
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Figure 6.3: Integrand dF /dλ in equation (6.8) with respect to λ. (a) liquid cleaved at
50% potential and poorly designed potential well depths to demonstrate the hysteresis;
(b) liquid cleaved at 30% potential as used in this chapter in cleaving step 2b. 3 forward
and 3 reverse transition results are shown in (b).

6.3.3

Performance of the cleaving potential

Snapshots are taken to examine if a thin crystal layer is formed at the cleaving
potential positions after step 2b. One such example is shown in ﬁgure 6.4b. On the
left of 6.4b for the (001) surface of xylitol, the molecules in good structural order
are the ones trapped in the cleaving potential wells. To further ascertain that all
the potential wells are ﬁlled with carbon atoms, we searched for each potential
well where the nearest carbon atom is. To do this, we deﬁne li to be the distance
between each Di and its nearest Ci and plot the histograms of li in ﬁgure 6.5 using
the conﬁguration of ﬁgure 6.4b. If for each potential well Di a carbon atom of the
same type Ci is trapped at the well center, the all the li values should be zero.
In ﬁgure 6.5 it can be seen the actual li values are larger than zero. Therefore
the carbon atoms are not situated exactly the the well centers. Nevertheless, the
largest li is within 0.12 nm, much less than the radius of the potential well of
0.3 nm. This means for every potential well, a carbon atom of the same type can
be found within the 0.12 nm radius, and proves that all the potential wells are
ﬁlled. For (010) and (100) facets of xylitol and for all three facets of d-mannitol,
the same analysis is done. We ﬁnd in all cases all the potential wells are ﬁlled.
Therefore the cleaving potential is proved eﬀective.
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Position of cleaving potential
(a) Final configuration of step 1

Position of cleaving potential
(b) Final configuration of step 2b

Figure 6.4: Conﬁguration of xylitol liquid after cleaving step 2b. The cleaved surface
belong to the (001) surface. A one-molecule layer thick crystalline layer is formed along
the cleaving potential. Hydrogen atoms are made invisible.
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made according to the conﬁguration in ﬁgure 6.4b.
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Three cycles of integrand dF /dλ for step 2b are plotted in ﬁgure 6.3b to examine the hysteresis. The forward and reverse curves almost overlap each other,
showing a negligible hysteresis. Now we discuss about the question whether the
magnitudes of the well depths di in equation (6.14) are chosen properly using ﬁgure 6.3b. Firstly, we should note the integrand in equation (6.8) dF/dλ in cleaving
step 2b, combining equation (6.14) and (6.15b), is
dF
∂E2b
=⟨
⟩λ = ⟨Φ(r)⟩λ0 .
(6.16)
dλ
∂λ 0
When λ is close to zero, the eﬀective potential well depth λdi is very small. The
carbon atoms are almost free from the pulling forces of the potential wells and
are away from the potential wells. In this case, we have ⟨Φ⟩λ=0 ≈ 0. At λ
close to one,∑
if the potential wells are already ﬁlled with carbon atoms, we have
5
⟨Φ⟩λ=1 ≈ N i=1 (−di ) = −4320 kJ/mol (in the case of xylitol, where N = 32 is
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the number of potential-well-chains). Now we see that the
∑ cleaving process is a
process where dF/dλ gradually descend from zero to −N i di . When λ goes up
from zero, the phase space changes accordingly to the increasing eﬀective potential
well depth λdi . Doubling di values in equation (6.14) is equivalent to performing
the cleaving process at the original di with λ going up from zero to two. Halving
di values in equation (6.14) is equivalent to performing the cleaving process at the
original di with λ going up from zero to 0.5. Therefore, choosing appropriate di
values is equivalent to choosing an appropriate end state λ0 at which the liquid is
properly cleaved. Apparently at λ = 0.5, the dF/dλ curve in ﬁgure 6.3b is still
descending, meaning the carbon atoms are not properly trapped into the potential
wells yet. While if to choose λ = 2, it only leads to additional computing time
given the liquid is already eﬀectively cleaved at λ = 1. Therefore we are convinced
λ = 1 is indeed a good choice. Hence the di values used in this chapter are good
choices.

6.4

Interfacial free energy

6.4.1

Anisotropic interfacial free energy

β-d-man xylitol

The anisotropic IFE values are listed in Table 6.1. ∆Fi values are estimated by
the unbiased estimator W in equation (6.6). The subscripts denote each cleaving
step. Note that in each crystal-melt coexistent system, there are two interfacial
areas. Therefore, the free energy sum of each step should be divided by twice the
intersection area, 2A.

(100)
(010)
(001)
(100)
(010)
(001)

∆F1
[kJ/mol]
-4050.86
-4050.12
-4069.99
-4950.42
-3810.48
-3987.58

∆F2a
∆F2b
[kJ/mol] [kJ/mol]
-2623.19
8313.40 -2953.95
-2960.45
-3676.55
12537.59 -2788.65
-2736.35

∆F2c
[kJ/mol]
-8389.94
-8291.49
-8257.84
-12724.53
-12686.54
-12633.00

∆F3
[kJ/mol]
+85.31
-18.82
+315.84
+411.95
+131.11
+127.63

∆F4
[kJ/mol]
7810.54
7647.05
8025.19
9888.54
7759.78
7533.87

Σ∆F
[kJ/mol]
1102.61
655.48
1208.23
1280.61
1077.26
778.35

γSL
2A
[nm2] [mJ/m2]
25.9034 70.683
23.8518 45.634
24.0269 83.503
23.6141 90.052
22.8631 78.241
23.3600 55.328

Table 6.1: Anisotropic interfacial free energies of xylitol and d-mannitol.

The anisotropy in both systems are large. Although the same cleaving potential is applied to both solid and liquid, ∆F1 and ∆F2b values are very diﬀerent.
Because the cleaving potential is tailored according to the atomic arrangement
of the crystal, the crystalline structures are easier to trap in the potential wells.
The cleaving step 2a and 2c∑
have the opposite eﬀect on the system, so are the
steps 1+2b and 4. The sum
∆F can∑therefore be viewed as the residue of the
cancellation of each terms. This makes
∆F very sensitive to the individual ∆F
terms. For this reason, we would like to make the absolute values of ∆Fi as small
as possible, as far as the reversibility is achieved. For example, deeper potential
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well depths are possible. But they increase the absolute values of ∆F1 + ∆F2b and
∆F4 . For another example, reducing the liquid potential to 50% is not feasible.
Though it gives smaller absolute values of ∆F2a and ∆F2c , it introduces large
irreversibility, as demonstrated in ﬁgure 6.3a.
As a supplement, to perform the boundary condition rearrangement in cleaving
step 3, the liquid and the solid have the same dimension and volume. Because
the liquid is prepared by melting the solid at a constant volume, the resultant
liquid has a higher density and internal pressure than the liquid at atmospheric
conditions. To account for this, we can add an isothermal compression step before
step 2 to compress the liquid to the target volume, and an isothermal expansion
step after step 4 to relax the solid-liquid interfacial system to the atmospheric
pressure. This free energy change
∫ of these two steps can be evaluated by the work
of expansion or compression, pdV∫ . However, the two works are expected to
cancel approximately. Besides, the pdV contribution in molecular systems near
atmospheric pressure is usually negligible. For the above reasons, the free energies
of expansion and compression are not included in the calculations.
Overall, the interfacial free energies of d-mannitol are larger than those of
xylitol. This means more free energy is needed to form a unit area of β-d-mannitol
crystal-melt interface than xylitol.

6.4.2

Comparison with the superheating-undercooling hysteresis method

The superheating-undercooling hysteresis (SUH) method [158] is based on empirical
formulae. It oﬀers a way to quickly estimate the isotropic interfacial free energy
from a simple set of simulations. Wang et al. [112] applied the SUH method on water
systems, and obtained reasonable agreement with experimental and simulation
results. Based on the theory of the original paper, γSL is related to a melting
2
temperature, a volumetric heat of fusion ∆Hm,V
, and a dimensionless nucleation
[158]
barrier parameter β in the following form
(
)1/3
3
2
γSL =
βkB Tm ∆Hm,V
(6.17)
16π
where Tm is the melting temperature in the limit of a zero heating or cooling rate.
β can be decided by an empirical formula
(
)2
T+/− T+/−
β = (59.4 − 2.33log10 Q)
−1
(6.18)
T
T
where T+/− is the melting temperature obtained from SUH simulations (ﬁgure
6.6) or experiments, Q is the scalar heating or cooling rate in [K/s].
In our simulations, we chose 3 diﬀerent scaling heating (or cooling) rates with Q
= 1, 0.2, or 0.05 K/ps. The initial conﬁgurations are generated according to their
corresponding perfect crystalline structures. Then the systems are heated up with
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Figure 6.6: The density proﬁles by superheating-undercooling simulations at various
heating-up and cooling rates. Left: xylitol; Right: β-d-mannitol.

β-d-man xylitol

the aforementioned heating rates until a sudden drop in the density proﬁle occurs.
Then the systems are cooled down using the same Q. The pressures are set to 1
bar and controlled by a Berendsen barostat [75] with a time constant 0.5 ps. The
maximum superheating temperatures T+ are determined as the points with the
least radii of curvature around the density drop region. In both xylitol and β-dmannitol cases (ﬁgure 6.6), the ﬁrst order phase transitions during the heating-up
process can be easily identiﬁed from the sudden drop in the density proﬁle. With
lower heating rates, the materials melt at lower temperatures, resulting in lower
T+ values. During the cooling process, the crystallization is not observed. Instead,
the liquids become glassy.
Q [K/s]
1×1012
2×1011
5×1010
1×1012
2×1011
5×1010

T+ [K] Tm,exp [K]
535
504
367.5
464
633
591
438.0
578

β
9.51
6.26
3.00
9.01
5.44
4.65

∆Hm,V [J/m3]
2.903×108
2.903×108
2.903×108
4.595×108
4.595×108
4.595×108

γSL [mJ/m2]
62.4
54.3
42.5
88.2
74.6
70.8

γ¯SL [mJ/m2]
53.0

77.8

Table 6.2: Isotropic approximations of γSL (Tm and ∆Hm,V taken from [25] )

Table 6.2 lists the calculation results using the simulation data. Tm is the
experimental melting temperatures. The results from SUH match those from the
cleaving method. In both cases, SUH gives values closer to the lowest value from
the cleaving method. This is not surprising given that SUH mimics a spontaneous
process which has preferred directions of melting. The system ﬁnds for itself the
lowest energy barrier before it goes across.
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6.5

Discussions

It is possible to predict the crystal habit from the anisotropic interfacial free energies via Wulﬀ’s construction rules [176] . However, an accurate prediction relies on
a detailed calculation involving all potential crystal facets. Nevertheless, the available γSL values suggest grains with uneven aspect ratios. In recent experiments of
homogeneous nucleation and crystal growth in a subcooled liquid, anisotropic long
needle shaped prisms are observed to be the main growth pattern of d-mannitol
while strong surface nucleation and a dendritic growth pattern dominates the
growth of xylitol [25] . Both phenomena can be ascribed to the presence of large
anisotropy of γSL .
A simple arithmetic average of anisotopic γSL values from table 6.1 gives
γSL,xyl = 67mJ/m2 and γSL,man = 75mJ/m2 . From classical nucleation theory,
the average population of critical nuclei n∗ is proportional to exp(-∆G∗ /kB T ),
where ∆G∗ = β(Tm /∆T )2 is the free energy barrier, β is the dimensionless barrier parameter in equation (6.17) and ∆T is the degree of subcooling. Taking the
above average γSL values, we have βxyl = 11.8, and βman = 5.5. The free energy
barrier at small ∆T is hence small for d-mannitol compared with that of xylitol at
the same ∆T . This agrees with experimental observations, where d-mannitol has
a substantial faster kinetics during crystallization [25] . The linear scaling between
γSL and Tm still exists, although this rule was only assigned to metal systems at
the ﬁrst place. This scaling eﬀect also applies to water systems [34] . The validity
of the scaling rule opens up the possibility of estimating interfacial free energies
of unknown systems.

6.6

Concluding remarks

We have successfully extended and implemented the cleaving method on sugar
alcohol systems and calculated some selected anisotropic interfacial free energy
values. During the implementation, speciﬁc cleaving potentials were designed, to
tackle the intrinsic irreversibility to the largest extent. This cleaving potential is
easily generalizable to other sugar alcohol systems. The anisotropic values were
compared with the superheating-undercooling hysteresis method, and the results
show good agreement for the overall averaged values. The linear scaling rule of
interfacial free energy over melting temperature seems to apply to sugar alcohol
systems as well, making future estimations of unknown systems possible. We ﬁnd
that the large anisotropy in the interfacial free energies could be responsible for the
dendritic growth of xylitol and the needle shaped prismatic growth of d-mannitol.
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Appendix E: MD simulation on crystal growth
An advantage of the molecular dynamics method is its capability of doing an in
silico experiment on the ﬂy. It provides a possible trajectory that the molecular
system evolves. To study the nucleation and crystal growth process of xylitol, let
us ﬁrst check if we can directly simulate the growth process in an MD simulation.
Water The nucleation and crystal growth of water is extensively studied using
computer simulations. Spontaneous nucleation of liquid water for a multi-point
water model is ﬁrstly observed by Matsumoto et al. [177] , using the TIP4P water model. Following works examined the crystal growth speed of water [101,178] ,
liquid-ice coexistence point [179] , and interfacial free energy [34,71] using liquid-ice
coexistence simulations. The setup of a coexistence simulation resembles the one
shown in ﬁgure 6.7a, where the orderly structured ice-Ih is in direct contact with
the water liquid.

(a) t = 0ns

(b) t = 6ns

(c) t = 16ns

(d) t = 26ns

Figure 6.7: Snapshots of water-ice coexistence simulation taken at diﬀerent simulation
time. Model: TIP4p-2005; Temperature: 230 K.

In the test case of this section, we follow the procedure of Femandez et al. [179] .
A total number of 1536 TIP4P-2005 [68] water molecules are used, with 768 in iceIh phase, and 768 in liquid phase. The hexagonal ice-Ih coordinates are generated
using the results of Hayward et al. [180] , to minimize the total dipole and quadruple
moment of the system. The coexistence simulation runs in an N P T ensemble
(with semi-isotropic pressure coupling, section 2.2.3) to allow expansion during
crystallization. The simulation temperature is set to 230 K, below the melting
point of TIP4P-2005 water, which is between 242 and 252K. [179] .
In ﬁgure 6.7, the snapshots are the simulation is given. As the liquid-ice interface advances, the liquid water gradually changes into the solid phase. In ﬁgure
6.8, the potential energy is plotted. As the crystal growth happens, the potential
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Figure 6.8: Potential energy
history in the liquid-ice coexistence simulation of TIP4p-2005
water.
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energy decreases. At after 26 ns, the potential energy is nearly a constant, indicating the phase transition is almost completed. Assuming the phase transition
is completed in 26 ns, and the length of height of the water region is 2.7 nm, the
crystal growth speed can be estimated to be 0.052 m/s.
Sugar alcohols After the successful implementation on water, the coexistence
simulation is then applied to sugar alcohols to study the crystal growth kinetics.
The growth simulation is performed on xylitol and d-mannitol in β polymorph.
For each SA, three crystalline facets are are put into contact with the liquid. The
size, length t, and step size ∆t for all six simulations are listed in table 6.3. The
reason for choosing a 2 fs time step is to accelerate the simulation. With all O−H
and C−H bond lengths constrained, this time step is suﬃciently small to excluding
numerical defects (section 2.2.2). The reason for selecting diﬀerent simulation size
is a trade-oﬀ between reducing computing cost and reducing artiﬁcial periodic
boundary condition. With the larger simulation boxes (xylitol x and y, β-dmannitol x), the interfacial area is larger, the chance of forming a crystalline
lattice on top of the crystal-liquid interface is also larger. However, this is at the
expense of more computing time. As can be seen from table 6.3, the simulations
with larger simulation box size has much shorter simulation length, in the same
period of wall clock time (approximately 100 days each).
Facet
xyl (100)
xyl (010)
xyl (001)
man (100)
man (010)
man (001)

NS + NL
1536+1536
1536+1536
384+384
1152+1152
288+288
288+288

T [K]
325
325
325
390
390
390

∆t [fs]
1
2
2
2
2
2

x × y × z [nm3 ]
7.24 × 7.29 × 10.35
6.75 × 7.28 × 11.06
3.30 × 3.59 × 11.49
6.83 × 6.98 × 10.33
3.34 × 3.38 × 11.25
3.36 × 3.47 × 10.53

t [ns]
38
81
322
87
370
365

Table 6.3: Simulation details for crystal growth of sugar alcohols.
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In ﬁgure 6.9, the end conﬁguration of the simulations are given. The initial
conﬁgurations all has half solid and half liquid. Except for the y-interface of dmannitol, in all other cases the end conﬁgurations are almost the same as the
initial conﬁguration, meaning there is no evident crystal growth. In ﬁgure 6.9e,
we see after 300 ns, the crystal has shrink. This means the solid has melted into
liquid. However, at the same temperature, the other two interfaces of d-mannitol
do not melt.
xylitol

(a) x-interface
t=38ns

(b) y-interface
t=81ns

(c) z-interface
t=322ns

(e) y-interface
t=300ns

(f) z-interface
t=300ns

d-mannitol

(d) x-interface
t=87ns

Figure 6.9: Snapshots of end conﬁgurations of the (a)(b)(c) xylitol and (d)(e)(f) dmannitol crystal growth simulations.

The growth or melt of the SA crystals can also be seen from the potential en119
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ergy history curves plotted in ﬁgure 6.10. In the xylitol case, after about 50 ns of
equilibration, the potential energy is relatively stabilized. In the d-mannitol case,
the potential energy of the y-interface simulation keeps increasing, in correspondence to the melting process observed in ﬁgure 6.9e. The potential energy of the
x-interface simulation seems also increasing. However the simulation is not long
enough to visualize the melting process.
(a) xylitol

156
OH

E [kJ/molxyl]

HO

OH
OH OH

79

x (100)
y (010)
z (001)

78

(b) d-mannitol
OH OH

154
E [kJ/molman]

80

152

OH

HO
OH OH

150
148
146
144

x (100)
y (010)
z (001)

142
77
0

50

100 150 200 250 300
t [ns]

140
0

50 100 150 200 250 300 350
t [ns]

Figure 6.10: Potential energy per mole of SA in the (a) xylitol and (b) d-mannitol
crystal growth simulations.

Discussion As the test cases of SAs show, the direct simulation of crystal growth
of SA is very diﬃcult. In fact, according to experimental results, SAs grow at a
speed of 1 µm/s to 1000 µm/s [25] . In the extreme fast case of 1000 µm/s, it translates to 0.001 nm/ns. Which means we need to simulate for at least 1000 ns to
visualize 1 nm growth of the crystal. This is extremely computationally expensive using molecular dynamics simulation method. Therefore we need to use the
indirect methods, such as guiding the molecules to form a crystalline structure, as
described in chapter 6.
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In this chapter, the multiscale modeling concept is presented and is applied to
study the crystal growth kinetics of sugar alcohols and eﬀective conductivity
of carbon-sugar alcohol composites. In the study of crystal growth, a lattice
growth model is used for simulating the growth speed. The results and
ﬁndings are compared with laboratory experiments. An eﬀective medium
approach is adopted to predict the eﬀective heat conductivity of carbonsugar alcohol nano-composites.

7.1

Multiscale modeling

Between ﬁrst principle physics and material properties, new composites, and storage systems, there is a huge gap. Selecting and developing suitable methods and
models to bridge the gap is therefore indispensable. In many cases, the huge gap
cannot be bridged in one step. For example, when calculating the thermodynamic
properties of sugar alcohols, a direct DFT (density functional theory) calculation
on a bulk material is not feasible. Therefore, we choose a force ﬁeld, which itself
is parameterized from DFT calculations but serves as an input to the MD simulations, to predict the thermodynamic properties. The above methodology of solving
problems at multiple time and length scales is called multiscale modeling [181] .
One of the objectives of this thesis is to study the nucleation and crystal growth
of sugar alcohols. As seen in Appendix E, a direct MD (molecular dynamics) simulation on crystal growth is very ineﬃcient. On the one hand, MD simulation
runs at the picosecond scale. On the other hand, crystal growth happens at the
millisecond scale. Therefore, we need a cross-scale model to bridge the scale difference between the two. There are analytical methods and stochastic methods
to simulate crystal growth. In section 7.2 we choose a lattice scale stochastic
method which preserves the dynamics of lattice attaching and detaching. Another
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objective of this thesis is to predict material properties and to design new sugaralcohol-based heat storage materials. In Chapters 4 and 5, we study the heat
transfer mechanism and interfacial thermal conductance in carbon-sugar alcohol
nano-composites. However direct calculation of the eﬀective conductivity of these
nano-composites using MD requires very large simulation boxes [43] . In section
7.4 we choose to use an eﬀective medium approach to link the nanoscale thermal
contact conductance to the macroscale eﬀective conductivity.
(Sub-)atomic scale

Molecular scale
(NE)MD

Micro/Meso scale

Transport property
diffusion constant
shear viscosity
thermal conductivity

DFT

molecular
model
(force field,
interaction
potentials)

MD(+2PT)

Macro property
effective conductivity

FEM ...

Non entropy related
heat capacity
enthalpy of fusion
equation of state

Lattice growth
Nucl. theory Nucleation property

(NE)MD
steered MD
/MD + 2PT

Mean field

Continuum
scale

Entropy related

crystal growth speed
bulk/surface nucleation
anisotropic growth

free energy
melting point
interfacial free energy

Figure 7.1: Multiscale ladder used in this thesis. The red boxes are properties and the
green boxes are methods. The dashed lines and boxes are approaches not adopted in this
thesis, but illustrated for completeness.

The multiscale paths used in this thesis are illustrated in ﬁgure 7.1. The green
boxes are methods that form links between scales. The red boxes are the properties
that serve as input or output to the methods. The solid boxes and lines are carried
out in this thesis. At the subatomic scale, DFT and force ﬁeld parameterization
are introduced in Appendix A. The force ﬁelds are given in Chapter 2. At the
molecular scale, MD and two-phase thermodynamics are introduced in Chapter 2,
non-equilibrium MD methods are introduced in Chapters 3 and 4, and the steered
MD using a cleaving potential is developed in Chapter 6. These methods use force
ﬁelds as input, and produce various transport and thermodynamic properties as
output. In this chapter, we focus on the micro/meso scale, and describe how the
molecular scale properties can be used to study the micro/meso scale phenomena
and calculate the micro/meso scale properties. As a supplement, the multiscale
approach is completed by ﬁnite element methods (FEM) on the continuum scale
for heat storage system design. A pilot study using FEM is given elsewhere [182] .
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7.2

Lattice scale stochastic simulation of crystal
growth

The temperature dependent crystal growth speed can be described using semiempirical formulas, such as the ones used in the work of Rozmanov et al. [101,178]
and Godin et al. [20] . These empirical models have at least one ﬁtted parameter
which cannot be theoretically predicted. This is disadvantageous for us to understand the dynamics, the mechanism, and the governing factors of crystal growth.
In the bottom-up multiscale approach, we see in appendix E that the scale on
which molecular dynamics operates is still too small to study the crystal growth
of sugar alcohols. Here, we can choose to use a lattice scale model to do the
simulation. The model introduced here uses previously calculated viscosity, density, enthalpy, Gibbs free energy, and solid-liquid interfacial free energy as input,
and simulate dynamically the attachment, detachment, and diﬀusion of crystalline
lattices.

7.2.1

Lattice growth model

According to the work of Gilmer and Bennema [57,183] , the growth of crystal is
viewed as a combination of three events on the lattice level, namely creation of a
lattice, annihilation of a lattice, and lattice diﬀusion on the surface. The probabilities of these three types of events occurring are dependent on the solid-liquid
interfacial free energy, bulk free energy diﬀerence between solid and liquid, and
the neighboring condition of the lattice site. For sugar alcohols, all the above
parameters can be calculated using molecular dynamics simulations.
The creation of a lattice means the attachment of a lattice onto the existing
solid-liquid interface. As an assumption of the lattice growth model, the new
lattice can only be attached on the z-direction (direction of growth) on top of an
existing lattice (no solid overhangs [58] ). The frequency of a lattice creation event
at location (xp , yp ) is
[
]
Aγ
∆G
kp+ = ft exp −
(2 − jp ) +
,
(7.1)
kB T
2kT
where ∆G is the bulk free energy diﬀerence between solid and liquid, γ is the
solid-liquid interfacial free energy, A is the surface area of one lateral surface of
the attached lattice, jp is the number of neighboring lattices for the newly created
lattice on location p, and ft is a prefactor that relates to the activation energy of
viscous ﬂow ∆Gµ
(
)
kB T
∆Gµ
ft =
exp −
.
(7.2)
h
kB T
Equation (7.1) can be understood like this. First of all, to create a crystalline
lattice on the solid-liquid interface, the amount of free energy released is the bulk
free energy diﬀerence ∆G, and the free energy required to form new solid-liquid
interfaces Aγ(2 − jp ). Secondly, the free energy needs to overcome the activation
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energy barrier of viscous ﬂow ∆Gµ . Lastly, the kinetics is determined according
to the Arrhenius equation form. Similar to the lattice creation, the frequency of
an annihilation event is
[
]
∆G
Aγ
−
kp = ft exp +
(2 − ip ) −
,
(7.3)
kB T
2kT
where ip is the number of neighboring lattices of the annihilated lattice. The
surface diﬀusion is the event when a lattice moves from position (xp , yp ) to a
neighbouring position (xq , yq ). The frequency of surface diﬀusion is
[
( )2
]
X
Aγ
∆G
D
kpq
= ft
exp +
(2 + jq − ip ) −
,
(7.4)
a
kB T
2kT
where X denotes the mean diﬀusion distance and a denotes lattice spacing in x
and y directions. Here, X/a takes 0, 1, 2, or 3 [58] .
Kinetic Monte Carlo To implement the above crystal growth model, here we
choose a Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) algorithm developed by Rak et al. [58] . The
procedure of computer implementation is listed as follows.
1. Prepare a crystal surface array h of size Nx by Ny . Each number h(x, y)
in the array represents the height, or the number of lattices, at a speciﬁc
position (x, y).
2. Calculate based on h(x, y) the number of neighboring lattices for creation
j(x, y) and annihilation i(x, y). For example, for a perfectly ﬂat surface,
h(x, y) at any point (x, y) is a constant C. Then for any newly attached
lattice, it has zero neighbors, i.e. j(x, y) = 0; for any newly detached lattice,
the lattice before detachment has four neighbors, i.e. i(x, y) = 4.
3. Calculate based on j(x, y) and i(x, y) the frequencies of the three types of
+
−
D
events, kj(x,y)
, ki(x,y)
, and ki(x,y),j(x
′ ,y ′ ) , where x goes from 1 to Nx , y goes
′ ′
from 1 to Ny , and (x , y ) goes in (x−1, y), (x+1, y), (x, y −1), and (x, y +1)
four values (with periodic boundary conditions, the numbers x ± 1 or y ± 1
may need to be shifted by Nx or Ny ).
4. In the previous step, at each lattice point there are six possible events. Now
deﬁne a 1 by 6Nx Ny array to include all possible 6Nx Ny events such that:
+
+
+
k1 , k2 , · · · , kNx Ny = kj(1,1)
, kj(1,2)
, · · · , kj(N
,
x ,Ny )

(7.5)

−
−
−
kNx Ny +1 , kNx Ny +2 , · · · , k2Nx Ny = ki(1,1)
, ki(1,2)
, · · · , ki(N
,
x ,Ny )

(7.6)

D
D
k2Nx Ny +1 , · · · , k6Nx Ny = kj(1,1),i(0,1)
, · · · , kj(N
,
x ,Ny ),i(Nx ,Ny +1)

(7.7)

according to the frequencies of all the individual events calculated in the
previous step.
To be noted, the lattice only moves between neighbours in a diﬀusion event. The diﬀusion
distance is the result of a collection of diﬀusion events.
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5. Sum up all frequencies using
K=

∑6Nx Ny
n=1

and deﬁne a running sum
K ′ (n) =

kn ,

(7.8)

ki ,

(7.9)

∑n
i=1

′

such that K = K (6Nx Ny ).
6. Generate a random number RND between zero and K.
7. Find the integer value n such that
K ′ (n − 1) 6 RND < K ′ (n).

(7.10)

8. The event that happens is then the n-th event. Now we can ﬁnd the event
based on the deﬁnition of kn . For example, when Nx = Ny = 10, and
n = 525, the 525th event is a diﬀusion event because n > 2Nx Ny = 200.
According to the way x and y are looped, the diﬀusion is from location (9,1)
to location (8,1).
9. Update h(x, y) based on the occurred event. Following the example in the
previous step, we now have h(9, 1) := h(9, 1) − 1 and h(8, 1) := h(8, 1) + 1.
10. Increase the time counter t(now)= t(previous step)+1/K.
11. Save the new h(x, y) and go back to step 2.
Now we can run simulations using the crystal growth model and KMC algorithm described above. To measure the linear crystal growth speed v, we can
measure the averaged height increment of the solid-liquid interface
[∑
]
∑Nx ,Ny
Nx ,Ny
v=d
h(x,
y;
t)
−
h(x,
y;
0)
/(tNx Ny ),
(7.11)
x,y
x,y
where d is the lattice spacing in the z-direction (the growth direction).

7.2.2

Normalized growth speed and validation

Given that all frequencies of the three types of events have the same prefactor ft ,
it is convenient to deﬁne a normalized dimensionless growth speed
v ′ = v/(dft ).

(7.12)

The equations (7.1), (7.3), and (7.4) can be simpliﬁed by deﬁning a dimensionless
surface roughening parameter
α = 4Aγ/(kB T ),
and a dimensionless supersaturation β

(7.13)

[58]

β = ∆G/(kB T ).

(7.14)

Using the above deﬁnitions, the normalized growth speed should only be related
to α, β, X/a, and grid size. To validate our KMC computer program, a set of
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test simulations is made to compare with literature results (see ﬁgure 7.2). In the
test cases, the surface roughening parameter is set to 6, and the diﬀusion distance
X/a is set to 1. The simulation grid size is 30 × 30. For each supersaturation β,
ten independent simulations are performed and the growth speed is averaged from
the ten independent results. One million simulation steps (iterations) are used for
each simulation.
0.025

v΄ [-]

0.020

test α=6, X/a=1, 30×30
ref. α=6, X/a=1, 30×30
ref. α=6, X/a=1, 120×120

Figure 7.2: Validation results
of normalized crystal growth
speed. The reference results are
from [58] . Ten independent runs
are used for each β value in
the validation runs, and the error bars are the standard diviations.

0.015
0.010
0.005
0
0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7
β [-]

Comparing the simulation results in ﬁgure 7.2, our test results are in good
agreement with the 30 × 30 results [58] . Therefore our computer program is now
validated. Additionally, because 10 simulations are performed for each β value in
our test, the averaged normalized growth speed has a better correlation with β
than the referenced data [58] .
Surface roughening According to Rak et al., the most important factors that
inﬂuence the growth speed are the surface roughening parameter α and the supersaturation β. Undoubtedly, being the driving force of crystal growth, the normalized growth speed v ′ increases as β increases. To study the inﬂuence of α,
three simulations are made at α = 2, α = 4, and α = 6, with the same β = 0.6.
The simulation results are shown in ﬁgure 7.3. It can be seen that as α increases,
the surface becomes much smoother. For a large α value, the crystal grows layer
by layer. This is seen in ﬁgure 7.3d. Whenever the surface is ﬂat, the growth is
stagnated for some time.

7.2.3

Parameters of sugar alcohols

To simulate the crystal growth of sugar alcohols. we need the parameters of sugar
alcohols as input to the simulation. Xylitol and erythritol are used as model
materials. We assume that the lattices of the two sugar alcohols are cubic, and
neglect the anisotropy in both the lattice parameter and the interfacial free energy.
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(a) α=2, β/α=0.3

(b) α=4, β/α=0.15
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Figure 7.3: (a)(b)(c) Simulated crystal surface at β = 0.6 and various α values. (d)
Number of layers versus time in case (c).

Lattice parameter The temperature-dependent density of xylitol and erythritol are presented in section 3.1. Here we simply assume the lattices are cubic.
Then the lattice heights are ﬁtted to be dxyl = 0.8777 + 0.000072675(T /[K] − 303)
nm, and dxyl = 0.8153 + 0.0001488(T /[K] − 303) nm.
Surface roughening parameter Based on the deﬁnition of the surface roughening parameter, α is proportional to solid-liquid interfacial free energy γ. We
choose to use the isotropic interfacial free energy values. According to the result
in section 6.4.2, γxyl = 54 mJ/m2 . Using the same SUH method (section 6.4.2),
the interfacial free energy of erythritol is calculated to be γery = 21 mJ/m2 . Here,
we assume γ is temperature independent, although other works suggest a certain
degree of temperature dependency [184] . The surface area A in equation (7.13) can
be taken as d2 .
Supersaturation parameter The supersaturation parameter β is proportional
to the volumetric free energy diﬀerence between solid and metastable supercooled
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liquid, ∆G. Here, we use the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation from the enthalpytemperature curves to calculate ∆G
∫ T
HL (T ) − HS (T )
dT,
∆G = −T
(7.15)
T2
Tm
where HL and HS are the temperature-dependent enthalpy values of liquid and
solid, respectively. The enthalpy data are retrieved from section 3.1.1 and the
work of van Wissen [25] .
Activation energy of viscous ﬂow The viscous ﬂow of supercooled liquid
is considered as a thermally activated process. Based on this assumption, the
activation free energy ∆Gµ can be ﬁtted using the Arrhenius plot of logarithmic
viscosity versus the reciprocal of temperature because
µ(T ) = C exp(∆Gµ /kB T ),

(7.16)

where C is a constant. Based on the viscosity values presented in section 3.1.1
and 3.1.2, ∆Gµ equals 92.26 kJ/mol for xylitol and 64.20 kJ/mol for erythritol.
The supersaturation and surface roughening parameter are summarized in table
7.1 at a few selected temperatures. The ﬁrst column lists the degrees of supercooling and the last column lists the ratio β/α. Recall that in ﬁgure 7.3, as β/α
goes down, the crystalline surface is smoother and surface nucleation is less likely
to occur. On the contrary, as β/α goes up, surface nucleation is more likely to
occur and will result in a densely branched growth. This can be veriﬁed using
microscopy photos taken in section 7.3. In ﬁgure 7.8 (xylitol), the two cases corresponds to (a) Tm − 10 K, β/α = 0.005 and (c) Tm − 60 K, β/α = 0.01. In ﬁgure
7.4 (erythritol), the four cases corresponds to β/α = 0.23, 0.07, 0.01, and 0.003,
respectively. For both materials, we see a close correlation between β/α and the
growth pattern.

7.2.4

Results and discussion

Using the parameters derived from the previous subsection, the crystal growth
of xylitol and erythritol is simulated. For each sugar alcohol, 15 temperatures
are selected, ranging from Tm to Tm − 70 K, at 5 Kelvin intervals. Because the
diﬀusion distance is unknown, we choose to use four diﬀerent X/a values for each
temperature. The results of all simulations are plotted in ﬁgure 7.5.
We see a very temperature dependent crystal growth speed for both xylitol and
erythritol, and the factor X/a is found not to be of major inﬂuence to the growth
speed. As the degrees of supercooling increase, or, as temperature decreases, the
crystal growth speed ﬁrst goes up. Then it reaches a maximum before decreasing
and eventually approaching zero. The ﬁrst increase is because of the increased
supersaturation, which enhances the driving force of crystallization. However, as
temperature decreases, the molecular mobility decreases, and the ﬂuid becomes
more viscous. The prefactor ft in equations (7.1), (7.3), and (7.4) decreases and
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T [K]
Tm = 367
Tm − 1
Tm − 5
Tm − 20
Tm − 100

αkB T = 4Aγ [J/K]
0.1651×10−18
0.1651×10−18
0.1649×10−18
0.1645×10−18
0.1624×10−18

(a) Xylitol
α
βkB T = ∆G [J/K]
32.58 0
32.65 1.737 ×10−22
32.99 8.592 ×10−22
34.34 3.295 ×10−21
44.05 1.269 ×10−20

β
0
0.0344
0.1719
0.6878
3.4424

β/α
0
0.0011
0.0052
0.0200
0.0781

T [K]
Tm = 394
Tm − 1
Tm − 5
Tm − 20
Tm − 100

αkB T = 4Aγ [J/K]
0.0494×10−18
0.0494×10−18
0.0493×10−18
0.0490×10−18
0.0476×10−18

(b) Erythritol
α
βkB T = ∆G [J/K]
9.081 0
9.104 1.697 ×10−22
9.179 8.376 ×10−22
9.489 3.220 ×10−21
11.73 1.263 ×10−20

β
0
0.0313
0.1560
0.6253
3.1221

β/α
0
0.0034
0.0170
0.0657
0.2653

Table 7.1: Numerically solved α and β values at various temperatures

(a) T=31°C, β/α=0.23

(b) T=101°C, β/α=0.07

(c) T=117°C, β/α=0.01

(d) T=120°C, β/α=0.003

Figure 7.4: Diﬀerent growth patterns of erythritol observed at diﬀerent degrees of
supercooling. Photos taken using the setup described in section 7.3.1. The scale bars are
200 µm in all pictures.

the overall growth speed is reduced. Not surprisingly, the same phenomenon is
observed in a direct MD simulation of crystallization of ice [178] .
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Figure 7.5: The crystal growth speed of sugar alcohols simulated using the KMC
algorithm.

Now if we preview the experimental results of crystal growth plotted in ﬁgure
7.13, a similar temperature dependent crystal growth curve can be observed. This
means that the basic principle used in the Gilmer and Bennema growth model and
the KMC algorithm is correct, and can indeed explain the temperature dependent
growth behavior of sugar alcohols. However, we should argue that the model can
still be improved because of the assumptions (isotropic interfacial free energy, no
solid overhang, etc.) made when taking the parameters.
It is not hard to see that the crystal growth speed is underestimated by a
few orders of magnitude, compared with the experimental results. It should be
noted that the simulated growth speed is very sensitive to the α and β values,
especially in the case of xylitol. Recall that in table 7.1, the α values are much
larger than those for β. There is therefore a large free energy barrier to attach a
lattice (which serves as surface nucleus) on a ﬂat surface. Therefore the simulated
growth speed is very slow. However in the experiments, due to the existence of
surface imperfections, the growth speed is much higher. Additionally, being a
molecular crystal, the growth of sugar alcohols may be more complicated than
the lattice-by-lattice process. Within a crystalline lattice (e.g. xylitol, 1 unit cell
contains 4 molecules, 88 atoms), the atoms may individually align to an ordered
structure, instead of forming a crystalline lattice all at once. Such an individualaligning scheme can greatly reduce the free energy barrier needed to form a surface
nucleus. To study the individual-aligning scheme, the knowledge of free energy
landscape throughout a nucleation process is required.

7.3

Experimental
growth

characterization

of

crystal

Usually, the temperature dependent growth rate is only studied for quasiequilibrium conditions. However, the possible large supercooling of sugar alcohols
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requires a more comprehensive investigation of the growth rates over a large temperature range. In this section, the temperature-dependent growth speed of sugar
alcohols is measured using an optical microscope. Because of the broad range of
growth speeds (10−2 -103 µm/s) and shear viscosities (10−2 -103 Pa·s), the setup
can be adapted to diﬀerent sugar alcohols.

7.3.1

Basic experimental setup

Crystal growth is visualized real-time using an Olympus BX51 optical microscope
with magniﬁcations 10 × 5, 10 × 5, or 10 × 5 (eyepiece lens × objective lens).
The image is acquired by a ColorView IIIu soft imaging system with a resolution
of 2576 × 1932. The equivalent size-to-pixel ratios are 0.142, 0.284, and 0.567
µm/pixel, corresponding to the three aforementioned magniﬁcations. The sugar
alcohol sample is mounted on a glass slide, and the slide is put on a LINKAM
LTS350 heating stage with a feedback-controlled thermostat. The setup is given
in ﬁgure 7.6.
Image
acquisition

Camera

Microscope
Lens

Thermal insulation box

Glass slide and sample
Heating stage
Light source

Temperature
feedback
controller

Figure 7.6:
The basic
experimental setup of crystal growth measurements.
The setup can be adapted
to diﬀerent sugar alcohols.
Camera-to-table
height:
∼40 cm; thermal insulation box: ∼15×10×3 cm3 ;
sample: ∼10 µL.

Vibration isolation table

7.3.2

Growth inside a liquid droplet

The method of mounting the sample on the slide is dependent on the sugar alcohol.
For sugar alcohols with slow growth kinetics, the solid sugar alcohol grains are
directly put onto the glass slide. Then the temperature of the heating stage is
kept at a few degrees above the sugar alcohol’s melting point. When the solid
fully melts, the sample forms a liquid droplet on the glass slide. The temperature
is then decreased below the melting point. Depending on the material, a crystalline
seed may be required to trigger the nucleation.
Seed preparation The crystal growth speed can be measured much easier if the
crystal has smooth surfaces. In the case of xylitol, the crystalline grain dropped
into the liquid droplet is usually mechanically damaged (because of collisions in
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transportation). Therefore there are many surface nucleation sites on the grain.
To smoothen the granular surfaces, the temperature is tuned up and down between
94 and 95 ◦ C iteratively, as illustrated in ﬁgure 7.7, to prepare crystalline seed with
simpler geometry.
95°C

94°C

95°C

94°C

95°C

94°C

200μm

Figure 7.7: A single crystal seed of xylitol is prepared by iteratively alternating the
temperature between slightly below and slightly above the melting point.

Growth speed calculation After the seed is prepared, the temperature of the
heating stage is suddenly reduced to a target temperature and the seed start to
grow. For each sugar alcohol, the target temperatures are set to Tm -1K, -2K, -5K,
-10K, -15K, · · · , where Tm is the melting point. For xylitol, the lowest temperature
that keeps a layer-by-layer growth without surface nucleation is 70 ◦ C. Below this
temperature, surface nucleation is more likely to occur and the growth gradually
becomes branched. The two distinct growth patterns are illustrated in ﬁgure 7.8.
In case of the layer-by-layer growth (ﬁgure 7.8a, b), the growth speed is determined
by tracing the position of the linear boundaries. In case of the branched growth
(ﬁgure 7.8c, d), the growth speed is determined by tracing the distance between
the growth fronts and the center.
During a growth process, the facets of the crystal may not grow at a constant
speed. As a result, the shape of the crystal changes. In this case, the crystal
growth speed is estimated by the mean growth speed, which is the overall size
grew divided by the time span.
Temperature of the growth front In the case of erythritol, the crystal growth
speed is much higher than xylitol. If the heat generated during the phase change
process is not removed immediately, the local temperature near the crystal growth
front may increase. Figure 7.9 shows the schematic diagram of a sugar alcohol droplet on a glass slide while crystallization occurs. Because the heat can
(eﬀectively) only be removed by the heating stage beneath, the sugar alcohol temperature TSA can be expected to be higher than the heating stage temperature
T0 . In a test case of erythritol, the temperature of the solid-liquid interface is
measured using micro-thermocouples (TCs). Three micro-TCs are placed in a line
at positions depicted in ﬁgure 7.9. When the nucleation is triggered at the left
of the droplet, the solid-liquid interface advances to the right, passing the three
micro-TCs in succession. When the interface passes a thermocouple, the measured
temperature rises about 10 degrees, as plotted in ﬁgure 7.10. Because of the temperature rise, the crystal growth speed is inﬂuenced. Therefore we need to reduce
the temperature rise. According to the schematic diagram of ﬁgure 7.9, the heat
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(a) T = 80°C, frame 1

(b) T = 80°C, frame 96

(c) T = 35°C, frame 1

(d) T = 35°C, frame 82

Figure 7.8: Optical images of growing xylitol crystal at diﬀerent temperatures. The
frame rate is 1.0 Hz. The arrow points out the growing crystal fronts labeled with dashed
concentric circles. The dark dots in the images are the air bubbles that remained in the
viscous liquid. The scale bars are 200 µm in all pictures.

can be assumed to be generated solely on the interface. The heat generation rate
is expressed as
q = ρvA∆H,
(7.17)
where v is the linear growth speed of the crystal front, A is the interface area of the
growth, ∆H is the speciﬁc latent heat. Assuming the heat is only removed from
the heating stage beneath, the heat transfer rate downward is also q. Now if we
assume that the thermal resistances of the glass slide and the glass-stage contact
are constant, the temperature diﬀerence between the sugar alcohol sample and
the heating stage is proportional to the heat transfer rate q. Therefore, to reduce
the temperature diﬀerence, q needs to be reduced. In equation (7.17), the growth
speed v at a given temperature is a material property that cannot be controlled.
The only adjustable term is the interface area. Therefore an improved setup is
designed with reduced interface area.

7.3.3

Growth in between a channel

Following the previous subsection, the measurement of erythritol crystal growth
speed is performed using a diﬀerent setup depicted in ﬁgure 7.11. A thin channel is constructed to limit the growth area, and thus the temperature rise. We
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Heat source
Solid
Glass slide

Liquid
TSA
TG Micro TCs
T0

q

Glass-Stage contact

0.5mm
1.0mm

Figure 7.9: A schematic diagram showing the experimental setup of an sugar alcohol
droplet on a glass slide. During the crystal growth process, the growth front acts as a
heat source and the heat is removed by the heating stage beneath.
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Figure 7.10: Temperature
history when the growth front
passes the three micro-TCs in
succession. The readings of
the three channels are from an
NI2892 data logger. Each TC
is separated by approximately
1 mm. Material: erythritol,
Tm = 121◦ C.
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use two test cases with diﬀerent channel widths, 0.47 and 0.33 mm. Micro-TCs
are inserted into the channel to measure the temperature when the growth front
passes. The results are plotted in ﬁgure 7.12. In both cases, the heating stage
temperature is set to 106 ◦ C. The temperature drop in ﬁgure 7.12 is because of
the opening of the chamber to trigger the nucleation. By applying this channel
setup, the temperature rise is greatly reduced. For 0.33 mm channel width, the
temperature rise is only about 2 degrees. By further decreasing the channel width,
the temperature rise can be even lower. In the test cases, the channel width cannot
be narrower than 0.3 mm considering the size of the micro-TC. In the erythritol
crystal growth measurements (no micro-TC inserted), we use a 0.2 mm channel to
further minimize the temperature rise.
0.50 mm
Glass cover
Glass slide

0.15 mm
0.15 mm
1.00 mm

Micro
Thermal Couple
Aperture

Glass-Stage contact

Figure 7.11: (Left)Schematic diagram of the setup used for measuring crystal growth
in between a channel; (Right) A micro-TC is inserted into the channel in two test cases
to measure the temperature rise.
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Figure 7.12:
Micro-TC
measurements of the two test
cases with diﬀerent channel widths. The inset displays a microscopic photo of
the channel setup with d =
0.47 mm. The shaded object
is the micro-TC. The channel
is ﬁlled with erythritol liquid
with Tm = 121◦ C.

Results

Using the above methods, the crystal growth speed is measured for the four sugar
alcohol materials, namely xylitol, erythritol, xyl+ery, and ara+ery (section 3.1.4).
The results are plotted in ﬁgure 7.13. In this ﬁgure, the referenced works from
CNRS-I2M (Talence, France) [20,113,185] and van Wissen [25] are also included.
Pure sugar alcohol For both xylitol and erythritol, there is a clear temperature
dependence of the growth speed. At ﬁrst, the growth speed increases as the degree
of supercooling increases. Then it reaches a maximum and begin to decrease. In
the diﬀusion-limited kinetics model, the growth speed can be expressed in terms
of thermodynamics quantities: [20]
( )
[
(
)]
C2 2kB T
∆Hm ∆T
v = C1 exp
1 − exp −
,
(7.18)
T πµ(T )
kB NA T Tm
where C1 and C2 are constants to be ﬁtted, ∆T = Tm −T is the degree of supercooling, and NA is Avogadro’s number. For xylitol, this model is applied to our most
recent work [113] and is plotted in ﬁgure 7.13a (black line and dots). The ﬁt is made
by taking ∆Hm = 40.02 kJ/mol, Tm = 366.2 K, and viscosity values from section
3.2.1. The ﬁtted parameters are C1 = 1.011 × 104 m−2 and C2 = 9218.2 K−1 .
For erythritol, the model is applied to the work of Godin et al. and is plotted in
ﬁgure 7.13b (black line and dots). The viscosity data used therein are from the
work of van Wissen [25] . The ﬁtted parameters are C1 = 1.017 × 106 m−2 and
C2 = 8591.8 K−1 [20] .
The growth speeds presented by Zhang et al. [113] and Godin et al. [20] are measured at more than 10 degrees of supercooling. As a comparison, the current
work covers the low-∆T region. In most of the temperature range, the speeds
measured in the current work are lower. For erythritol, a quasi-linear relationship between the growth speed and the degree of supercooling at ∆T < 10 K is
observed. In fact, this is when the erythritol crystal maintains a layer-by-layer
growth. At ∆T > 10 K, branched growth may occur which is at much faster
speed. Because the growth speed is calculated by tracking the movement of the
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Figure 7.13: Crystal growth measurement results of pure and blended sugar alcohols. The solid line is the ﬁtted result using a diﬀusion-limited kinetics model. References [20,25,113,185] .

growth front contour, only the fastest growth pattern is recorded.
For erythritol, the results of van Wissen seems shifted leftward compared with
other results in ﬁgure 7.13b. The reason is that the heat generated at the growth
front is not immediately removed. Note that the growth speed is plotted against
the heating stage temperature instead of against the sugar alcohol temperature.
For the melting process, measurements are performed for xylitol. As described
in the seed preparation procedure, the melting point is between 94 and 95 ◦ C.
At 95 ◦ C, the melting speed is 0.879 µm/s. At 95 ◦ C, the melting speed is 2.780
µm/s. The slope between the two measured points (1.9 µm/s/K) is much higher
than the slope of the crystallization near the melting point (0.03 µm/s/K). This
indicates the crystallization process and the melting process may be subject to
diﬀerent mechanisms.
MASA Two eutectic mixtures of sugar alcohols (xyl+ery 64:36 and ara+ery
60:40) are tested using the methodology described in section 7.3.2. The two ma136
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terials are prepared by SOLVAY (Pessac, France). The growth speeds of the two
materials are much slower than xylitol. In ﬁgures 7.13c and 7.13d, it is shown
both materials cannot reach the speeds measured at CNRS [185] . The reason is
unknown. The ara+ery crystal has an acicular habbit. While at our measured
temperature range, xyl+ery maintains a layer-by-layer growth.

100μm

100μm

(a) xyl+ery T=44°C

(b) ara+ery T=46°C

Figure 7.14: Microscopic photos of the two studied MASA materials. (a) xyl+ery at
44 ◦ C. (b) ara+ery at 46 ◦ C. Both are at 40 K of supercooling.

7.4

Eﬀective conductivity of carbon-sugar alcohol
composite

In chapter 5, the cross-plane thermal contact conductance is calculated for various
graphene/CNT-sugar alcohol composites. The next step is to predict the eﬀective
thermal conductivity of the carbon-sugar alcohol compounds, and see how much it
can be improved with a given mass percentage of graphene/CNT added. A direct
atomistic scale simulation of carbon-sugar alcohol composite in this case requires
micrometer sized systems and is therefore ineﬃcient, though possible [10,43] . In this
section, we use an eﬀective medium approach to estimate the eﬀective conductivity
of these composite materials.
There are many eﬀective medium approaches (EMA) available. Here we use a
simplest one, the Maxwell-Garnett approximation [55] . In this approximation, we
assume that the heat conduction through the CNT is much larger than through the
matrix material. Also, the CNTs are randomly spread throughout the composite,
with totally random spacial orientations. Additionally, the mass percentage of the
CNTs should be relatively small, such that the chance of CNT-CNT contact or
alignment is small.
Here, the EMA derivation is omitted; details can be found elsewhere [186,187] .
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The eﬀective thermal conductivity of the composite Ke is given by
3 + f (βx + βz )
Ke = KSA
,
(7.19)
3 − f βx
where
K11 − KSA
K33
, βz =
− 1,
(7.20)
βx = 2
K11 + KSA
KSA
f is the volume fraction of CNT in the composite, and KSA is the conductivity
of the sugar alcohol matrix characterized in Chapter 3. K11 and K33 are the
equivalent thermal conductivities along the transverse and longitudinal axes of
the CNT and are calculated using
KC
KC
K33 =
, K11 =
,
(7.21)
1 + LC /L
1 + LC /d
where KC is the conductivity of CNT (assumed isotropic), L and d are length and
diameter of the CNT, LC = KC /U CP is the Kapitza length in the CNT, and U CP
is the cross-plane contact conductance characterized in chapter 5.
Choice of CNT diameter Firstly, let us analyze the choice of CNT, and see
how the diﬀerently sized CNTs can be used to improve the eﬀective thermal conductivity. Taking xylitol as an example, the conductivity of xylitol is calculated to
be 0.49 W/m/K (table 5.2). The CNT diameters and CNT-xylitol thermal contact
conductance values are taken from table 5.1. The thermal conductivity of CNT is
not well known. Based on measurements using diﬀerent experimental techniques
and diﬀerent CNT gemometries (single-wall, multi-wall, or graphene), the conductivity ranges from 1300 to 7000 W/m/K [130] . Here we use 6000 W/m/K in the
test case. The length can range from less than 100 nm to several centimeters [188] ,
here we take 1000 nm for the test case. Using the above parameters and the
EMA introduced in the last paragraph, the eﬀective conductivities of CNT-xylitol
composites using various sized CNTs are calculated and plotted in ﬁgure 7.15.
In ﬁgure 7.15a, the eﬀective conductivity of CNT-xylitol composites is given as
a function of CNT volume fraction. At a given volume fraction, Ke has a strong
correlation with the CNT-xylitol thermal contact conductance. Therefore, the
CNT(30,30)-xylitol composite has the highest Ke for a given volume fraction of
CNT. In ﬁgure 7.15b, Ke is plotted versus the mass of CNT needed per cubic meter
of CNT-xylitol composite. The reason for making this graph is for estimating the
costs of CNT. The volume fraction f is deﬁned as the volume of CNT cylinders
along with the molecules enclosed, per cubic meter of composite. The mass fraction
m is deﬁned as the mass of CNT only, per cubic meter of composite. Therefore,
for the same mass fraction, CNTs with larger diameter actually occupy a larger
volume fraction. Because of this, we see in ﬁgure 7.15b, at a given mass fraction,
the larger size CNTs behave even better.
Choice of CNT length Now we consider how the length of CNT inﬂuences
the eﬀective conductivity. In ﬁgure 7.16, we ﬁx the CNT diameter by choosing
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Figure 7.15: Eﬀective conductivity of CNT-xylitol composites versus (a) CNT volume
fraction and (b) CNT mass required per cubic meter of composite. The numbers of
the legend are abbreviated from the CNT indices, e.g. 30 stands for CNT(30,30)-xylitol
composite. The dashed lines label the multiples of KSA .

CNT(10,10). Three CNT lengths are considered, namely 100 nm, 1000 nm, and
10000 nm. As seen in ﬁgure 7.16, the length of the CNTs in the composite has a
signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the eﬀective conductivity. In the case of L = 10000 nm,
only 1% volume fraction of CNT can result in a tripled conductivity.
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Figure 7.16: A sensitivity
analysis of CNT(10,10)-xylitol
composite on the length of
CNTs and the conductivity of
CNTs. The solid lines assume
KC = 6000 and the dashed lines
assume KC = 3000 W/m/K
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For each of the above three cases, a additional calculation is made assuming
KC = 3000 W/m/K. The results are plotted also in ﬁgure 7.16 using dashed lines.
With half the CNT heat conductivity, the eﬀective conductivity of the composite
does not change much.
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Ke of CNT-sugar alcohol composites From all the above results, we can
now estimate the eﬀective conductivity of other CNT-sugar alcohol composites. In
chapter 5, we have calculated the thermal contact conductance of several graphenesugar alcohol interfaces and concluded that they all lie in the 50-70 MJ/m2 /K
range. For CNTs, the contact conductance is expected to be lower, but on the
same order of magnitude. We can therefore refer to ﬁgure 7.16 to estimate the
eﬀective conductance. Still, the dominating factor here is the length of CNT.

7.5

Concluding remarks

In this chapter, the multiscale modeling method is introduced. Using the Gilmer
and Bennema lattice growth model, the thermodynamic and transport properties studied in the previous chapters are combined to directly simulate the crystal
growth of sugar alcohols. The temperature dependent characteristics of crystal
growth match the experimental results. Therefore, the model successfully bridges
the molecular scale to the micro scale. Using an eﬀective medium approach and
the contact conductance obtained in previous MD simulations, the eﬀective conductivity of carbon-sugar alcohol composites can now be predicted. The methods
introduced in this chapter can successfully be applied in the design of carbonsugar alcohol composite, as well as for the understanding of the nucleation and
crystallization of sugar alcohol materials.
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Conclusions and outlook

8.1

Accomplishments and conclusions

In the study of sugar alcohol based materials from within and beyond the
nanoscale, there are many novel ﬁndings and accomplishments, from which many
conclusions are drawn.
Molecular models and MD methodologies for material characterization
are established. Several carefully selected force ﬁelds are examined and validated. The generalized AMBER force ﬁeld has the best performance and is
therefore used in this thesis. A set of methodologies using equilibrium and nonequilibrium MD simulations are tested and improved in the calculations of the thermodynamic properties and transport properties. These methods are well suited
to study the phase change properties of heat storage materials and can potentially
be used on other materials, such as paraﬃns.
Method for solid-liquid interfacial free energy calculation is developed
and applied to sugar alcohols. A solid-liquid interfacial free energy calculation method is developed based on the wall cleaving method. The method guides
the liquid phase molecules to align to the crystalline structure step by step, and
uses thermodynamic integration to ﬁnd the reversible work done in the transition
of states. By applying this new method to the sugar alcohols, the anisotropic
interfacial free energy of sugar alcohols are calculated.
Nanoscale heat transfer on carbon-sugar alcohol interface is understood.
The two heat transfer mechanisms, i.e. the out-of-plane carbon to sugar alcohol
heat transfer and the cross-plane sugar alcohol to sugar alcohol heat transfer,
are distinguished. The major diﬀerence between the two mechanisms lies in the
phonon equilibration process within the carbon structure. In the application of
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sugar alcohol heat conductivity improvement, the cross-plane heat transfer is identiﬁed as the major heat transfer mechanism.
Thermal contact conductance in carbon-sugar alcohol composites is
quantiﬁed, and eﬀective heat conductivity is predicted. The cross-plane
thermal contact conductance in carbon-sugar alcohol composites is calculated for
ﬁve sugar alcohols. For xylitol and erythritol, the dependence of contact conductance on CNT diameter is quantiﬁed, and is concluded to be the result of a ﬁnite
size eﬀect of conﬁnement. Using the calculated contact conductance values, the
eﬀective conductivity of the carbon-sugar alcohol composites is calculated. The
length of the CNTs is the dominating factor for the eﬀective conductivity. With
1 µm long CNTs, the eﬀective conductivity can double for 5% in volume of doping.
With 10 µm long CNTs, the eﬀective conductivity can double for merely a 0.5%
in volume of doping.
sugar alcohol crystal growth kinetics is quantiﬁed and growth morphology is explained. A lattice scale model is adopted to describe the crystal growth
of sugar alcohols. The growth simulations are carried out using a kinetic Monte
Carlo scheme. In the simulations, volumetric free energy, interfacial free energy,
and viscosity are used as inputs, thereby bridging the properties calculated at the
molecular scale and the crystal growth behavior at the microscale. The simulation
results excellently predict the temperature-dependent growth speed, as observed
in the carefully designed experiments in this thesis. According to the simulation
results, the ratio of supersaturation and surface roughening parameter determine
the crystal growth pattern. A higher ratio of the two parameters results in a
densely branched growth and a lower ratio results in a faceted growth. These
ﬁndings are in accordance with experimental observations in the growth of xylitol
and erythritol.

8.2

Outlook

This thesis has considerably narrowed the gap between the nanoscale and the
microscale research on sugar alcohols as heat storage materials. Based on the
seminal research of this thesis, many research pathways can be explored.
The free energy landscape in the nucleation process. To better understand and predict the nucleation and crystal growth pattern of sugar alcohols, a
further study can focus on the solid-liquid interfacial conﬁgurations and the free
energy landscape in the nucleation process. One can select a few possible transition paths and use the same guiding potential approach as described in Chapter
6 to calculate the free energy barriers.
A suitable molecular model for crystalline erythritol. The current force
ﬁelds for erythritol cannot be used to simulate its crystalline structure. In an
142
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erythritol crystal, there are two alternate hydrogen sites that are partially occupied [114] . It is unknown if the proton transfer between the two sites can inﬂuence
erythritol’s characteristics as a heat storage material. Currently, the fast nucleation and crystallization kinetics of erythritol is believed to be caused by its low
viscosity. But an open question is if the crystalline structure is also playing a
prominent role.
Phonon frequency-dependent heat transfer At the nanoscale the Fourier
conduction law is no longer valid. Instead, the heat transfer shows ballistic behavior and is dependent on phonon frequency. The interfacial heat transfer can hence
be studied in a frequency-dependent manner. One can perform a Fourier transform on the heat current for the cross-plane heat transfer simulations described in
Chapters 4 and 5. Furthermore, a frequency-dependent interfacial thermal resistance can be deﬁned based on the spectral heat current.
Direct MD simulations on CNT-sugar alcohol composites. Using the
eﬀective medium approach, the eﬀective conductivity is predicted for CNT-sugar
alcohol composites. Nevertheless, one would like to verify the improvement using
an atomistic MD simulation. The veriﬁcation could be achieved in multiple ways.
For example, we can construct two long simulation boxes of sugar alcohol liquids,
one with a long carbon nanotube submerged while the other not. Then the sugar
alcohol liquids at one end of the simulation boxes are heated to induced heat
currents. We measure the transient response of the liquids at the other end of the
boxes and compare the two results. For CNT-sugar alcohol composite, the liquid
at the other end is expected to be heated up much faster than pure sugar alcohol.
Continuum scale modeling. With all the material properties calculated using
either MD or microscale simulations, the next target is to put these outcomes
into practice in a continuum scale study to design new sugar alcohol based heat
storage materials or to improve heat storage systems based on the sugar alcohol’s
characteristics. For example, one can perform a simulation of the heat storage
tank and heat exchanger. Based on the temperature-dependent crystal growth
speed and other temperature-dependent material properties, an optimal operating
condition for maximum discharge rate can be established.
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Summary

Solar energy plays an important role in the shift from our currently fossil fuel
based economy towards a renewable based economy. However, how to eﬀectively
use the low power density and intermittent solar energy remains a challenge to a
global scale implementation. To solve the intermittency problem, the solar energy
must be stored. A low cost solution is to store the energy in the form of heat,
by charging a heat storage tank. When heat is required, the stored heat can be
discharged from the tank, in analogy to an electric battery.
The daily heat production-demand mismatch between day and night can be
solved using short term heat storage, in particular, a hot water tank. However,
the largest heat production-demand mismatch lies between seasons. We hence
need a seasonal heat storage solution to provide heat in the winter to supplement
and eventually substitute the traditional fossil fuels. The key to the seasonal heat
storage is storage material.
One of the most promising option for compact and low-loss seasonal heat storage is to use phase change materials (PCMs). In the search and development of
better PCMs, sugar alcohols are recently proposed as potential candidates. The
high latent heat in sugar alcohol’s liquid-solid phase transition provides high storage density. The stable supercooled state (liquid below melting point) of sugar
alcohol enables the storage of liquid at relatively low temperature with low heat
loss.
Despite of the above advantages, there are still issues to be resolved. The
working temperature of sugar alcohols covers from the water’s freezing point up to
160 ◦ C. Not all thermodynamic properties in this temperature range are known.
The heat conduction in sugar alcohols needs to be enhanced for higher charging and
discharging power. The nucleation and crystallization behavior of sugar alcohols
are unclear.
This thesis takes a fundamental look at the above issues and studies sugar alcohols using nanoscale modeling methods and a few models beyond the nanoscale.
In chapter 3, the thermodynamic properties of sugar alcohols are studied by
laboratory measurements and molecular dynamics simulations. The validity and
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performance of a few selected molecular models are investigated. The generalized AMBER force ﬁeld is found to have the best performance. The transport
properties are also studied by means of non-equilibrium simulations.
In chapter 4 and 5, the method to improve the heat conductivity of sugar
alcohols by carbon nano-structures are presented. Here, two nanoscale heat transfer mechanisms, namely the “out-of-plane” carbon-to-liquid heat transfer and the
“cross-plane” liquid-to-liquid heat transfer are distinguished. They are diﬀerent in
nature. A relationship between carbon nanotube’s diameter and cross-plane heat
transfer coeﬃcient is established and is found to be related to the phonon mode
mismatch.
In chapter 6 and 7, the nucleation and crystal growth of sugar alcohols are
studied. A novel method based on transition state sampling is developed to quantify the anisotropic solid-liquid interfacial free energy. In a lattice scale model, a
kinetic Monte Carlo method is introduced to study the crystal growth of sugar
alcohols. The results are backed by microscope measurements.
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